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i The new Du Mont Types 12RP4 and 

15DP4 (replacing respectively Types 
12JP4 and I5AP4) feature :he exclusive Du 

Mont bent -gun. This ion -trap design elimi- 
nates ion -spot blemishes while maintaining 
an undistorted spot for maximum pictorial 
resolut on. Meanwhile, lead-free glass re- 
duces tube weight considerably. Five -pin 
duodecal base permits using the new half - 
socket for a significant saving, although old - 
type full -socket also accommodates these 
new tubes without modification. 

Definitely "Your best buy!" For initial - 

equipment or replacement purposes - for 
superlative performance and longest service - insist on Du Mont Teletrons! 

Q ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC. 

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC. 

iiMilii. 

o 
DOUBLE MAGNET 

Above: Du Mont bent -gun principle, utilizing single, ion - trap magnet. Space saved by eliminating double beam - 
bending magnet results in shorter neck length. Focussed - 
spot distortion eliminated by use of electrode parts de- signed to form symmetrical electrostatic fields in G2 space. 
Lower -cost magnet. 

Below: Conventional straight -gun design. Ion and electron 
beam is twisted by slanting electrostatic field between 
second grid and anode, requiring TWO bending magnetic 
fields. More costly beam -bender. Longer neck. Focussed - 
spot distortion. 

Write for latest literature. 

TUBE DIVISION 

'TRADE MARK 

PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY 



Edged or the 15,000 top intluen- 

tiºl engineers it the Teie-com:nuní 

carioas industry, 'el, -Tech each 

monk brings clearly written, com- 

pact, ,nd authoritative articles and 

sum,raries of t' e latest technological 

deve'oaments to the busy executive. 

from its engineering articles 

I ng with mcnufacture and oper- 

r: of new communica'ions equip - 
t, Tele -Tech is w°defy recognized 

comprehens.ve analyses and 

ïstical surevs cf trends in the 

stry. Its reports and 

rpretations cf gorernmental oc 

rwith regardtc- regulation, pur- 

ing, resear:h, and development 
are sought by the leaders in the 

mary engineers -g Felds listed below 
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COVER: Dr. Harvard B. Vincent, Director of Product Development, American Structural 
Products Co., Toledo, Ohio inspecting face plate of a new 16 -in, diagonal all - 
glass rectangular television bulb. These bulbs are designed to receive 100% of 
the transmitted picture information and will permit the housing of TV receivers 
in smaller cabinets. The 16 in. diagonal tube is said to fit into the cabinet of any 
121/2 -in. table model now marketed and provides 138.7 sq. in. of usable screen 
area. It weighs 153/4 lbs., is about 18 in. long and has a 70° deflection angle. 
Other rectangular designs include bulbs with a 13-11/16 and an 18'/s -in. 
diagonal that provide usable screen areas of 97.8 and 1893 sq. in. respectively. 
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A discussion of the problems for three-phase determining 
methods with suggested design criteria for new units 
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SO SMALL... 
... it mounts on a radio chassis 

A LINE - 
VOLTAGE 

STABILIZER 

These 15-, 25-, and 50 -va G -E 

voltage -stabilizer units are only a 
little over 2 inches high and about 9 inches 
long. They'll mount easily on a medium-sized 
radio or electronic instrument chassis and 
will give you an even, non -fluctuating 115 

volts for your equipment whether your line 
voltage is 95 or 130. A special transformer 
circuit provides a stabilized output voltage 

AN EASY WAY TO 

PRODUCE SQUARE WAVES 

within 1% of 115 volts for fixed, unity -power - 
factor loads. 

Continuous operation under conditions of 
short or open circuits will not damage the 
stabilizer in any way. Since there are no mov- 
ing parts, there is little maintenance to worry 
about. For complete information on voltage - 
stabilizer units of all sizes from 15 -va to 
5000 -va, write for Bulletin GEA -3634. 

Specially designed G -E Type -E networks 
will produce impulses which have defi- 
nite, known energy contents and dura- 
tions, and thus are ideal for converting 
a -c or d -c charging voltages into approxi- 
mately rectangular square waves. These 
networks consist of capacitor and coil sec- 
tions adjusted to close tolerances and her- 
metically sealed in single metal containers. 

G.E. helped meet wartime radar de- 
mands with thousands of these units and 
now offers them for commercial use. They 
are available in a wide range of designs, 

impedances, ratings, and sizes for pulse 
lengths of 0.1 to 40 microseconds. See 
Bulletin GEA -4996. 

ilk GEN ERA '3LLECTRIC j` 
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HEAVY-DUTY RELAYS 

THAT MOUNT 3 WAYS 

This versatile, general-purpose, heavy- 
duty, a -c relay unit is available in three 
mounting arrangements: front connected, 
back connected, or plug-in connected. All 
three mounting types are available in 
open or enclosed models and are furnished 
in spst, dpst, or dpdt circuits. Heavy, long- 
lasting silver contacts carry 10 amps con- 
tinuous. Normally -open forms make or 
break 45 amps; normally -closed forms 
make or break 20 amps. Relay coils come 
in 12-, 24-, 115-, or 230 -volt, 60 -cycle a -c 
sizes. D -c units are available in similar 
models. For full details see GEC -257. 

ACCURATE 
BUT RUGGED 

The new, modern - 
looking, easy -to -read 
21/2 inch G -E instru- 
ment line is improved 
inside as well as out- 
side. A single, self- 
contained mecha- 
nism supported on 
an extremely strong 
Alnico magnet as- 
sures permanent alignment even under 
the most adverse operating conditions. 
This high -gauss Alnico magnet permits 
the use of a large air gap with a conse- 
quent smoother, non -sticking action. The 
greater torque -to -weight ratio means bet- 
ter damping and allows the use of heavier 
vibration -resisting pivots. Accuracy is 5% 
of full scale on rectifier types, 2% on all 
others. For complete details, send for 
Bulletin GEC -368. 

TIMELY HIGHLIGHTS 

ON G -E COMPONENTS 

SNAP -SWITCH INSTALLATION 

TEME CUT TO SECONDS 

You'll have a firm electrical connection 
without the use of solder a few seconds 
after you begin to install this small but 
rugged Switchette. Only 11/2 inches long 
and weighing only 9 grams, this 230 -vac, 
10 -amp unit has solderless knife -contact 
terminals made of pure, tinned copper. 

G -E Switchettes are available in a va- 
riety of forms and circuits, all of which 
have double -break contact structures. 
They're particularly well suited for elec- 
tronic applications because of their low 
RF noise output ( short contact -bounce) . 

For your convenience there are screw - 
terminal and soldering -lug types as well 
as this special quick -connect unit. Send 
for Bulletin GEA -4888. 

r- 
General Electric Company, Section F667-3 

Apparatus Department, Schenectady, N. Y. 

Please send me the following bulletins: 

GEA -3634 Voltage stabilizers 
GEA -4888 Switchettes 

GEA -4996 Capacitor networks 

NAME__ 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

s. 

A SMALL PACKAGE OF 

WELL -REGULATED HIGH VOLTAGE 

You get both high voltage and good regu- 
lation with small lightweight G -E preci- 
sion rectifiers. This may interest you if 
you need compact, well -regulated, high 
d -c voltage sources for cathode-ray tubes, 
television camera tubes, radar indicator 
scopes, electron microscopes, Geiger - 
Mueller counters, or similar jobs. 

These supplies are hermetically sealed 
and oil -filled. Typical units have outputs 
of 7 kv at 0.1 ma.-have only 3.5% devia- 
tion for every 0.1 ma load and output rip- 
ple of less than 1%. Size-only 6" x 6" x 
7". Weight -8 lbs. For further data, write: 
General Electric Company, Section 667-3, 
Schenectady 5, N. Y., giving complete in- 
formation on the proposed application 
with specifications required. 

GEC -257 Heavy-duty relays 

GEC -368 Instruments 

STATE 
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PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES 

WELDON & CARR 
Consulting Rodio Engineers 

Washington, D. C. 
1605 Connecticut Ave. 

Dallas, Texas 
1728 Wood St. 

MI, 4151 

Riverside 3611 

There Is no substitute for experience 

GLENN D. GILLETT 
AND ASSOCIATES 

982 NATIONAL PRESS BLDG. NA. 3373 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE 

1469 CHURCH ST., N.W. DE. 1232 

WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

HERMAN LEWIS GORDON 
Registered Patent Attorney 
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Warner Building 100 Normandy Drive 
Washington 4, D. C. Silver Spring, Md. 
NAtional 2497 SHepherd 2433 

GEORGE P. ADAIR 
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EXecutive 1230 1833 M STREET, N. W. 
EXecutive 5851 WASHINGTON 6, D. C. 

@ELECTRICAL 
TESTING IABORATORIES.INC 

Specia/izingrn technical services to those 
intent upon GOOD QUALITY 

2 East End Aventte at 79th St. NewVork 21 N.Y. 

4. D. RING & CO. 
26 Years' Experience in Radio 

Engineering 
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347 

WASHINGTON 4, D. C. 

McNARY & WRATHALL 

RADIO ENGINEERS 

906 Natl. Press Bldg. 1407 Pacific Ave. 

Washington 4, D.C. Santa Cruz, Calif. 

AMY, ACEVES & KING, INC. 
Specialists in the 

Design and Installation of 
HIGH -GAIN 

AM, FM, and TELEVISION 
ANTENNA SYSTEMS 

LOngacre 5-6622 
11 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y. 

A. F. SMUCKLER & CO., INC. 
ELECTRONIC & COMMUNICATION 

ENGINEERS 8 MANUFACTURERS 

202-208 TILLARY ST. BROOKLYN 1, N. Y. 

Ulster 5-5141 

ALBERT F. MURRAY 
Consulting Television Engineer 

All Phases of Television Planning. 
Patent advice in the Electronic Field. 

4707 Windom Place, N. W. 
Washington 16, D. C. 

Telephone: ORdway 4841 

RALPH R. BATCHER 
Consulting Engineer 

240-02 - 42 STREET 

DOUGLASTON, L. I.. N. Y. 
BAYSIDE 4-5092 

CIRCULATION 
TELE-TECH's 15,150 circulation includes 
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station. 
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AM -FM & TV 
TRANSMITTERS 

are equipped with 

Adlake Relays 

RAYTHEON Manufacturing Company's AM, FM 

and Tv transmitters, including the famous 
"RF -3" 3 -Kw FM, "RA -5" 5 -Kw AM and the new 
"RTv-500" 500 watt Tv and "RTv-5" 5000 watt Tv 
equipment, employ Adlake Relays for CONTROL. 

Silent and chatterless, Adlake Mercury Plunger 
Type Relays are an integral part of these stream- 
lined transmitters which produce high fidelity 
modulation with a low noise level. 

Besides silent operation, Adlake Relays bring 
these advantages to any job where relays are 
used: 

Hermetically sealed contact mechanism is 
impervious to dust, dirt and moisture. 

Liquid mercury -to -mercury contact prevents 
burning, pitting and sticking. 

Adlake design armors relays against out- 
side vibration or impact; they are usable on 
either stationary or fixed equipment. 

Whatever your relay needs are, there's an Adlake 
Relay to do the job. You'll like our free, illus- 
trated folder giving full details. Write for it 
today to: The Adams & Westlake Company, 
1117 N. Michigan, ELKHART, Indiana. 

THE 

Adams & Westlake 
COMPANY 

Est. 1857 ELKHART, INDIANA New York Chicago 

Manufacturers of Adlake Hermetically Sealed Mercury 
Relays for Timing, Load and Control Circuits 

(Above) Relay panel in Raytheon's RF -3A 
3 -KW FM AMPLIFIER (shown below) 
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Top Fidelfry...uthe most dependable 

Tape Recorder yet! says W°RS STAN LOMAX 

PRESTO'S PT -900 is the answer for delayed sports broad- 
casts-field recording-wherever there is a need for a portable 
recorder of complete broadcast quality. Look at these outstand- 
ing engineering features: 

Three separate heads for superior performance (and for 
monitoring direct from tape). One head each to erase, record 
and play back. 3 microphone channels with master gain con- 
trol in recording amplifier. Large V.U. meter with illumi- 
nated dial to indicate recording level, playback output level, 
bias current and erase current, and level for telephone line. 

2 -speed, single motor drive system. Toggle switch to change 
tape speeds from V/2" to 15" per second. 

Don't choose your tape recorder until you see the new Presto 
Portable Tape Recorder. Write for complete details today. 

RECORDING CORPORATION 
Paramus, New Jersey 

Mailing Address: P. 0. Box 500, Hackensack, N. J. 

In Canada. WALTER P. DOWNS, Ltd., Dominion Sq. Bldg., Montreal 

8 

WORLD'S GREATEST MANUFACTURER OF INSTANTANEOUS SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT AND DISCS 

CELE - TECH December. 1949 



S 

A NEW 
pOTLAMP 
FAR TV 
STUDIOS 

The 

STRONG TROUPER 

Portable 

High Intensity 

A. C. CARBON 

ARC 

SPOTLIGHT 

Produces snow white uniformly illuminated 
spot, with crisp edges, far surpassing in 
brilliancy any incandescent or vertical arc 
type spotlights. Delivers light of a quality 
ideal for TV. 
Easily operated. Start it and forget it. 
You'll appreciate the unattended opera- 
tion. 
A silvered glass reflector and two -element 
variable focal length lens system. 
Draws only 10 amperes from any 110 -volt 
A.C. convenience outlet. Adjustable, self- 
regulating transformer which is an integral 
part of the base for the first time makes 
possible a high intensity arc spotlight with- 
out the use of heavy rotating equipment. 
Automatic arc control maintains constant 
arc gap and a steady light, free from hiss 
or flicker. The airborne hum level does 
not interfere with sound. A trim of car- 
bons burns one hour and twenty minutes 
at 21 volts and 45 amperes. 
Horizontal masking control. Can be angled 
at 45 degrees in each direction. 
Mounted on casters. Easily transported 
to remotes. 

THE STRONG ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
"The World', Largest Manufacturer of Projection Arc Lamps" 

3 City Park Avenue. Toledo 2, Ohio 

Please send free literature, prices and name of the nearest dealer in 
Strong Spotlights. 

NAME 

COMPANY 

STREET 

CITY 8 STATE 
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EXACTING 
PERFORMANCE 

UNDER 
CRITICAL CONDITIONS 

To insure dependable circuits in your product, 
specify the capacitors that perform reliably under 
extremes of temperature and climate - 

These fixed mica dielectric receiving capacitors 
maintain their reputation for dependable operation 
under all conditions by passing rigid tests before 
leaving the factory. Tests include temperature 
efficient and capacitance drift, humidity, life, ins '"''a- 

tion resistance, etc. In addition these tiny condr sers 
are sealed for salt water immersion. All r is are 
run at double their working voltage. 

SO ALWAYS 
Specify Pretested Capacitors by 'il-Menco 

THEY GIVE XACTING 
PERFORIVIA° CE UNDER 
CRITICAL-/ CONDITIONS 

THE ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. CO., Inc. 
WILLIMANTIC CONNECTICUT 

CM 15 MINIATURE CAPACITOR 

Actual Size 9/32" x /2" x 3/16" 
For Television, Radio and other Electronic 

Applications 
2 - 420 mmf. cap. at 500v DCw 
2 -525 mmf. cap. at 300v DCw 
Temp. Co -efficient ±50 parts per million 

per degree C for most capacity values. 
6 -dot color coded. 

Write on your 
firm (letterhead for 
Catalog and Samples 

C0MOLDED MICA MICA TRIMMER CAPACITORS 
Foreign Radio and Electronic Manufacturers communicate direct with our Export Dept. at Willimantic, Conn. for information. 

ARCO ELECTRONICS, INC., 135 Liberty St., New York, N. Y. Sole agent for jobbers and ccstributors in U. S. and Canada. 
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Now-from the smallest to the largest sets-you can 
power your complete line of television receivers with 

Federal's weight -saving, money -saving Miniature Sele- 
nium Rectifiers. 

Federal's line of Miniature Rectifiers ... including the 
latest addition, the 350 ma. model ... is engineered to meet 
the power requirements in all television receivers-re- 
gardless of screen -size or the number of tubes. Two small 
rectifier stacks, two capacitors and a resistor are all that's 

required-components that can 
be mounted anywhere in your 

knitom11.1-4- 

No matter what size 

TV RECEIVER 

YOU MAKE 

...Federal has. 

raffl 

SELENIUM RECTIFIER 
to power it 

4. 

New 350 Ma. Miniature Selenium Rectifier 
brings to the largest TV consoles 
the same savings in weight and 
cost now being made in smaller sets Type 

439D4200 
D.C. Output -350 Ma. 

chassis and remove pounds of useless weight. 

Leading television manufacturers designed Federal se- 

lenium rectifiers into 7", 10", 12" and 16" television 
receivers during the past two years. Now this proven, 
simple and efficient method of supplying B+ power for 
television receivers can be used in even the largest direct - 
view receivers. For complete information or engineering 
data write to Dept. F-666. 

Send for Federal's new Miniature Selenium Recti- 
fier Handbook . . . 48 pages of valuable design 
data. Available for 25 cents (coin only). 

Federal Telephone and Radio (7917)oration 
FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATION LABO- 
RATORIES, Nutley, N.J.... a und of 
I T & T's world - wide research and 
engineering organization. 

SELENIUM and INTELIN DIVISION, 900 Passaic Ave., East Newark, New Jersey 

In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. O. 
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp.,67 Broad St.,N.Y. 
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How can you take the 
MYSTERY OUT OF ELECTRONICS? 

&.ee eipm melee/ 

1. INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS for "on the 
job" trainees and students, is the subject of 
an intensely practical 12 -lesson sound slide - 
film course now being offered by General 
Electric. Liberal use of easily understood 
diagrams (above) practically insures that... 

2 ... students will absorb electronic tube 
fundamentals quickly and easily. Moreover, 
this course highlights important electronic ap- 
plications such as photoelectric surface scan- 
ning systems (above). It takes its audience 
into industry's laboratories, shows how .. 

3 ... photolighting equipment rotating at 
40,000 rpm reveals metal failures (above) in 
the making! Students are led easily and logi 
cally from one "lesson" to the next (12 in all) 
Reviews precede each lesson. A high point 
is the subject of electronic motor control. 

ei.......Min MU NM MI it reet 

I General Electric Co., Section D684-16 ' 
Schenectady 5, N. Y. Attach to your business letterhead 

IPlease send me a complimentary copy of the G -E Industrial Electronics Train- 
ing Course Manual (GES -3330) without obligation. 

IName Title 1 
Company I 

I Street I ' City State I 
`---GENERAL ae ELECTRIC ---J 

4. The student is shown visually how a 
motor operates (above) and how an elec- 
tronic tube provides stepless speed control. 
And because he knows, he makes a more 
valuable employee. The vital subject of re- 
eistance welding... 

5 ... is covered completely. Step by step, the 
student is given the basic principles and the 
practical uses (above) for spot, projection, 
and seam welding. To convince you that this 
course reduces training costs, we'd like to 
send you this comprehensive ... 

6. INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL-FREE! It 
shows the course's scope and objectives. All 
twelve lessons are pictured along with the 
printed narrative. (Complete course with in- 
structor's manual and review booklets - 
$150.00.) MAIL THE COUPON TODAY! 

FREE 
u to business 

n management! 
u 

TEL 

TWELVE -FOLD EXPANSION of 
radio -electronic manufacturing facili- 
ties would be needed in event of a 
war emergency, according to an in- 
side estimate now circulating in 
Washington. We have previously 
guessed that our present great plant 
capacity would have to be doubled or 
tripled, but semi-official figures, 
based on the enormous requirements 
of radio, radar and electronic equip- 
ment for planes, ships, tanks, defense 
nets, etc., now "up" such needed ex- 
pansion to 12 times existing factories. 
These estimates pale 1944's miracle $6 
billions output into insignificance! 

U. S. PURCHASING CHART OK! 
-With the recent Washington activity 
on unification of the Armed Forces, 
we have been asked whether sweep- 
ing changes will not soon follow in 
Uncle Sam's purchasing channels as 
charted by Tele -Tech on pages 14 and 
15 of our October issue. Such changes 
will actually come very slowly, as 
unification proceeds from the top 
(where it is still having hard going). 
Also, since money appropriations are 
made to the individual agencies and 
will probably continue so, our chart 
is expected to "stand up" as a good 
guide for a couple of years at least. 

TV -FM SETS SOAKED 10% TAX 
if they have continuous FM tuning. 
This is the new ruling of the Bureau 
of Internal Revenue, which under law 
must tax FM and AM radio receivers. 
The Bureau seems still at a loss as 
to how to evaluate the taxable radio 
portion of TV sets and is studying the 
matter and listening to manufac- 
turers' protests. 

SHIPS ONLY 50% RADAR- 
EQUIPPED-The American shipping 
industry has spent almost $6,000,000 
for radar installations since the end 
of the war, this included the more 
than $1,000,000 for commercial radar 
in making eighty-seven installations 
in the last 12 months. The market for 
such installations is nowhere near 
saturation, since only 54% of the ves- 
sels of 63 reporting companies are 
yet fitted with radar equipment. 

87 TV STATIONS ON AIR, as we 
go to press, latest being at Kansas 
City, Mo., Jacksonville, Fla., and 
Columbus, Ohio. Television -station 
applications pending before the FCC 
still number 351. 
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THE TESTED LEAD-IN LI 

Ó 

atife$ 

Since late in 1947 Anaconda ATV* 225 Shielded 
Lead -In Lines** have been in operation in various 
sections of the United States. 

Comparative results are now conclusive. ATV 225 
means no more weather interference, no more mois- 
ture, or dirt troubles, no "snow," no "ghosts," no re - 
radiation from nearby installations, auto, truck or 
airplane ignition. 

In a word, pictures are clear and clean as never be- 
fore. And because service call-backs are negligible, 
(instead of ruinous) there's more time for selling sets. 
And there's lots of replacement business on out-of- 
date, unshielded lead-in lines ... with scientific, time - 
tested ATV 225. It's now generally available. Order 
today. 

Specifically, ATV 225 offers: 

1. High impedance-matches receiver input circuit. 
2. Extremely high signal to noise ratio. 

3. Low attenuation-full signal strength, 

4. Stable performance and long life under all 
weather conditions. 

5. Fire resistant-meets Underwriters' requirements. 

6. Operates in conduit without change in electrical 
properties. 

40447 

'flog. U. S. Pat. Off. 
...Patent Applied for. 

ATV 225 

fron, nene to coni hS, 

ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE CO 
25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 4, N. Y. 
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from crystal set to television 
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LENZ has served the radio industry! 
When the radio industry first appeared on 

the American scene 25 years or more ago, the 

Lenz Electric Manufacturing Co. was ready 

with the facilities required for the production 

of needed wires. 

These facilities have grown 

all through the days of the 

down to the present boom in 

with the industry, 

crystal set, right 

Television equip- 

ment, Lenz Wires and Cables, have been used 

in the production of millions of electronic units 

of all kinds and their component parts. 

Lenz will continue to be a leading source 

for properly engineered underwriters approved 

Plastic and Textile Hook -Up, Wires, Cables, 

Shielded Lead -Ins, and Harnesses for all types 

of electronic equipment, A.M., F.M., Television 

and Communications. Consult Lenz, now as al- 

ways your source for engineered wires and 

cables designed for the job. 

LENZ ELECTRIC 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

1751 N. Western Ave. Chicago 47, Illinois 
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"RESEARCH"LINE... 
SPECIALISTS in the field of mobile radio 
for 20 years now offer you ... . 

NSTANTANEOUS CARRIER DEVIATION 

WITHOUT I.D.C. 

1. Unlawful overmodufation. 

2. Interference with channel 
neighbors. 

3. Loss of speech intelligi- 
bility on weak signals. 

4. Decreased average per- 
cent modulation. 

WITH I.D.C. 

1. Instantaneous automatic 
limiting of modulation 
deviations. 

2. Maximum protection of 
channel neighbors. 

3. Preservation of speech in- 
telligibility for signals 
both strong and weak. 

4. Increased average percent 
modulation. 

anleee) Feature for Feature 
with any other equipment on the market. 
Get the complete story .... Write today. 

MOTOROLA INC. DepT Te -T 

Communications & Electronics Division 

4545 W. AUGUSTA ELVD. CHICAGO 51, ILLINOIS 

No, 3 of a Series 

Now there's 
r -I N S I A N t A N E OUS 

IN THE MOST MODERN, EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT YOU CAN OWN! 

Even better than ever before! Proued by past performance 
-now improved through specialized experience. Customer 
reports are unanimous in acclaiming Motorola's superior 
performance, endurance and freedom from obsolescence: 
Proof that top quality costs you less in the long run. 

A revolutionary, voice wave slope -limiter 
invented by Motorola Engineers to improve 
the utility of 2 -way radio : eliminates channel 
"spillover"-protects communication's intel- 

ligibility-increases the voice dominance over noise and 
keeps radiated power within useful channel limits. 

A symbol of Motorola's continued leadership. 
Instantaneous Deviation Control satisfies 
the FCC, July 1, 1950 modulation control 
regulation. 

A pace setting development of the Motorola 
Research Laboratories, the world's largest 
laboratories devoted exclusively to the devel- 
opment of F.M. 2 -way radio equipment. 

"RESEARCH" LINE 

F M 2 -WAY RADIO 

THE BEST COSTS LESS IN THE LONG RUN ! 
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They Parked a Pole Line Into a Pipe 
Back in the eighties, telephone executives faced 
a dilemma. The public demanded more telephone 
service. But too often, overloaded telephone poles 
just couldn't carry the extra wires needed, and 
in cities there was no room for extra poles. Could 
wires be packed away in cables underground? 

Yes, but in those days wires in cables were 
only fair conductors of voice vibrations, good 
only for very short distances. Gradually cables 
were improved; soon every city call could travel 

underground; by the early i goo's even cities far 
apart could be linked by cable. 

Then Bell scientists went on to devise ways 
to get more service out of the wires. They evolved 
carrier systems which transmit 3, 12, or even 15 
voices over a pair of long distance wires. A co- 
axial cable can carry r 800 conversations or six 
television pictures. This is another product of 
the centralized research that means still better 
service for you in the future. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES EXPLORING AND INVENTING, 
DEVISING AND PERFECTING, FOR CONTINUED IMPROVEMENTS AND ECONOMIES IN TELEPHONE SERVICE 
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New Higher Power 
Electron Tube with 

All -Ring Seals 

Now Available for Full Power 
Operation Up to 110 mcs/sec. 

The availability of the Machlett 
ML -354, a compact, super -power water 
and forced -air cooled triode for opera- 
tion up to 110 mcs/sec. in FM, AM, 
TV and industrial service is a con- 
tribution of significant proportion to 
progress in all fields of electronic de- 
velopment. The tube is provided with 
coaxial filament, grid, and plate seals, 
making it ideally suited to cavity - 
type circuits. 

Superior Design Features 
Developed to satisfy the need for 

higher -power electron tubes in broad- 
cast, communications, research, and 
industrial services, this all -ring -seal 
triode is of a balanced electrical and 
mechanical design. Its low plate im- 
pedance makes it ideally suitable for 
broad band applications. All electrodes 
mount directly from heavy copper 
cylinders, resulting in a structure 
which is far superior, electrically and 
mechanically, to conventional water- 
cooled electron tube design; all glass - 
to -metal seals are of Kovar, and the 
large diameter seals give increased 
strength and freedom from excessive 
heating at electrode contacts. The tube 
incorporates a high -conductivity, 
heavy -wall copper anode. The integral 
anode water jacket and quick change 
water -coupling, contribute to easy and 
rapid tube replacement. The cathode 
is a 16 strand self-supporting tho- 
riated-tungsten filament, completely 
balanced and stress -free throughout 
life. The rigidly supported grid and 
cathode are designed to give uniform 
anode heating. The grid is capable of 
unusually high heat dissipation con- 
tributing to maximum stability of 
tube performance and circuit opera- 
tion. 

Wide Application 
The foregoing design features and 

characteristics are incorporated in 
the ML -354 triode, developed by 
Machlett Laboratories, Inc., Spring- 
dale, Conn. The ML -354, having basic 
design features usable over a wider 
range of power and frequencies than 
has been heretofore available in tri- 
odes, finds applications, among others, 
in high -power AM, FM and TV broad- 
casting, cyclotron and synchrotron 
oscillators and in induction and dielec- 
tric heating. (Adv.) 

DESCRIPTION 
The ML -354 is a compact, general purpose, high power electron tube 

designed for operation at full power up to 110 mcs/sec. It is an all -ring -seal 

water and forced -air-cooled triode capable of giving in excess of 50 kilowatts 

output power at 108 mcs/sec. in grounded grid circuits with 10 kilowatts 

driving power. Considerably higher power is available at lower frequencies. 

This tube is ideally suited for cavity operation, and its low plate impedance 

is advantageous for broad band applications. Features include Kovar glass - 

to -metal seals, sturdy electrode structures, integral anode water jacket, and 

quick change water coupling. The cathode is a stress -free self-supporting 

thoriated-tungsten filament. 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Electrical 
Filament Voltage 12.5 volts 

Filament Current 220 amps 

Amplification Factor 25 

Interelectrode Capacitances 
Grid -Plate 65 uuf 

Grid -Filament 83 uuf 
Plate -Filament 2.4 uuf 

Mechanical 
Mounting \ ertical, Anode Down 

Water -flow on Anode 
for 75 KW Dissipation 45 gpm 
for 50 KW Dissipation 30 gpm 

Air Flow on Seals 
to limit glass to 165°C. 220 cfm 

Net Weight, approximate 40 lbs 

MAXIMUM RATINGS: Radio -Frequency CW Oscillator 
Max. Freq. 
50 mcs/sec. 

Max. Freq. 
110 Ines/sec. 

DC Plate Voltage 15 9 kVdc 

DC Plate Current 13 13 Adc 

DC Grid Voltage -1.6 -1.6 kVdc 

DC Grid Current 2.5 2.5 Ade 

Plate Input 195 100 kW 

Plate Dissipation 75 50 kW 

For complete technical data on the ML -354 high power, 

all -ring -seal triode, write to Engineering Department, 

MACHLETT LABORATORIES, INC. 
Springdale, Conn. 

r.CF11.C.Inziozzogingiamazzamma 
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Outstanding Advantages 
of the new 

Mallory Spiral Inductuner: 
1. A single control for easy selec- 

tion and fine tuning of any tele- 
vision or FM channel. 

2. Excellent stability eliminates 
frequency drift. 

3. Supplied in three or four -sec- 
tion designs. 

4. Far more quiet operation; free 
from microphonics. 

5. Greater selectivity on high fre- 
quency channels. 

6. Eliminates "bunching" of high 
band channels. Covers entire 
range in only six turns. 

7. Simplifies front end design and 
production. 

8. Reduces assembly costs. 

*Reg. trade mark of P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc. 
for inductance tuning devices covered by 
Mallory -Ware patents. 

Precision Electronic 

e,m1MMIIM 

NEW 
Mallory Spiral Inductuner* 

Gives Better Performance 
at Lower Costs! 

There are hundreds of thousands of Mallory Inductuners in 
use today-all giving trouble -free service. And now, the new 
Mallory Spiral Inductuner is the biggest news in television for 
better performance and lower cost. 

You can eliminate many costly methods on your assembly 
line with the new Mallory Spiral Inductuner. It permits faster 
alignment and far simpler front . end design and assembly 
than any other system. 

The Mallory Spiral Inductuner provides for infinitely accurate 
selection from 54 to 216 megacycles ... gives FM tuning at 
no extra cost! 

Check the advantages of the Mallory Spiral Inductuner. Im- 
prove the performance of your sets, and step ahead of com- 
petition at the same time at a cost that will surprise you. 

Get in touch with Mallory now for complete information. 

Parts-Switches, Controls, Resistors 

MALLORY 
P. R. MALLORY a CO.. Inc. 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 

SERVING INDUSTRY WITH 

Capacitors 

Contacts 

Controls 

Rectifiers 

Switches 

Vibrators 
Power Supplies 

Resistance Welding Materials 
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TELEVISION TELECOMMUNICATIONS RADIO 

O. H. CALDWELL, Editorial Director * M. CLEMENTS, Publisher * 480 Lexington Ave., New York (17) N. Y. 

FOR A CONTINUOUS TV BAND!-Television's 
needed expansion is now held up for another indeter- 
minable period, while color -TV, uhf, and the vhf 
"freeze" are debated endlessly before the FCC. 

Yet a very simple solution would give TV all the 
channels and station allocations it will need for several 
years, while the uhf problem is being mastered. 

The answer to TV's dilemma is to get the Government 
to release some of its own preempted frequencies just 
above TV channels 7 to 13. Then television could have 
six to ten more adjoining channels, all in the general 
vicinity of the present TV bands. 

Compared with the uhf alternative, such a solution 
will immeasurably simplify TV transmitter and receiver 
design and construction, and permit immediate increase 
in the number of TV cities and stations. 

GOVERNMENT "HOGS" 42%-Even if the Govern- 
ment gave up such spectrum -space it would be losing 
no vital facilities. Rather, the result would be to whittle 
the huge Government chunk of the radio spectrum down 
to more common-sense proportions. For the Govern- 
ment is now squatting on far more radio channels than 
it can ever use in peace -time. Such channels are of use 
only for training and experimentation in ordinary times. 
And, of course, in case of war, all the channels of the 
whole spectrum are automatically turned over to Uncle 
Sam. 

In fact, of the presently available radio spectrum, up 
to 30,000 MC, 42% is now occupied by Government 
demands (which by law are served first, before the FCC 
gets the "leavings" for distribution to the public). In 
terms of total radio facilities, all the broadcasters (AM, 
FM, and TV) now occupy approximately 5%; general 
and industrial commercial (including mobile, aviation 
and marine) 46%; and amateurs 7%. 

CHANNELS UNUSED AND WASTED-Thus we 

have the anomaly that while the filled and crowded 
radio and TV channels are serving millions, (with more 
urgently needed),-yet 20 times this spectrum space is 

lying virtually unused and silent, as any cruising all - 

wave listener can prove to himself by a 24 -hour run 
up and down the kilocycles. 

Radio and television now take leading position as im- 
portant and widespread services to the public. They 

should no longer be hamstrung and throttled, while a 

little group of Washington bureaucrats and minor de- 
partmental clerks casually and irresponsibly pick off 

unneeded choice frequencies, to be kept unused and 
wasted, --making millions go without the priceless boon 
of TV! 

CORRECTION PLEASE!-On page 63 of the maga- 
zine "Electronics" for November 1949, McGraw-Hill 
asserts: 

"Back in 1930 McGraw-Hill coined the word elec- 
tronics." 

That is not true. 
The facts are that a year before, in 1929, after M. 

Clements .had outlined and proposed a magazine em- 
bracing the increasing and diversified uses of the 
vacuum tube, (which magazine he had proposed calling 
"Electrons"), he and O. H. Caldwell, discussed plans 
for the new magazine with Dr. John Mills of Bell Labs, 
who suggested a term already being used in England, 
"electronics". This Bell Lab's suggestion Clements and 
Caldwell then adopted. So the word was evidently 
coined before 1929, and undoubtedly used abroad in 
science nomenclature long before the magazine ever 
appeared. 

We think it would be interesting to run down the 
actual origin and early use of the term "electronics" and 
will be glad to receive from readers any clues or 
references to pre -1929 applications of the word. 

"ELECTRON" IN 1891; "ELECTRONIC" IN 1914 
In 1891 Dr. G. Johnstone Stoney coined the word "electron" and gave the ultimate particle of electricity 

its now -familiar name. 
And in 1913 or 1914, Hugo Gernsback and Dona'!d McNicol inform us, Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson of General 

Electric, perfected what he then called an "electronic" amplifier. See Archer's "History of Radio", page 120. 

Also, in 1919, Lloyd Espenschied reminds us, the term "electronic" appeared in reference to a vacuum - 

tube category, in the Gherardi-Jewett paper on "Telephone Repeaters". See Proceedings A.I.E.E., November, 

1919. 
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Highlights of FCC Color -TV 

None of the transmission systems presented are considered adequate. CBS 
indicates RCA has most to offer. CTI system to be shown next February. 

By FRANKLIN LOOMIS 

THE situation at the opening of 
the color hearing, weeks ago, 

was that, in response to the Com- 
mission's invitation, three groups 
of researchers proposed their color 
system for possible standardiza- 
tion for use in a 6 MC channel. 
CBS demonstrated and proposed 
their 405 -line, 144 field, rotating 
filter disc, frame sequential system 
which had been developed some 
years ago. RCA demonstrated their 
recently -improved 525 -line, 60 field, 
all -electronic, dot sequential sys- 
tem. Color Television, Inc. (CTI), 
described, but did not have ready 
for demonstration, a 525 -line, all - 
electronic, line sequential system. 

Observers noted the smooth show- 
ing of the CBS system which had 
been developed to near -peak per- 
formance. RCA, presenting a system 
that had just emerged from the re- 
search laboratory, showed for the 
first time, new band -saving devel- 
opments, such as: Dot Interlace; 
Sampling and Multiplex Transmis- 
sion. There had been insufficient 
time to perfect the details of the 
system. We assumed apparatus dif- 
ficulties obscured system limitations. 
On the other hand, in the case of 
CBS the limitations of resolution, 
flicker and brightness, picture size, 
lack of compatibility with present 
monochrome transmissions were 

more fundamental because they 
were largely due to system limita- 
tions. The RCA apparatus went 
back to the laboratory for refine- 
ment before the side -by -side com- 
parative test of the two systems, 
together with the present mono- 
chrome system, which is scheduled 
for November 21 and 22. In Feb- 
ruary, before cross examination in 
the hearing starts, there will be 
another comparative test which will 
include the CTI system. Thus the 
outcome of the hearing may not be 
known until after the middle of 
1950. 

For technical descriptions of the 
three systems and a comparison of 
their characteristics the reader is 
referred to p. 18-20 of October 
TELE -TECH and p. 24-26 of the No- 
vember issue. All the direct testi- 
mony has now been presented in the 
Color Hearing so it is the purpose 
of this report to give some of the 
highlights of interest to the com- 
munication engineer. 

Engineering Testimony 
The Joint Technical Advisory 

Committee presented an excellent 
report advising the Commission of 
their finding regarding the three 
color systems. To the engineering 
reader the JTAC data indicates that 
the RCA system has the most to 
offer. 

Speaking for the Radio-TV in- 
dustry, RMA offered the results of 
study by its engineering groups of 
the color situation. Strong recom- 

mendations were made for a 100% 
compatible system so that the 
3,000,000 black - white receivers 
which will be in the hands of the 
public by the end of 1949, will not 
be denied the reception of color 
transmissions (received in mono- 
chrome, of course). It happens that 
neither CBS nor CTI are members 
of RMA, but by invitation both 
firms had representatives (who usu- 
ally voted) at technical meetings. It 
must be remembered that RMA has 
initiated and carried on TV stand- 
ardization for many years. As to 
color standards they do not think 
the time for these have arrived. 

The opposite view was expressed 
by CBS who placed a very com- 
plete case in the record. There is 
not sufficient space to comment on 
this in detail. Some observers won- 
dered why, if many months are to 
elapse before a color decision is 
made, Dr. Goldmark and his engi- 
neers do not do what he indicated 
he would like to do, namely, bring 
out a more modern system that 
would have the advantages of in- 
creased detail and 100% compati- 
bility. The development of a pic- 
ture "storage tube" for the receiver 
would be the electronic answer to a 
CBS prayer. Similarly the intro- 
duction of a single 3 -color picture 
tube to take the place of the three - 
tube arrangement in the RCA re- 
ceivers would be a great step for- 
ward. 

The statements explaining the 
RCA system were well -written but 
due to the unfamiliar features, new 

Figs. 1 and 2: Block diagram of CTf color transmitter (left) and receiver which will be demonstrated in comparative FCC tests next February 
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Demonstrations 

system developed to near peak performance. JTAC data 

DuMont says color will not be ready for 10 years 

to TV engineers, the reaction, even 
after seeing a picture in color, was: 
Is this too complicated to maintain 
in the home? Of course it is natural 
that band -saving means which al- 
low a 525 -line picture to be trans- 
mitted in color in a 6 MC channel 
will add apparatus to the usual 
monochrome receiver. We thought 
such a black -white receiver was 
complicated some years ago. 

CTI, also offering a system with 
new features, had trouble explain- 
ing how it would work. Simplified 
diagrams are shown in Figs. 1 and 
2. From a paper analysis-pictures 
were not yet on the air-several 
engineers believed that interline 
flicker, or "crawl", would cause the 
picture quality to be judged in- 
ferior. Seeing is believing and we 
will have to wait until the Febru- 
ary demonstration in Washington. 

The inventor of a direct -view 
color tube for receivers, Prof. Geer, 
told the Commission about the tube 
he had patented but never built. It 
is to have a glass viewing screen 

composed of a multiplicity of glass 
pyramids, each of which constitutes 
a picture element. Each pyramid is 
coated on each of its three sides 
with phosphors producing respec- 
tively red, green and blue colors. 
Three guns, mounted at 120° from 
each other and at right angles to one 
set of pyramids' sides, operate to 
scan the screen to produce pictures 
in color. DuMont has tried to per- 
fect a similar tube. The practical 
troubles lie in constructing the 
screen and working out the unusual 
"keystone" correction circuits. 

Philco's Report 
Philco's thoughtful contribution 

to the record indicates that their 
research laboratories have made 
extensive tests, in monochrome, on: 
the CBS system; various types of 
interlaced line scanning proposed 
by CTI; dot interlace, sampling and 
multiplex transmission, all used in 
the RCA system. With this back- 
ground they report to FCC that it 

Fig. 3: DuMont's showing of a "converter" for CBS color designed for receiver with a 19 in. 

tube, while a stunt, must have impressed observers with unwieldy impracticality of such a 
mechanical disc. The converter is about 5 ft. high and weighs about 700 lbs. 

Fig. 4: CBS hand-held color converter. Unit 
contains a small three color disc driven by 
a synchronous motor and makes it possible 
to receive color pictures on a monochrome 
receiver modified to receive the new scan- 
ning frequencies. A simple change in the 
receiver scanning circuits, controlled by 
a two -position switch, adjusts operation 
to either color or monochrome standards 

is too soon to set up standards for 
color. Philco was the first to em- 
phasize the serious transition prob- 
lem that would confront the TV 
industry if a non -compatible sys- 
tem was chosen. The FCC was urged 
to follow these principles: (1) Give 
the public the right to have color 
or monochrome at their option; (2) 
U. S. A. should have only one stand- 
ard for monochrome and color; (3) 
No degradation in picture quality 
when color is transmitted; (4) TV 
service for the present receivers in 
the hands of the public must be 
maintained; (5) No experimenting 
at the expense of the public. 

DuMont did not mince words in 
telling the FCC that color is not 
ready and will not be for 10 years. 
The public demand for color, as- 
sumed by some Commissioners, sim- 
ply is not there. The three proposed 
systems were analyzed, their faults 
shown and it was concluded that 
none of them was capable of giving 
a picture of sufficient brightness, 
size or quality for the home. The 
showing, on the platform at the 
hearing, of a converter for CBS 

(Continued on page 50) 
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Unique Engineering Design 
Complete separation of camera and studio controls sets style of 

CONSTRUCTION of the new 
WOR-TV studios at 20 West 

67th Street, New York City has been 
highlighted by the incorporation of 
many new engineering ideas. Most 
of these have not been used before 
and the installation when completed 
will present a new concept of tele- 
vision studio engineering design. 

With the object of obtaining opti- 
mum facility of operation with 
economy of personnel, and at the 
same time providing maximum 
operating flexibility for all units of 
the installation the following 
features were incorporated: com- 
bination master control and camera 
control room; camera control 
room completely divorced from 
studio control room; automatic or 
manual one control video and audio 
switching; cable patch panel for 
camera selection to permit any de- 
sired combination of studio, camera 
and studio control switchers; special 
studio control switcher to provide 
choice of twelve signals to any one 
of seven director's monitors in each 
studio control room. 

Floor and equipment layout plans 
of, the studio control rooms, and the 
master and camera control rooms 
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Dis- 
cussing the former first, it is noted 
that the three control rooms for the 
two studios and film projection room 
are identical in that each contains 

By JOHN H. BATTISON, Associate Editor 

Fig. 1. Standard console with two OP -7 four channel mixers adds audio flexibility 

seven monitors-standard RCA TM- 
lA's, a 60 button switcher and an 
RCA 76-B4 audio console modified 
by the addition of two OP -7 four 
channel microphone mixers. One of 
these combination consoles is shown 
in Fig. 1. Before proceeding fur- 
ther, examination of the audio 
equipment discloses some unusual 
features. 

Audio Equipment 

Each studio has five groups of 
four microphone outlets, feeding 
into two OP -7 submixers. Groups 
can be selected at will by relay 
operation so that either mixer group 
appears at any position in the 
studios in use. The outputs of the 
OP -7 mixers appear at two micro- 
phone fader positions on the 76-B4 
consoles. Also appearing at these 

consoles are the remote input lines, 
film audio, additional microphones, 
and turntable outputs. 

All the audio equipment is 
mounted on a custom built desk 
which incorporates a Commercial 
Sound amplifier rack mount. Each 
of the three studio control rooms 
contains two turntables for music 
and effects which are of course 
brought out to the 76-B4 consoles. 
Included in the accommodation on 
this floor level are two small an- 
nounce studios which can be used 
to produce news or intimate inter- 
views. Control of these studios is 
available from either control room. 
Master audio control is incorporated 
with the master control for video 
and will be described coincidentally 
with it since, as will be seen, it is 
really an integral part of the video 
control switching. 

Fig. 2. Compact control room and rack layout assembles all important equipment in one area for increased efficiency 
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Featured in W0ß -'l'1 Studios 
future developments in operational efficiency of TV studios 

The video panels in the two 
studio control rooms are identical as 
is the equipment in the film chain 
control room which is located be- 
tween these two. Fig. 4 gives an 
idea of the appearance during in- 
stallation of the seven RCA TM -1A 
monitors mounted in one long rack 
to form the director's video panel. 
The output of four studio cameras, 
two preview or special effect circuits 
and the line monitor can be seen 
simultaneously on these seven tubes. 
In addition any one of twelve sig- 
nals can be selected at any time by 
use of the control panel illustrated 
in Fig. 6, and situated at the ex- 
treme right hand end of the console 
top. 

This panel, which was designed 
by the staff of WOR-TV, has 60 
push -buttons to enable any com- 
bination of video signals to be pre- 
sented on the seven monitors. For 
example, there is a double row of 
preview buttons which makes it 
possible for the director t o select 
and set up any desired effect before 
he needs to use it on the air and to 
watch its adjustment on the pre- 
view screen to obtain optimum per- 
formance. This is a great advantage 
over the usual arrangement in 
which the director has to hold his 
breath until the effect is over before 
he knows whether it will appear the 
way he visualised it. There is also 
provision for the future addition of 
an automatic effects panel where 
merely pushing a button will set the 
desired effect, such as a wipe or 

Fig. 3. Control rooms uncluttered by camera 

J, 
STUDIO A 

disolve, into operation. In order to 
simplify operation and reduce con- 
fusion when a number of buttons 
have been depressed telephone in- 
dicator lamps are incorporated in 
the switch mechanisms and con- 
trolled by a pair of contacts on the 
relays which illuminate the buttons 
in use. All switching operations are 
carried out by relays. In operation, 
the control panel is very similar to 
a standard switcher with extra in- 
puts and combinations available, 
and the effects preview feature. 

To obtain maximum flexibility of 
equipment use, a video patch panel 
was installed in the master control 
room. This is shown in Fig. 5 in the 
process of assembly. To avoid hav- 
ing to remove the standard c,able 
plugs from the ends of the camera 
cables special ring clamps were 
built into the rear of the patch panel 
so that the only extra cabling work 
required was making the patch 

cords. With this panel any combina- 
tions of eight cameras can be 
switched to any studio and control 
room in the same manner in which 
audio is patched around a studio. 

Master Camera Control 

The heart of technical operations 
at WOR-TV is the combined master 
and camera control room. This is the 
place where the most radical de- 
parture from conventional TV 
operational design has been made. 
Heretofore practically the only 
other television station to separate 
camera control from studio control 
was the BBC station at Alexandra 
Palace in England. At the latter the 
producer cannot see into the studio 
and has only two preview screens 
for watching action, picture control 
being effected in a separate room. 
At WOR-TV the producer -director 
has seven screens on which he can 

Fig. 4. Seven position studio control monitor composed of TM -5A monitor assemblies 

mounted on one long desk with 60 button switcher just visible at extreme right. 

control equipment are unique features of new WOR-TV studios for 
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WOR-TV STUDIOS (Continued) 

Fig. 5. Shown on wall at extreme left is special camera patch panel for handling 
cameras like audio lines. Cable plugs are mounted here to avoid cutting cables 

view any picture plus the ability to 
see into the studio and camera 
switching and audio control (in- 
cluding turntables). 

Above the studio control rooms is 
master control. The layout of this 
room ,which is still under construc- 
tion, is shown in Fig. 2. The two 
long monitor consoles directly 
across the room from the entrance 
are the camera controls. It is hoped 
that integrating them in this man- 
ner will result in more economical 
operation since fewer technicians 
will be required, and in the event 
that a chain fails, repairs can be 
effected without disturbing the di- 
rector who is concentrating on his 
program, or if impossible to repair, 
another camera can be patched in 

by use of the video patch board al- 
ready described. 

Immediately to the left are the 
master control boards. A close up 
of one is shown in Fig. 7. Each unit 
consists of a monitor and a switcher. 
The lower section of each monitor 
incorporates a VU meter, master 
gain and monitor speaker gain con- 
trols for audio channel control. 
Since there are four monitors it is 
possible to watch the program line, 
and three preview signals. A total 
of sx inputs including three studios, 
film and remote lines feeds to the 
master control. Four output circuits 
are provided, two to the transmit- 
ter at North Bergen, N. J., one for 
network feed and one for video 
x ecording or "spare". All switching 

Fig. 6. (Above) Special sixty position studio switching ,anal 
installed at extreme righthand end of directors' consoles. 
Buttons depressed are illuminated by lamps mounted ender 
panel; light shines through buttons which are plastic. 

Fig. 7. (Right) Master control video monitor and switchin 3 
panel. Four units are used to operate studio video of ipute 

throughout the installation is done 
by relays with a complicated inter- 
locking system. 

The video switcher permits 
switching audio and video at the 
same time by setting the center 
toggle switch to the lower position. 
In this position audio is switched 
with the video from the old to the 
new program source. With the 
switch up, control is independent, 
and audio has to be switched 
separately. 

Two Sets of Panels 
Each unit consists of two identical 

sets of two panels, a small upper 
tally panel to show which circuits 
are in use, and a presetting panel 
for setting up the next video and 
audio combinations. If both video 
and audio operation is desired from 
say, studio "A", with automatic 
switching of audio with the video, 
the button for studio A is punched 
on the panel not showing "in use". 
This lights the preset tally. With the 
control switch, bottom center, set to 
"controlled by video" the equipment 
is ready for the changeover. On 
pressing the "video transfer" button 
both video and audio are switched. 
This lights the tally "video plus 
audio" on the panel in use. Assum- 
ing that it is desired to continue 
video from studio A and take audio 
from studio C, studio C audio button 
is depressed on the panel in use. 
When it is time for the change, the 
control toggle is flipped to "inde- 
pendent control" and audio is auto- 
matically transferred to studio C 
while video continues from studio 
A. If the next shot is from studio B, 
that button is depressed on the pre- 
set panel and the video transfer 
button is depressed. As soon as the 

(Continued on page 54) 
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A Universal Ceramic Iron Core Sweep Transformer 

Newly designed units may be employed for all magnetically deflected picture 
tubes ranging from 8 to 19 in. in size and operate at increased efficiency 

By C. E. TORSCH, Cathode Ray Sweep Systems Engineering, Receiver Division, 
General Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 

PART ONE OF TWO PARTS 

GREATLY increased sweep and 
high voltage system efficiency, 

compared to 1948 designs, is now 
obtainable by the selection of 
matched circuit elements and ap- 
plication of existing tube perform- 
ance theory to TV receiver design. 
The introduction of ceramic iron as 
a preferred magnetic sweep system 
core material is now a commercial 
reality and opens up further possi- 
bilities of improvement in associ- 
ated parts. 

The horizontal sweep output and 
high voltage transformer is the most 
profitable item to examine for ease 
of improvement with the present 
availability of the ceramic iron 
cores. A newly designed unit, the 
G.E. 77J1 sweep transformer incor- 
porating a ceramic core, has proven 
versatile in application to directly 
viewed picture tubes from 8AP4 
and 19AP4 designed to operate at 
supply levels from 125 to 325 volts 
with power tubes such as 19BG6-G, 
6AU5-GT, 6BQ6-GT or 6BG6-G, 
and with damper tubes such as the 
6AS7-G, 5V4 -G or 6W4 -GT within 
all rating limits to produce ade- 
quate sweep and high voltage power 
with a single 1B3 -GT rectifier at 8 
kv for the 8AP4 (54° sweep) and 
at 14 kv for the 19AP4 (67° sweep) . 

Design factors for the transformer 
arise from the circuit application 
and include: picture size, picture 
tube sweep angle and anode volt- 
age; B supply voltage; available 
choice in deflection yoke imped- 
ance, efficiency and "Q" during re- 
trace; existing driver and damper 
tube current and surge voltage rat- 
ings; available transformer mount- 
ing space, interchangeability with 
existing transformers; and last, but 
not least, available core materials. 

It was proposed that a design be 
established flexible enough in ap- 
plication to fit physically and elec- 
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trically most present and near fu- 
ture direct view sweep applications 
and to allow for its future adapta- 
tion with considerably different 
types of yokes, driver and damper 
tubes. This aim was met in physical 
size and mounting; a pair of taps 
on the extended secondary wind- 
ing appear to allow a wide choice 
of yoke and tube matching condi- 
tions, as exemplified in accompany- 
ing circuit diagrams. The design 
will be considered from yoke load- 
ing, damper, driver, high voltage 
rectifications, winding ratio, and 
core aspects. 

Load Impedance Requirements 

The evolution of 11/2 -in. throat 
diameter yokes for a sweep of 40°- 
80° picture tubes during the past 
decade has been closely followed by 
the writer. In 1944 he chose an in- 
ductance in the vicinity of 8 milli - 
henrys for the horizontal yoke wind- 
ings for 67° maximum sweep angle 
units. This inductance appears to 
produce a satisfactory load for 
matching many types of damping 
tubes at their most effective ratings 
for sweeps of 50°-67° tubes operat- 
ing at 6-30 kv anode levels. The 8 

kv sweep is obtained from a 125-v B supply. 
1X2 is used as the high voltage rectifier 

millihenry coils require peak values 
of sawtooth current of about 1/2 to 1 

ampere for the above range of anode 
voltages. This current is readily 
produced by available power tubes 
such as the 6BG6-G through volt- 
age step-down ratios between 2:1 
and 3:1 in the matching trans- 
former, using a single power tube 
for direct viewed picture tubes, two 
in parallel for projection picture 
tubes. 

Surge voltages in the yoke due 
to the rapid peak current reversal 
during the 10 microsecond blank- 
ing interval are readily limited to 
1500 peak volts in the 8 millihenry 
coils. This voltage is easily insu- 
lated in present windings by inclu- 
sion of a "Formex" coating on the 
coil conductor, and series operation 
of the winding halves. High speed 
winding is practical with the wire 
size and moderate number of turns 
in the inductance chosen, and econ- 
omy in material costs is favorable 
compared to the premium usually 
paid for the fine wire of the same 
total weight wound into higher im- 
pedance coils. 

As damper tube insulation has 
been improved, the trend is now to 
raise the impedance of yoke wind - 
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CERAMIC IRON CORE (Continued) 

ings connected directly across the 
damper to stay within the current 
rating of economical diodes such as 
the 6W4 -GT. With the transformer 
design considered here, the stand- 
ard yoke impedance is retained by 
merely operating the damper tube 
at either of two higher impedance 
taps, at 1.5 or 2 times the yoke 
voltage. These secondary extensions 
are of sufficiently tight coupling to 
the yoke section that leakage re- 
actance decoupling does not result 
in appreciable "ringing" effects in 
the yoke current wave during the 
damping cycle. As the new higher 
impedance yoke windings become 
available and economical the sec- 
ondary taps will readily match ap- 
proximately double or quadruple 
the present standard impedance. 

Due to high frequency (15750 
cycle repetition rate) of the hori- 
zontal sweep, the resistive compo- 
nent of the horizontal winding im- 
pedance is not of prime significance 
as long as the current wave shaping 
circuits can be adjusted to compen- 
sate for the small IR drop relative 
to the main L di/dt reactive volt- 
age drop. 

High effective shunt resistance 
losses limit the speed of retrace and 
the efficient recovery of reactive 
energy stored in the yoke and trans- 
former during the last half of the 
trace period. The retrace yoke cur- 
rent wave is approximately a co- 
sine function, reversing the peak 
yoke current in half a cycle of an' 
80-100 KC oscillation of energy 
stored in the yoke and its matching 
transformer during trace. This re- 
active energy passes from positive 
peak coil current at the end of 

sweep, into the charge of all dis- 
tributed winding capacitances to a 
voltage peak, occurring just as the 
yoke current passes through zero 
towards a negative peak at the start 
or the subsequent trace. The voltage 
peak is utilized for the picture tube 
anode supply and the current con- 
trol is taken over by the damper 
tube after the negative peak has 
passed. 

Damper Tube Requirements 
The above mentioned yoke cur- 

rent switching transient surge of 
voltage places an insulation burden 
on associated damper tubes during 
their non -conducting interval. This 
is particularly true if the tubes are 
at secondary extension taps at 
which up to double the yoke volt- 
age swing occurs. Circuit param- 
eters should be adjusted to favor 
insulation at all critical points and 
to utilize the principle of retracing 
as slowly as possible within the 
available blanking interval. This 
will minimize voltage stresses on 
driver and damper tubes through 
reduction of the retrace yoke cur- 
rent wave slope, setting as it does, 
the L di/dt surge product. High 
voltage rectifier regulation is no- 
ticeably improved in a high effi- 
ciency sweep system which has 
slower retrace due to the broader 
high voltage pulse produced for 
anode supply rectification. 

Reliable insulation has been de- 
signed into the structure of new 
damper diodes of the 6W4 -GT type. 
Button stems (familiar in 1B3 -GT 
tube base construction) have been 
utilized together with slotted mica 

10FP4 circuit for 275v B supply and power feedback feeding only the driver plate circuit 
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tube element supports to improve 
inverse voltage safety factor. Cath- 
ode coatings have been made more 
rugged mechanically to accompany 
the high electrical perveance re- 
quired. The present 2000 volt in- 
verse rating of the 6W4 -GT permits 
it to be operated at the transformer 
secondary extensions and accom- 
plish its function with a lower per- 
centage loss of stored yoke energy 
through power feedback loops. Sev- 
eral types of power feedback loops 
are later described operating the 
diode within 2000 peak inverse volts 
and within its 125 ma. average cur- 
rent rating. The current rating 
should be fully utilized in prefer- 
ence to operating the diode at a tap 
which would cause its inverse volt- 
age ratings (as indicated in 14 kilo- 
volt 67° picture tube sweep con- 
ditions described later) to be 
exceeded. 

The damper tube heater -to - 
cathode insulation should not be 
subjected to high peak voltage 
surges where it is already under 
do stress. The 450 -volt rating of the 
6W4 -GT is met by connection of 
the secondary of the transformer to 
the yoke and B supply voltage in 
such a way that negative voltage 
surges appear on the damper plate 
during retrace and only small ripple 
voltages are superimposed on the 
do between heater and cathode. 

Driver Considerations 
Power output tubes such as the 

6BG6-G have been considered 
standard in recent years and have 
been picked for high perveance and 
adequate, though expensive plate 
insulation. Many previous output 
systems have operated the driver 
tube at positive voltage surges ap- 
proaching the 6000 volt peak rating 
of the 6BG6-G and negative plate 
surges in the order of 1900 volts. 
The negative plate surge is con- 
ducive to undesired internal oscil- 
lations (Barkhausen-Kurz) of the 
output tube resulting in unwanted 
r -f radiation back into the receiver 
headend, ultimately visible in the 
received picture as a bar or series 
of vertical dark bars at random in- 
tervals across the screen. The pres- 
ent design considered in this paper 
minimizes both positive and nega- 
tive primary surge voltages induced 
from the yoke current switching by 
extremely tight winding coupling 
(approximately 99%) and relatively 
high distributed capacitance in the 
primary -secondary system com- 
pared to the tertiary winding and 
rectifier load. 

Average power tube plate current 
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of 75 ma. will adequately sweep a 
14 kv cathode ray beam in a 19AP4 
picture tube through the full 67° 
angle, with a 325 volt B supply and 
the 8 millihenry yoke at the 3:1 
voltage ratio tap of the transformer 
secondary. 

The same power tube will, within 
rating in another application, sweep 
a 53° angle at 12 kv anode picture 
tube operation with a 250 volt B 
supply and furnish additional ver- 
tical sweep power supply voltage 
and its own screen supply at higher 
voltage than is obtainable directly 
from the B supply. 

Power tube plate voltage surge 
in both of the above instances is 
approximately only 3300 volts in 
the 12 kv sweep system. At this 
level, use of newly developed single 
ended power tubes will bring a de- 
cided cost reduction and permit a 
single tube of either type to be used 
up to and including the 19AP4 ap- 
plication described above. Utiliza- 
tion of the new tubes; requiring low 
screen voltage avoids the unwanted 
r -f radiation of the driver back into 
the receiver head -end. 

Use of a special shortened sweep 
yoke permits full 80° sweep of non- 
commercial model picture tubes op- 
erating at 14 kv anode potential, 
with the standard 77J1 transformer 
with a single 6BG6-G driver from a 
350v power supply, within all tube 
rating limitations. 

Use of the 25BQ6-GT with the 
new transformer permits full hori- 
zontal sweep of the 54° 8AP4 pic- 
ture tube and produces an 8kv pic- 
ture with only 125 volts of filtered 
supply power, within all tube rat- 
ings. 

A 10 kv picture tube anode op- 
eration and the core flux gives rated 
filament temperature at design cen- 
ter conditions. For appreciably 
higher anode voltage operation, a 
series resistor should be added to 
the diode filament to limit the fila- 
ment dissipation to the 1/4 watt 
rating by optical comparison meth- 
ods. A 500 mmf capacitor provides 
adequate filtering of the synchro- 
nous, line frequency ripple, in re- 
lation to maintaining anode voltage 
over 53 microseconds of picture line 
trace. If the negative side of the 
filter capacitor is pulsed during re- 
trace with the negative surge ap- 
pearing on the full transformer 
secondary winding, an additional 
thousand volts of anode supply is 
obtained relative to the available 
sweep power. Proportionately less 
anode voltage increase results from 
utilization of either of the secondary 
taps instead of the full winding. 

To limit the short circuit current 

(Left) Physical appearance of the new GE type 77J1 transformer which uses a ceramic iron 
core. (Right) Notches are provided in the phenolic terminal boards to allow for the addi- 
tion of auxiliary mounting plates to hold a wafer socket for the high voltage rectifier 

developed by the transformer a 
series resistor is required in the 
high voltage diode output lead. This 
resistor limits the do flowing direct- 
ly through the transformer tertiary 
and primary from the B supply by 
way of the power feedback loop. 
The resistance value is selected to 
limit the short circuit current to 
less than 5 milliamperes in accord- 
ance with Underwriters' Labora- 
tories specifications. A second filter 
capacitor (grounded on the nega- 
tive terminal) at the load end of 
the limiting resistor is essential to 
reduce the additional ripple intro- 
duced by pulsing the negative ter- 
minal of the first filter capacitor. 
The second filter capacitor is gen- 
erally constituted by the picture 
tube bulb capacitance between in- 
ternal second anode coating and the 
grounded external conducting coat- 
ing. 

Winding Ratios 

For efficient output stage opera- 
tion the matching transformer 
should consume a minimum of en- 
ergy developed by the driver for 
the yoke. Friend has indicated the 
desirability of establishing an open - 
circuit secondary inductance of at 
least 4 times the yoke inductance 
when transformer primary -secon- 
dary winding coupling is obtainable 
in the neighborhood of 99% as in 
the new unit discussed. It should be 
noted that too low a level of applied 
voltage of coils on the winding 
under test will produce incorrect 
bridge measurements of coils on 
ceramic iron cores. It has been 
found that a stepdown ratio from 
primary to secondary between 2:1 
and 3:1 is desirable with a driver 
tube of the 6BG6G variety. With a 
higher voltage B supplies, the 3:1 
ratio is favored for yoke connection 
for an 8 millihenry yoke, providing 

the damper yoke is operated above 
the yoke. Friend has indicated the 
voltage on the secondary taps. These 
secondary taps thus correspond to 
operating the damper at 2:1 and 
11/2:1 stepdown voltage levels re- 
spectively, compared to the driver. 
Power feedback connections may 
be established as indicated by 
Schade, connecting the driver (pri- 
mary) winding to the damper cath- 
ode, through an adjustable ripple 
delay network for sweep linearity 
adjustment. 

Faster yoke current retrace will 
be obtained by operating the yoke 
at the "2:1" section of the secon- 
dary, reducing the anode supply 
turns ratio to less than 6:1. How- 
ever, less reactance is reflected into 
the primary by this connection and 
considerably higher driver tube 
current will be required for the 
same sweep, which is fortunately 
offset by a reduction in the B sup- 
ply voltage requirement. 

A simplified universal sweep con- 
trol coil has been devised for use 
as either linearity control in the 
power feedback loop mentioned 
above, or in shunt with a portion of 
the secondary winding, as a width 
control, between the "2:1" and 
"3:1" output taps. This control is 
also provided with a ceramic iron 
core to provide wide adjustment 
range and present reliable insula- 
tion of the core stud in the event 
of do voltage breakdown of the coil 
form in overload conditions. 

The core around which the de- 
sign is built was determined in size 
by the desired winding clearance 
window; of adequate cross sectional 
area (0.3 sq. inch) for securing 
high shunt inductance relative to 
the yoke with moderate winding 
size of rugged wire sizes; and in 
shape by the novel mechanical sus- 
pension of core and coil. 

(Continued on page 49) 
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A Microwave Frequency 

Cylindrical copper resonators, produced in quantity as secondary frequency 

By R. R. REED & M. S. WHEELER, 
Electronic Tube Engineering, Lamp Div., Westinghouse Electric Corp., Bloomfield, N. J. 

IN the microwave region of the 
radio spectrum the quartz crystal 

fails as a source of precise r -f ener- 
gy except through the use of an 
elaborate and expensive electronic 
multiplying process. The desired 
centimeter wavelength can be ar- 
rived at by starting with some con- 
venient low frequency and using 
multipliers and selecting the proper 
harmonics, but the method is neither 
simple or compact. 

Radar applications, however, de- 
mand a standard of frequency in this 
very same microwave range. One 
important wartime application was 
the radar beacon, which is now be- 
ing applied to peacetime naviga- 
tional uses. Planes searching out 
enemy targets or friendly airfields 
had severe limitations because of 
the definition available in the ex- 
isting equipment. 

The radar beacon enabled the 
plane to receive certain marking 
signals much stronger than the or- 
dinary faint radar return. These 
signals were produced by small 
transmitters placed at prearranged 
positions. Beacon signals, due to 
their relatively greater strength, 
could be readily identified, and by 
certain coding systems could be 
identified much as a ship at sea 
identifies a lighthouse. In order to 
prevent the enemy from using them 
to advantage, these beacons were 
normally "silent" and only trans- 
mitted for a short time when inter- 
rogated by a properly coded radar 
beam. 

AFC Systems on Plane & Beacon 
It was necessary that both the 

plane and the beacon be automati- 
cally frequency controlled to enable 
each to "tune in" on the other, since 
the plane personnel had insufficient 
time to tune to the beacon and the 
majority of beacon transmitters op- 
erated unattended. Hence, some 
simple and compact frequency 
standard was required in fairly 
large quantities as a reference for 
these afc systems. 

Fig. 1: Closed copper cylinder with windows 
in opposite wall sides forms resonant cavity. 
Size of cylindrical copper post extending 
from one end of cavity controls resonance 

The resonant frequency of a cav- 
ity was selected for this purpose. 
This selection is appropriate in the 
3 cm band because a resonant cavity 
has quite practical physical dimen- 
sions, and because the device can be 
made sharply resonant, making it 
possible to accurately measure and 
adjust the center frequency to a 
prescribed value. 

Taking special precautions to 
minimize resonant frequency change 
with operating conditions, a manu- 
facturer can adjust a cavity using 
as elaborate equipment as desired 
for a primary standard and produce 
a device accurate enough for use as 
a frequency standard in maintain- 
ing a beacon system at the required 
frequency. 

The particular type of cavity to 
be discussed was developed pri- 
marily by the Westinghouse Re- 
search Laboratories and is produced 
at the Westinghouse Lamp Division, 
Bloomfield, New Jersey. 

This cavity is a closed copper 
cylinder (Fig. 1) with windows in 
opposite sides of the cylindrical 
wall. A small cylindrical copper 
post extends from one of the ends. 
This device has much the same 

electrical properties as the familiar 
resonant circuit exhibits at lower 
frequencies. The two windows func- 
tion as the input and output termi- 
nals, allowing the resonant circuit 
to be coupled on one side to a gen- 
erator and on the other to a load. 
The dimensions of the post control 
the resonant frequency to a great 
extent. Hence the post may be con- 
sidered as a tuning device of the 
circuit. 

Since the dielectric constant of 
air depends on its pressure, relative 
humidity and temperature, the cav- 
ity is evacuated and hermetically 
sealed to eliminate the effect of a 
change in dielectric causing a change 
in resonant frequency. Having elim- 
inated these effects, one must then 
compensate for thermal effects on 
frequency. 

As was previously indicated, the 
resonant frequency of the cavity is 
quite sensitive to the post dimen- 
sions. This is evident if one con- 
siders the face of the post and the 
opposite end of the cylinder as 
plates of the condenser element of 
a resonant circuit. Hence it is pos- 
sible to compensate the frequency 
shift due to temperature by means 
of a small adjustment in the spacing 
between these "condenser plates". 
This can be done by rigidly attach- 
ing the post to the rest of the cavity 
through a proper length of two 
materials of dissimilar temperature 
coefficients of expansion (copper 
and invar were used). The resonant 
cavity is completed by a flexible 
diaphragm. As the temperature is 
changed, the nose is moved axially 
with respect to the rest of the cav- 
ity, effectively changing the capaci- 
tive reactance and compensating the 
frequency shift due to expansion or 
contraction of the rest of the cavity. 
By such methods it is impossible 
to limit the resonant frequency 
shift for a temperature change from 
-40° to 100° C to ±0.3 MC on a 
device which is mass produced. 

There is also a possible frequency 
shift due to creep of the rigid link- 
age between post and diaphragm. 
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standards, operate over 9250 to 9300 MC range; maintain accuracy of ± 0.8MC 

This has been anticipated and all 
production cavities are aged to 
minimize this effect. Because of this 
aging process, the tubes do not have 
the originally set resonant frequen- 
cy, but are allowed to vary within 
±0.3 MC of the nominal value. 
Once aged, however, the cavities 
will have no frequency shift due to 
creep beyond the ±0.3 MC. 

Device Unaffected by Humidity 
It is thus possible to produce a 

device relatively insensitive to tem- 
perature and completely insensitive 
to pressure and humidity effects. It 
then remains to arrange the method 
of setting the device against some 
primary frequency standard. 

To achieve this result, and at the 
same time determine the Q of the 
cavity, a method was devised at the 
Westinghouse Research Labora- 
tories with the assistance of the 
MIT Radiation Laboratory. The par- 
ticular system described is for a 
cavity to be resonant at 9280 MC 
(Fig. 2) . On a cathode ray tube, 
superimposed upon a response - 
versus -frequency trace of the cavity 
in question, are intensifications on 
the Z-axis of the cathode ray tube, 
spaced equally either side of the 
standard reference frequency. This 
produces rather sharp dots on the 
trace centered at a precise frequency 
and with the frequency difference 
between the dots known and ad- 
justable. For measurements a little 
to one side or the other of the 
standard frequency, the center of 
the dot system is adjustable to plus 
or minus a very small part of the 
standard frequency. This difference 
is only known with 3% accuracy, 
but it is such a small part of the 
total that little precision is thereby 
lost. 

Frequency measurements, then 
require setting the dots (at some 
convenient frequency difference 
from one another) symmetrically 
upon the frequency response trace 
and measuring the deviation of the 
center of the dot system from the 
standard by beat frequency means. 

At the same time, the loaded Q 
of the device may be calculated 
from the bandwidth at some frac- 
tion of the total Dower, say at the 

Kth power point. Thus, the differ- 
ence frequency between the dots is 
adjusted until the stand on the Kth 
power ordinate of the frequency 
trace and the frequency between 
them is read as the bandwidth at 
Kth power. Loaded Q is then given 
by: 

QL = fo/fkV(1 - K) /K 
To be more specific, 3 cm energy 

is transmitted from an oscillator 
(723A/B) in two directions. Most 
of it goes to the left (Fig. 2) through 
a fixed and a variable attenuator, 
through the cavity, and drives a 
1N23 crystal which rectifies the r -f 
and supplies a voltage to an audio 
frequency which, if it falls within 
proportional to the square of the 
r -f voltage envelope. This amplifier 
gives the vertical deflection to the 
cathode ray oscilloscope. A smaller 
part of the 3 cm energy is transmit- 
ted to the right through elements 
presenting a high impedance to the 
wave. Loading is accomplished by 
another IN23 crystal. In addition, 
the 9280 MC standard frequency is 
fed to this crystal. The response is 
proportional to the rpoduct of these 
two signals, giving the difference 
frequency amplifier approximately 
the narrow band pass of the Z-axis 

amplifier, intensifies the trace on 
the cathode ray tube. 

The source of this 9280 MC sig- 
nal is a 5 MC crystal -controlled - 
oscillator adjusted to zero beat with 
WWV (Fig. 3). This signal is mul- 
tiplied 32 times in frequency dou- 
bling circuits and then fed to a 
1N21B crystal, selected because of 
the high r -f power it will withstand. 
The 58th harmonic is the 9280 MC 
signal desired and is conducted to 
the waveguide, together with all 
the rest of the harmonics. The prop- 
er harmonic is chosen by a wave - 
meter. This 5 MC source alone would 
be sufficient for measuring 9280 MC 
cavities. It would be desirable, how- 
ever, to measure the error by which 
the cavities deviate from the nomi- 
nal value. This is done by adjusting 
the 9280 MC signal with an interpo- 
lation oscillator that is adjustable 
about the 5 MC point by, at most, 
a few KC. The difference frequency 
is measured by a continuously in- 
dicating electronic frequency meter. 

To trace the cavity response, the 
3 cm oscillator is frequency modu- 
lated by a 60 cycle sine wave volt- 
age which at the same time sweeps 
the X-axis of the cathode ray oscil- 
loscope. Assuming at first that the 

Fig. 2: Simplified circuit diagram showing method of setting cavity against a primary 
frequency standard. Phase relationship of various waveforms applied to CRO are indicated 
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cavity is exactiy at 9280 MC as well 
as the standard frequency, and that 
the Z-axis amplifier is set to ampli- 
fy 2 MC, there will be a signal in 
the X-axis amplifier every time the 
oscillator strays from the center 
frequency by ±2 MC. For the short 
period of time that this difference 
frequency is in the band pass of 
the Z amplifier there will be an 
intensification of the trace. How- 
ever, because of the finite delay 
time of the amplifier, the dots will 
be displaced somewhat from their 
expected positions. 

This explains the choice of sine 
wave sweep, as this delay would 
cause an error in the frequency 
measurement. Sweeping the re- 
sponse curve alternately from left 
to right and then from right to left, 
however, produces four dots on the 
trace, and thus to compensate for 
the delay, the four dots are cen- 
tered symmetrically upon the trace 
for frequency measurement. 

Let us now estimate sources of 
error in the precision measurement. 
The secondary standard crystal os- 
cillator may be readily set to, and 
maintained, within one cycle of 
WWV's 5 MC signal. There is an 
error due to the 3% accuracy of 
the difference frequency measure- 
ment. The magnitude of this error 
decreases with the frequency dif- 
ference and becomes zero with no 
differential. To choose an average 
value of difference frequency of 500 
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Fig. 3: Block diagram of circuit that provides 
the 9280 MC primary frequency standard 

cycles, the error would amount to 
15 cycles. This total error of 15 
cycles at 5 MC would amount to 
15 X (9280/5) = ±0.028 MC at X 
band. In addition, the error in 
aligning the spots was found to be 

approximately ±0.036 MC giving a 
total error of: 

(1) oscillator setting -1 cycle or 
±0.002 MC 

(2) 500 cycle differential 3% er- 
ror -15 cycles or ±0.028 MC 

(3) operator error-±0.036 MC 

0.066 MC 

The r -f load on the cavity affects 
the resonance to some extent, so that 
resonance is specified at matched 
load. Mismatch in the load, then, is 
a source of error as well as any dis- 
tortion produced in the response 
trace due to amplifier distortion or 
to sweeping the test frequency 
through the resonance of the cav- 
ity too rapidly. Considering these 
sources of error, it is estimated that 
the frequency of resonance can be 
measured to one part in 150,000. 

In addition to the above errors, 
in measuring the loaded Q three 
percent order of magnitude errors 
are introduced in determining the 
Kth power point through the vari- 
able attenuator calibration, and in 
the measurement of bandwidth 
through the calibration of the Z- 
axis amplifier. This measurement is 
then with much less precision. It 
is estimated that this can be held 
to about one part in 20. 

Insertion Loss of Cavity 
Insertion loss of the cavity is 

measured with about the same ac- 
curacy as loaded Q by the method 
of substitution. That is, the power 
to the load is measured (generally 
with a constant frequency signal) 
with the cavity in position in the 
guide. The cavity is removed and 
a continuously variable attenuator 
is increased until the load power 
returns to the same value. The in- 
sertion loss is given directly by the 
amount of attenuation required to 
bring the load power back to its 
original value. It is noted that in 
using this method no absolute power 
measurement need be made, nor is 
it even necessary that the power 
level indicator be a linear device, 
as the reading was at the same 
level for both measurements. 

Having a very precise standard, 
the cavities are accurately set by 
slightly distorting the post connec- 
tion after assembly. They are then 
aged until their frequency deviation 
due to creep is reduced to the afore 
mentioned ±0.3 MC value. 

In order to make this secondary 

standard more rugged, as well as 
provide a method of mounting to 
standard X -band choke flanges 
(UG-40/U or equivalent), the cav- 
ity is spring mounted in an alumi- 
num block with openings the equiv- 
alent of X -band waveguide, and 
tapped holes in each face to fit the 
standard choke flanges. An alumin- 

Fig. 4: Drawing showing the mounting ar- 
rangement of the resonant cavity with alumi- 
num dome in place over tuning mechanism 

um dome is placed over the tuning 
mechanism and the mount is so 
constructed as to permit pressur- 
izing of the guide. This mounting 
arrangement is shown in Fig. 4. 

Then the device has the following 
frequency deviation from nominal: 

a. Due to setting error 
and creep ±0.3 MC 

b. Due to ambient tem- 
perature- 
40° to 100° C -+-0.3 MC 

c. Due to to pressure 
changes ±0.1 MC 
100 mm to 2 atmospheres 
(due to small bowing of 
windows) 

d. Due to vibration 
10 g. ±0.1 MC 

Total ±0.8 MC* 
Other typical data: Loaded 

Q = 2000. Insertion Loss = 5 db. 
The figure of ±.8 MC (appr. 

0.017.) was quite suitable for bea- 
con afc and would be sufficiently 
accurate for most microwave uses. 
However, for most laboratory use 
this error would be only ±0.3 MC, 
since the variation in temperature 
and pressure and the vibration 
would be negligible. It is also pos- 
sible that this error could be further 
reduced by calibrating the device 

(Continued on page 55) 

*It is extremely unlikely that all variations 
would add in one direction. A total expected 
deviation of ± .5 MC is more likely. 
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Pale Aoen a« Scee 
Number 5. Coaxial Impedance Matching Links 

Contributed by F. E. BUTTERFIELD, 
Andrew Corp., Chicago, Ill. 

AHALF wave section of coaxial 
cable has frequently been used 

for impedance matching and for 
transforming from balanced loads to 
coaxial transmission line feeders. A 
general survey of this problem by 
H. E. Dinger and H. G. Paine, "Im- 
pedance Matching Half Wave Trans - 

Fig. 1: Half wave transformer (right) with 
its network equivalent shown at left. 

former" appeared in Tele -Tech, 
(May 1948, pages 41-43). Broadcast 
engineers are concerned primarily 
with measurements on unbalanced 
loads (balanced loads occur only 
occasionally) and would welcome 
the ability to apply this technic to 
balanced loads without an elaborate 
equipment setup. The half wave 
transformer approach permits accu- 
rate measurement of balanced loads 
with coaxial line measuring equip- 
ment, retaining the great advan- 
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Figs. 2 and 3: Measured impedance of resis- 
tor (dotted) and of folded dipole (heavy lines). 

tages of the completely shielded cir- 
cuits. 

Furthermore, the use of coaxial 
line to feed all types of antennas is 
universal. The conversion from bal- 
anced antenna to coaxial line is 
sometimes difficult. The half wave 
transformer offers a simple conver- 
sion method which has a band width 
greater than ordinary antennas and 

which, under certain conditions, can 
even compensate for antenna im- 
pedance changes to produce a sys- 
tem with improved band width 
characteristics. 

The circuit employed is shown in 
Fig. 1, along with its equivalent 
where two "T" sections have re- 
placed the line. Solution of the mesh 
equations for the latter circuit re- 
sults in: 

2L 
1 . 2jcoto\ 

1 2e sin2n 

2° = 2 2L 

/ 
2- j 7 cota 

when 2, _ -j G. (cosa - I) 

sinn 

22 , - j 2°/ein a, 

a = 112, (J in degrees) 

it 2 (2 2,°/i° « j cot a) 

- j cota (I) 

- cot2° o j(2 2/2°) cot a (2) 

This is the form in which the ex- 
pression can most readily be applied 
to actual measurement problems. 
Z,,,/Zo is easily found by means of 
a slotted line. The impedances are 
expressed in terms of Z°, since that 
is the form in which they are usu- 
ally obtained in connection with 
transmission line charts. 

Transformer length, 1, must be 
determined with the greatest pos- 
sible accuracy. With the short 
lengths in the 100 to 500 MC region, 
the most suitable method of deter- 
mining 1 is to short circuit the 
transformer at its load end, A, and 
find the frequency for which short 
circuits placed at the input end, B, 
make no change in the position of 
the null on the slotted line. 

A high frequency resistor meas- 
uring 320 ohms on a good ohm- 
meter was measured with a trans- 
former which was one half wave 
length at 142.5 MC. RL and XL are 
shown on Fig. 2 for a 55 MC range. 
No particular attempt was made to 
reduce lead inductance so the meas- 
ured reactances are not necessarily 
attributable to the resistor. A fold- 
ed dipole antenna was also meas- 
ured over this range and yielded 
the impedance characteristic shown 
on Fig. 3. (heavy lines). 

Equation (2) may be rationalized 
and separated into real and imagi- 
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Fig. 4: Load impedance needed for Z1, = Zo. 

nary parts. If Z1e/Zo is set equal to 
R,o I ]o, 

RL 4 Rio/Z° 

io (cot2a -1)2 . 4(R1,,/24)2 cot24) 
(3) 

(XL 4 12(R1424)2 cot° coto/2(cot2n-1)] (4) 

2s , (cotta -1)2 
« 4(Rie/2412 cotta 

The R,n = Z. values, plotted in 
Fig. 4, have the same direction of 
slope as the resistance and reac- 
tance curves of a half wave length 
center fed antenna, suggesting im- 
pedance compensating properties. 
Fig. 5 is the input impedance to an 
antenna -transformer system where 
the transformer is a half wave 
length at about 165 MC. A true bal- 
anced to unbalanced converter is 
indicated by the fact that the same 
values are obtained with the center 
of the unfed side of the antenna 
connected to the cable ground. The 
curves of Fig. 4 can be modified by 
various steps; for instance, the Z° 
of the transformer can be changed, 
effectively changing R,o/Zn, or the 
transformer can be made one and a 
half wave lengths long which makes 
the impedance variations more rap- 
id. Acknowledgment is made to 
Peter Andris for posing the original 
problem and for valuable criticism. 

Fig. 5: Z1, of transformer -dipole system. 
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An Application of Frequency 
Circuit having relatively few components provides flexible audio frequency 
extremities a 28 db emphasis is obtained in maximum equalize position 

R,y JONATHAN EDWARDS & THOMAS J. PARKER, 
U. S. Navy Electronics Laboratory, San Diego 52, Calif. 

IN general, equalizers are em- 
ployed to distort in a prescribed 

manner the frequency pass -band of 
a given system. In this manner 
emphasis, de -emphasis, or equali- 
zation to an overall flat response 
can be obtained. The choice of sys- 
tem response is determined primar- 
ily by the intelligence being passed 
and the use to which that intelli- 
gence is to be put. For the aver- 
age radio listener, equalization takes 
the form of the familiar tone con- 
trol which is a pass -band distort- 
ing device without much effective 
range. For the engineer the need 
for equalization of system response 
arises in a great number of in- 
stances. The most prominent ex- 
amples of where equalization is 
used are in the numerous types of 
recording, long line communica- 
tions, and in the vestigial side - 
bands of television. In the home it 
is not necessary to have calibrated 
tone controls for as a rule the lis- 
tener merely adjusts his control 
until the resulting program mate- 
rial sounds most pleasing to his 
ear. For commercial uses, how- 
ever, calibrated controls are a must 
if reset features and accurately 
known characteristics are to be 
available. 

The equalizer described in this 
article is of this latter class, having 
switch positions providing 80 dif- 
ferent pass -band characteristics. 
While the system described is de- 
signed for more exacting applica- 
tions, its simplicity coupled with its 
tremendous effective control range 
makes it inexpensive and even de- 
sirable to apply to home sound re- 
producing systems. 

Up to the present time, methods 
of obtaining equalization may be 
divided into two broad categories. 
In the first, inductors and capaci- 
tors in resonant and anti -resonant 
circuits are combined either in 
feedback or feed -through configu- 
ration to provide the desired pass - 
band frequency distortion. In the 
second category, resistance and ca - 
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Fig. I: Block diagram of a negative feedback 
equalizer showing (a) feedthrough configura- 
tion which provides attenuation and (b) the 
feedback configuration to provide boost 

pacitance elements are used in a 
somewhat similar manner to ob- 
tain the necessary pass -band dis- 
tortion. 

Poor Transient Response 
A major disadvantage inherent in 

the inductor -capacitor configura- 
tion is the poor transient response 
evident in the trailing oscillations 
produced when the system is excited 
by signals whose rise or fall time 
is short compared to the circuit 
time constants. These oscillations 
occur in inductor -capacitor circuits 
which are necessarily under -damped 
to obtain a sharp transition be- 
tween pass regions and attenuate 
regions of the pass -band charac- 
teristic. This can be observed in an 
after -ringing of such steep -wave - 
front sounds as bass drum notes and 
cymbal crashes. In addition to the 
poor transient response, there is the 
practical problem of obtaining in- 
ductors which are not subject to 
the influence of stray fields and 
which are of sufficiently high Q at 
the low audio frequencies. These 
last difficulties can be overcome to 
a large extent with toroidal coils 
provided the inherent low fre- 
quency self -resonant effects can be 
tolerated. 

Resistance -capacitance combina- 
tions also have presented a prob- 
lem in that in order to obtain a 
sharp transition between the em- 
phasis region and the attenuate re- 
gion, comparatively complicated 
circuitry has been employed.' In 
addition, the resistance elements 
introduce an effective insertion loss 
for the equalizing network which 
must be compensated with addi- 
tional amplifying stages. As a sec- 
ondary effect of the dissipative ac- 
tion of the resistor, it is difficult 
to arrange the resistance -capaci- 
tance circuitry so that a control to 
vary the response in one portion 
of the pass -band will be indepen- 

EIR 

Fig. 2: Cathode coupled boost amplifier 

dent of a control for another por- 
tion of the pass -band. 

The disadvantages of the resis- 
tance -capacitance combinations are 
offset somewhat, however, in that 
the physical size and weight of these 
components are considerably less 
than are required for the inductor - 
capacitor combinations. Even more 
important is that the cost of the 
resistor -capacitor combinations is 
but a fraction of the cost of the 
components of the inductor -capac- 
itor combinations. 

Regardless of the method of pro- 
ducing the desired pass -band char - 
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Selective Negative Feedback 
equalization using resistive and capacitive elements. At bandpass 

with a 30 db de -emphasis recorded in maximum attenuate position 

acteristics, compensation for boost 
or attenuation of the frequencies of 
greatest energy level must be pro- 
vided to maintain the apparent vol- 
ume level at a constant value. 
Fletcher' has shown that with 
speech and music these frequencies 
of greatest energy level center 
around 400 cps. If, in obtaining a 
given desired relative pass -band 
characteristic, the level of the fre- 
quencies centering around 400 cps. 
are boosted or attenuated, gain 
compensation must be applied to 
maintain a constant apparent vol- 
ume level. As a rule, then, where 
large positive slope or large nega- 
tive slope characteristics with re- 
spect to mid -band frequency levels 
are desired, considerable compen- 
sation must be applied through the 
use of vacuum tube amplifiers. 

In applications where boost alone 
is desired simple circuits providing 
very wide range of control with 
little mid -frequency variation can 
be obtained through the use of fre- 
quency selective negative feedback. 
By varying the amount of fre- 
quency distortion in the feedback 
network, the output response of the 
amplifier will be controlled. It will 
be shown, in fact, that for high 
gain amplifier stages, the pass -band 
response characteristic will be very 
nearly the reciprocal of the fre- 

Fig. 3: Resistance -capacitance networks to 
provide frequency selective characteristics 
(a) high-pass network (b) low-pass network 
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Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of the complete negative feedback pass -band equalizer circuit 

quency characteristic of the feed- 
back network. This application of 
negative feedback not only provides 
a considerable range of control but 
also minimizes amplitude distortion 
throughout the region of the feed- 
back frequencies. 

In equalizers where attenuation 
alone is desired, amplifier stages 
are not required and feed -through 
circuitry can be employed. 

The basic equalizer used in these 
experiments is shown in Fig. 1 and 
consists essentially of two units, 
an amplifier stage and a frequency 
sensitive network. The amplifier 
stage with no feedback has a mid - 
band gain of approximately 30 db. 
The frequency sensitive network is 
used in a dual role. In a feed - 
through configuration, this network 
is used to provide attenuation of 
some frequency components in the 
pass -band. This same network when 
switched into a feedback loop for 
the amplifier stage will boost in 
amplitude the frequency compo- 
nents formerly attenuated by the 
network. At frequencies attenuated 
in the feedback loop, the percentage 
feedback is reduced, and more 
nearly full gain of the amplifier 
stage is realized. 

The amplifier employed is shown 

in Fig. 2 where in reality the fre- 
quency sensitive network is com- 
posed of two simple resistance - 
capacitance networks. The first of 
these, associated with the bass 
boost -attenuate switch, is a two - 
section high-pass network with a 
half -power frequency of approxi- 
mately 130 cps. The second net- 
work, associated with the treble 
boost -attenuate switch, is a two - 
section low-pass network with a 
half -power frequency of 3900 cps. 
These corner frequencies are suffi- 
ciently separated that throughout 
the middle frequencies centering 
around 400 cps. there is little inter- 
action between the two networks. 
With this arrangement, then, the 
bass response and the treble re- 
sponse of the equalizer can be 
varied independently with but slight 
change of the equalizer response at 
the mid -frequencies. 

The high-pass network associ- 
ated with the bass boost -attenuate 
switch has a positive slope below 
its half -power frequency approach- 
ing 12 db. per octave. Three ad- 
ditional taps are provided on the 
bass boost -attenuate switch for 
slopes which approach 9 db., 6 db., 
and 3 db. per octave below the 
half -power frequency. These four 
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SELECTIVE NEGATIVE FEEDBACK (Continued) 

switch positions which are con- 
nected in a feed -through configura- 
tion comprise the attenuate section 
of the bass boost -attenuate switch. 
Four additional switch positions 
connecting the high-pass network 
in a feedback configuration com- 
prise the bass boost section of this 
switch. On the ninth switch posi- 
tion, the attenuator network is re- 
moved from the circuit to give a 
flat overall response. 

Treble Boost -Attenuate Switch 

The action of the treble boost - 
attenuate switch is quite similar to 
that of the bass boost -attenuate 
switch except that its associated 
low-pass network gives a negative 
slope approaching 12 db. per octave 
above the half -power frequency of 
3900 cps. As was the case with the 
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Fig. 5: Low frequency response characteris- 
tic curves for negative feedback equalizer 

bass boost -attenuate switch, there 
are provided four switch positions 
for feed -through configuration, four 
positions for feedback configuration 
and one position for the flat overall 
response. The diagram of Fig. 4 
shows the complete equalizer cir- 
cuit while Figs. 5, 6, and 7 are the 
frequency versus gain responses 
measured for different switch set- 
tings. 

For purpose of analysis, two dis- 
tinct conditions of operation may 
be considered, namely, the feed - 
through case for attenuation alone 
and the feedback case for boost 
alone. Simplified block diagrams of 
these two conditions are shown in 
Figs. la and lb. In these two cases, 
the action of the bass boost -attenu- 
ate switch and the treble boost - 

attenuate switch may be considered 
independently thus simplifying the 
analysis appreciably. The error in- 
troduced by doing this will be of 
the order of one or two db. for the 
frequencies around 400 cps., and 
will be negligible at either fre- 
quency extremity. 

In the simple case, it is conven- 
ient to define the transfer charac- 
teristic of the attenuator network 
simply as R, which is a complex 
function of frequency. 

For the feed -through case, as 
shown in Fig. la, the amplifier stage 
is connected for 100% feedback 
thus giving the stage a gain of ap- 
proximately unity. The output of 
the equalizer in this case becomes: 

Ea/E, = ß (1) 
where R from Fig. 3 is the product 
of the individual transfer functions 
of the two networks which are cas- 
caded in the equalizer: 

_ 

B, 

(R, -(j/wC1)I e,n 

-R, D R, 

(R, -(j/wCI)I-R, 

-R,12R,_((wC,)1 

Now eº _ ,, RI. and 

R,2 

R, _ 

IR,-(j/wC,)II2R,-(i/wCI)1-RI2 

R12 -(I/w,2C,2)-3j(R,/wC,) I-(I/R,wC,)2 -3i(I/R,4E,) 

Define f,_ I/R,wC, 

8, 

1 - (fi/f)Z - 3j(fi/f) 

In network (b) of Fig. 3, define 
f_ = 1/ß.,wC2 then: 

82 

-(f/f,)2 -3j(f/f, ) 

In the equalizer under discussion, 
these two networks are connected 
in tandem so that: ß = 
Frequency Characteristics 

It should be noted that in general 
the corner frequencies f, and f, are 
chosen sufficiently far apart that 
the transfer function can be simpli- 
fied to two different ß's for calculat- 
ing purposes. Specifically to deter- 
mine the low and high frequency 
characteristics: 

Blo. 
I -(f,/f)2 -3i(f,/f) 

I-(f/f2)2 -3j(f/f2) 

For the feedback case the block 
diagram of Fig. lb applies. In this 
configuration the attenuator net- 
work is placed in the feedback path 
of the amplifier to obtain frequency 
emphasis. A more detailed diagram 

for this feedback case is shown in 
Fig. 2. For this figure the grid -to - 
cathode voltages are: 

eº 
_ 

Ein - (i, « i2) R, 

eº, = B Eº.t - (i, a '2) R, 

and the loop voltage equations ob- 
tained are 

R.) « i2 RN _ WR, , M (E,. - ( i, i,) Rh) 

RN 2(RL r«Rº1 , wº2_r.(BEe.t-(1, 12)Rº1 

where E. = - i,Rt. Solving for the 
current i,, and substituting, we ob- 
tain 

Ee.t µRºR, 

E,r r.R1 r¡ ,.Rr,RL 
Zr, Rº R1R, r.RR,RL 

With p. > > 1 and with r,,, RK and 
RL of the same order of magnitude, 
this equation can be written to a 
very close approximation 

E.., 1 

Ein (2r./RL) ' 
1 

B 

(2) 

where R is again a complex func- 
tion of frequency, and p. and r are 
the amplification factor and the 
plate resistance respectively of the 
two similar triode tubes. In equa- 
tions (1) and (2) the magnitude of 
ß may vary between zero and unity. 

Inspection of equation (2) shows 
that for the practical case, where 
r,, < R,, and p. > > 1, that equation 
(2) reduces to E./E,,, 1/ß. This 
means, therefore, that an attenu- 
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Fig. 6: High frequency response characteris- 
tic curves for negative feedback equalizer 

ator network in the feedback loop 
of a high gain amplifier stage will 
vary the gain of that stage in a 
manner reciprocal to the transfer 
function of that attenuator network. 
The converse of this is true also. 
To develop a frequency selective 
amplifier stage with a prescribed 
response curve, it is necessary to 
place in the feedback loop a net- 
work with a response inverse to 
the desired response. 
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There are two extreme values of 
the transfer function which warrant 
further mention. These cases are for 
100% feedback where p = 1, and 
for zero feedback where P = 0. For 
the case of 100% feedback, the out- 
put of the equalizer becomes: 

Ee., 

E, µ1(2r,/R2) 

which has a value slightly less than 
unity. Similarly, for no feedback, 
the full equalizer output is realized, 

Eert µRL 

E,,, R, + 2r, 

Of considerable interest is the 
transient response of the system 
which is determined by the tran- 
sient response of the attenuator 
network. (This is valid only when 
tube and circuit stray capacities 
and inductances can be neglected 
which is generally the case at audio 
frequencies.) Consider the lowpass 
filter as given¡ in Fig. 3b 

R I f1. dt_ fe dt E1, 

dt R2 i . 
C 
i dt :o 

Transforming by the Laplace trans- 
form method, it follows that 

f I 
Cps 

1 I,= I 
C2s 

I,2 E (s) 
= e, 

[ 2 - 
Cps 

1.2 R, Isz . lb, = 0 

Solving for Ib2(s), 
E (e) 

C2e[R,.(2(C28)) IR,(I/C,e))-(I/C2,)2 

For a step input function, E (s) = 
1/s 

7e2(0- 
CAR22 [(e -a) (e-7)1 

where a= -3 n a end r r 3-+5 
2R,C2 2R, C2 

By the Laplace transform, the time 
function is obtained 

Ie (t) 
- 

[at-ey°) 

2 C= R=2 (a - r) 

Moo eet - 1 ie dt 
= J = 

: 

at e 
C,2 R21 a r 

_ert 
C22 R22(a-r) 

eat 
a a r -] 

vt 

(-3Vnt (-3- .V)t 
I - [-t- +t ) e Re 2C2 -(3- 1)e 2R2 C2 

2 5 

Note that the transient response is 
non -oscillatory since neither expo- 
nential term has an imaginary ex- 
ponent. With the circuit constants 
given in Fig. 4, the delay in re- 
sponse of the network to a step 
input can be readily calculated. For 
example, the time necessary for the 
output voltage to reach 99% of its 
steady state value is approximately 
31 milliseconds which is about the 
same relative magnitude as the 
build-up time of a musical note in 
most instruments. 

The high-pass filter obviously 

will preserve the steep wave front 
of a step input and consequently 
eliminate the need for transient 
analysis. 

The tube type 2C51 was chosen 
for this equalizer for several rea- 
sons. This tube type has a tx of the 
order of 35 while at the same time 
the g0, is large. In addition, the 
internal construction of the tube is 
such as to reduce microphonic ac- 
tion to a minimum. The small phys- 
ical size of the tube makes possible 
the construction of the equalizer in 
a small space. (The tube type 6J6, 
which has characteristics quite sim- 
ilar to those of the 2C51, was re- 
jected because of its tendency to 
be highly microphonic.) 

Cathode coupling between the 
two stages was chosen to permit 
mixing of the input signal on the 
cathode and of the feedback signal 
on the grid of the amplifier triode 
without interaction between these 
two signals. 

The two triodes have their grid 
returns to taps on the cathode re- 
sistor to provide bias to more fa- 
vorable operating points on the 
triode characteristic curves. The 
input cathode follower triode is 
biased to -4 volts while the ampli- 
fier triode is biased to -2 volts. 
These bias values limit the input 
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Fig. 7: Frequency response curve for nega- 
tive feedback equalizer (a) both controls for 
max. boost (b) controls for max. attenuate 

signal to approximately 2 volts peak 
since input voltages greater than 
this would cause severe distortion 
by driving the amplifier triode grid 
into conduction or by driving the 
tube to cutoff. 

The degenerative action of the 
grid return to the cathode tap in 
the equalizer input results in a very 
high input impedance. This permits 
the operation of this equalizer di- 
rectly from the output of a high 
impedance source such as a crystal 
pickup or a high impedance ampli- 
fier stage. Where operation of this 
equalizer from a low impedance 
source such as a low impedance 
transmission line is desired, a trans - 
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16 

Fig. 8: Intermodulation distortion for ca- 
thode coupled boost amplifier-no feedback 

former matching the low impedance 
line to a high impedance grid may 
be used. In cases where the signal 
power is relatively large, the trans- 
mission line may be terminated di- 
rectly in a resistance load, to which 
the input of the equalizer is con- 
nected. In either case, care must 
be taken not to exceed a maximum 
of 2 volts peak input to the equal- 
izer. 

The degenerative action of the 
grid return to a cathode tap is not 
desired in the amplifier triode, how- 
ever, so a low-pass filter section of 
long time constant is placed in the 
grid return path of that triode. This 
filter provides a do return for the 
triode grid but eliminates ac cou- 
pling between the cathode tap and 
the amplifier triode grid. 

In any amplifying system there 
will arise non-linear distortion 
which usually is a function of the 
input signal level. To give a meas- 
ure of the distortion in the cathode 
coupled amplifier, inter -modulation 
tests were made using a combina- 
tion of a 12 KC signal and a 40 cps 
signal. For these tests the negative 
feedback was reduced to zero so 
that the system band-pass would be 
flat to include the testing signals 
and at least the second harmonic 
of the uppermost frequency. Fig. 8 
gives an indication of the inter - 
modulation distortion to be found 
for the various input signal levels. 
These distortion figures, however, 
are higher than are encountered in 
the equalizer because of the nega- 
tive feedback applied in that cir- 
cuit. It is inherent in a negative 
feedback amplifier that the distor- 
tion of the amplifier will be reduced 
by a factor proportional to the per - 

(Continued on page 50) 
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CUES for BROAD CAS TERS 
Practical ways of improving station operation and efficiency 

Toolkit Oscillator 
Avery useful tool for the engi- 
neer in checking equipment 

continuity is an audio oscillator, 
however very few desire to carry a 
heavy piece of precision test gear 
around with them. The miniature 
neon oscillator shown in the dia- 
gram was designed to fit into the 
pocket or tool box. It consists essen- 
tially of two miniature tube shields 
with the bottoms butted together 
and soldered. A 11/2 in. 6-32 bolt 
fastened to one end of the shield 
using a shoulder washer makes a 
good probe, while two flexible leads 
3 or 4 ft. long with alligator clips 
on the ends extend from the other. 
These connect to the power supply 
of the equipment under test and 
feed power to the oscillator. 

The frequency can be varied by 
changing the value of the series 
resistor, varying the "B" plus or 
the shunt capacity across the neon 
tube. A unit built with the values 
shown, with 10% tolerances, and 
used with a power supply of 300 
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Circuit diagram, component values and 
general appearance of the toolkit audio 

oscillator 

volts from a small P.A. system, 
generated an audio tone of approx- 
imately 100 cps with an output of 
about 4 volts.-KEN CooK, KMBC, 
Kansas City, Mo. 

Lightning Protection 

IN areas subject to considerable 
lightning grounding the tower is 

of paramount importance. Driving 
four 4 ft. to 6 ft. grounding stakes, 
1 or 2 ft. from the tower and 
connecting to the tower leg does not 
seem to be sufficient. If grounding 
stakes are to be used one should be 
used as close as possible to the 

base of each leg and these should 
be started in holes dug with a post 
hole digger or equivalent, down to 
6 or 8 ft. A galvanized steel stake 
or post should be driven as far be- 
low this as is possible and left ex- 
tending above the ground a couple 
of feet. The grounding wire should 
be a large copper lead equivalent 
to a trolley wire or the like and 
dropped into the hole loosely with 
considerable excess well distributed 
as the hole is filled in. This permits 
good ground contacts in parallel 
with the stake. At the surface of the 
ground the stake should be bolted 
in good contact with trolley wire 
grounding lead with a couple of 
1/4 or 1/2 in. bolts with clean areas 
between the stake and the wire and 
with the wire lead wrapped around 
the bolt, uncrossed, in such a man- 
ner that flat and continuous con- 
tact is obtained to the stake. The 
lead should not be crossed over and 
bolted down because this makes 
only a point contact with the bolt 
and washer and stake and the wire. 

In those cases where the ground 
does not have a sufficient amount 
of moisture or in cases where light- 
ning strikes often a radio ground 
wire ploughed -in system should be 
used. This ground lead should be 
run radially from each corner leg 
of the tower for about 25 ft. and 
good contact maintained with the 
leg :n a manner similar to that men- 
tioned above for connecting the 
ground wire to the stake. The 
ground wire should be connected 
with more than 1 bolt to a thor- 
oughly cleaned surface. 

In cases where a flexible coaxial 
line take-off from the tower extends 
more than a few feet to a building 
it is important that the messenger 
cable be well grounded at both 
ends. At the tower end it can, of 
course, be grounded to the tower 
and at the building end it should be 
grounded by a heavy copper cable 
such as is used at the tower end 
with a ground stake installation as 
used for the tower leg. Particular 
attention must be paid to getting 
a good and continued good electrical 
connection between the grounding 
wire, the messenger cable and the 
coaxial line at the entrance point. 

This ground wire and connection 
should be sufficient to carry very 
high currents to ground and main- 
tain very low impedance. The im- 
pedance to ground at this point 
must be maintained many times 
lower than all of the impedances 
within the building, or radio equip- 
ment combined, to ground. This 
means that the area of connection to 
the messenger in the cable should 
be large and secured extremely 
tightly in a manner that will main- 
tain a pressure tight connection. 

Lightning current may be many 
thousands of amperes and a high 
impedance somewhere along the 
line will result in extremely high 
voltages. There have been cases of 
holes burnt into the side of 7/8" line 
between wrap -lock point where the 
wrap -lock was not torn off. 

* * * 

TV Ghost Displacement Chart 
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The chart above provides a quick means of 
calculating the distance to objects causing 
image reflections in reception. Based on 
the standard 53 micro -second horizontal 
sweep it enables engineers to determine 
which buildings are causing reflections 
without making involved calculations. 

IF 

FM Off -Air Indicator 
MANY broadcasting stations are 

supporting dual AM -FM oper- 
ations, and duplicating the AM pro- 
gram to keep FM expenses low. 
The transmitter is generally located 
in the same building and supervised 
by the AM operator. The operator 
frequently maintains the AM moni- 
tor at a higher level of volume than 
the FM monitor speaker and con- 
sequently it is possible for the FM 
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transmitter to fail and for the 
transmitter operator to be unaware 
of it. 

In order to assure proper super- 
vision of the FM transmitter an 
"Off the Air" indicator was de- 
signed. Initially, the device used a 
tuned circuit coupled to a rectifying 
crystal which in turn operated a 1.5 
ma. 10,000 ohm relay. The circuit 
was fed from the pick-up loop in the 
FM transmitter final amplifier which 
also excited the FM frequency - 
modulation monitor. Since it was 
felt that the excitation from the 
lower stages in the transmitter 
could fail and allow the final am- 
plifier to go into self oscillation and 
thus not trip the indicator, it was 
decided to operate the unit from a 
separate antenna mounted on the 
transmitter building, about 600 
feet from the transmitting antenna. 
Circuitry employed is shown in the 
schematic diagram. 

In describing this circuit, the tap 
on the tank coil controls the sensi- 
tivity. When tuning initially, the 
shorting bar across the insulated 
tip jacks is removed and a 0-1 ma. 
meter is placed in the circuit. Reso- 
nance is indicated by maximum 
reading on the meter, but care 
should be taken to limit the current 
flowing through the Weston coil 
to approximately 100 µamp. The 
tuned circuit should be adjusted 
exactly to the transmitter frequency 
and the clip moved until the 0-1 
ma. meter reads between .05 and 
.1 ma. The Weston relay has mag- 
netic contacts on the zero current 
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Pictured above is the circuit diagram of the Off -Air Monitor. Simplicity of design is the 
keynote, and lack of critical adjustments makes for stable operation. 

end of the scale, so that when the 
relay is not energized the hand 
comes to rest immediately. The 
relay contacts are the meter hand 
and the zero current end rest. 

In normal operation the FM 
transmitter is on the air, and the 
second relay contacts are open. The 
30 µf. condenser charges slowly 
through the 35,000 ohm resistor 
connected to 380 volt line. When 
the above mentioned relay closes, 
the thyratron cathode is connected 
to ground (B-) so the 30 µf. con- 
denser discharges at once, energiz- 
ing the gong solenoid. If the relay 

The three photographs below show the front and rear views of the indicator chassis. 
On the right can be seen the alarm gong mounted on the rear door of the rack. Lower 
left illustration shows method of mounting the tuning inductance, and input tap. 

contacts remain closed the thyratron 
de -ionizes and the cycle repeats 
indefinitely. 

With the FM transmitter operat- 
ing normally, and the indicating de- 
vice properly tuned and adjusted 
the Weston relay remains open. 

Assume the transmitter goes off 
the air. The Weston relay loses ex- 
citation and the contacts will close. 
This allows the 2,500 ohm relay to 
operate thus closing the two sets of 
contacts on this relay. One set lights 
120 volt indicator lamp. The second 
set allows the 30 µf. condenser to 
discharge through the gas tube and 
the winding of the gong solenoid, 
thus initiating the one second ring- 
ing cycle. 

When the transmitter is placed 
back on the air, the warning con- 
dition obtains until the push-button 
switch is operated thus separating 
the magnetic contacts on the Wes- 
ton relay. When the switch is re- 
leased, the meter movement oper- 
ates until the energizing current is 
again removed by transmitter fail- 
ure. When this meter relay is 
opened, the secondary relay drops 
out opening the lamp and the gong 
circuits and placing the device in 
the alert position.-H. EIDSON, JR., 
WIS-FM, Columbia, S. C. 

Send In Your Ideas! 

Readers are invited to contribute 
their own suggestions which should 
be short and include photographs or 
rough sketches. Our usual rates will 
be paid for material used. 
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Measuring Phase Angles in Communication Circuits 

Variety of direct indicating meters find extensive application in develop- 

ment of amplifiers using large amounts of feedback, filters, and control circuits 

By E. E. BREWER, Convair Engineering Designer, Radio & Electrical Laboratory 
Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp., San Diego 12, Calif. 

PART TWO OF TWO PARTS 

CONVENTIONAL summing cir- 
cuits are generally of the type 

shown in Fig. 9. The grids of the 
summing tubes are excited respec- 
tively by the square waves of each 
channel and the plates are paralleled 
with a common load resistor. When 
the grids are at phase opposition, 
the plates remain at their static op- 
erating point and no AC voltage 
appears at E.. As the phase angle 
of the exciting voltages departs 
from 180 degrees, a square wave of 
gradually increasing width appears 
at E. and reaches its maximum 
width when the grids are excited 
in phase. Two ways of metering this 
square wave are shown in Fig. 9a 
and 9b and each have their com- 
mendable features. Fig. 9a repre- 
sents a cathode follower type of 
metering circuit where the meter is 
in shunt with the cathode load re- 
sistor. The metering tube is so 
biased as to respond to only the 
positive halves of the square wave. 
Since the cathode is at a positive 

potential under static conditions, 
the meter is returned to a zero bal- 
ancing potential through the po- 
tentiome' er R1. R, is the sensitivity 
adjustment and positions the meter 
for 0 degrees or full scale reading. 
Another metering circuit in the 
form of a bridge is shown in Fig. 
9b. The diode sections V, and Vz act 
as rectifiers of the AC voltage ap- 
pearing across resistor R, and ap- 
ply positive and negative voltages 
respectively to the grids of tubes 
V, and V4. As the width of the 
square wave increases, the grids of 
V, and V4 are excited for longer 
periods of time and the average 
voltage between the plates will in- 
crease. The average meter reading 
is a direct function of the width 
of the square wave or the phase 
angle between the input waves. 
For optimum performance of this 
circuit, a carefully balanced diode 
and metering tube are required. 

The circuit of Fig. 9c represents 
another summing and metering cir- 
cuit which yields good results. 
With no signal applied to the grids 
of V, and V, the static voltage at 
the cathodes is sufficient to cut off 
the current through V,. When V, 
and V, grids are at phase opposi- 

tion their effect upon the cathode 
voltage is cancelled and tube V. re- 
mains cut off. When the phase 
varies slightly from 180 degrees, 
the wave from one channel does 
not completely cancel the wave 
from the other channel and for an 
instant tubes V2 and V, are cut off 
allowing current to flow through 
V,. As the phase angle departs 
farther from 180 degrees, V. is al- 
lowed to conduct for longer and 
longer periods until 0 phase angle 
is reached when V, conducts for a 
full 1/2 cycle. V, acts as a back biased 
gated diode whose conduction time 
is a function of the phase angle 
hence its average current is a func- 
tion of the phase angle. 

Accuracy Limitations 
With regulated power supplies, 

hand picked parts, and excellent 
engineering, the electronic portion of 
a good phase meter can hardly be 
accurate and linear over full scale to 
much better than 1/2 %, or 0.9 de- 
grees on a 180 degree scale. With a 
meter movement accuracy of 1/2 % 
there is another possible error of 
0.9 degrees. True enough, these 
errors might cancel but they can 
be additive. With quadrature 

Fig. 9a: (Left) Cathode follower type metering circuit where the meter is in shunt with the cathode load resistor. Fig. 9b: (Center) Bridge 

type metering circuit where the average me er reading is a direct function of the phase angle between the input waves. Fig. 9c: (Right) 

Another summing and metering circuit wherein V3 acts as a back blase d gated diode whose conduction time is a function of the phase angle 

8+ 

Summing Circuit 

Metering Circuit 
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switching and an expanded scale, 
the accuracy can be improved by 
reading less than 180 degrees as 
full scale. Super phase meters and 
null indicators are practical where 
harmonics of the subject signals 
are measured. Since the phase 
angles of the harmonics change 
with the order of the harmonic. 
the scale can be expanded by a 
factor of ten to one by reading 
the phase angle of the tenth har- 
monic. Any degree of scale expan- 
sion is possible by making meas- 
urements of the appropriate har- 
monic. A large amount of work of 
this type has been done at Convair 
but is beyond the scope of this 
paper. 

In Fig. 10 are shown some direct 
indicating phase meters which have 
been constructed at Convair along 
the lines suggested above. The in- 
strument second from left has a 
usable range of 30 to 15,000 cycles 
and may be used directly on circuits 
of 0.5 to 40 volts level. The wide- 
spread acceptance and frequency 
use in the Convair Electronics Lab - 

Fig. 10: Four phase measuring units developed for use at Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp. 

oratory is indicative of their utility. 
They are particularly helpful in the 
development and construction of 
amplifiers utilizing a large amount 
of feed-back, filters and control 
circuits. 

It is hoped that this paper may 

have been helpful to others en- 
gaged in a similar type of work. 
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Raymond Guy Elected IRE President for 1950 

ELECTION of Raymond F. Guy, 
Manager of Radio and Alloca- 

tions Engineering for the National 
Broadcasting Co., and Sir Robert 
Watson-Watt, Governing Director 
of Sir Robert Watson-Watt and 
Partners, Ltd., of London, England, 
as president and vice president, re- 
spectively, of the IRE for 1950 was 
announced last month by the Board 
of Directors at Institute headquar- 
ters, 1 East 79th Street, New York 
21, N. Y. 

Mr. Guy, who will observe his 
30th consecutive year as a broadcast 
engineer in 1950, started as a radio 
amateur in 1911. He became a mem- 
ber of the staff of WJZ, in New 
York, in 1921 when it began opera- 
tions as the world's second licensed 
broadcasting station. Sir Robert, 
who received the IRE Fellow 
Award in 1947, for "his early con- 
tributions to radio and his pioneer- 
ing work in radar", is considered 
England's outstanding radar au- 
thority. 

Candidates elected as directors - 
at -large for the 1950-1951 term are: 
William R. Hewlett, vice president 
of Hewlett Packard Company of 

Palo Alto, Calif., and James W. Mc- 
Rae, Director of Electronic and 
Television Research of Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories, Inc., Murray 
Hill, N. J. 

Regional Directors 

The election of regional directors 
for 1950-1951 is announced as fol- 
lows: North Atlantic Region, Prof. 
Herman J. Reich of the Electrical 
Engineering Dept., Dunham Labora- 
tory, Yale University; Central At- 
lantic Region, Prof. Ferdinand 
Hamburger, Jr., of the School of 
Engineering, Johns Hopkins Univ., 
Baltimore, Md.; Central Region, 
John D. Reid, Manager of Research 
of Crosley Division of Aveo Manu- 
facturing Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio; 
Pacific Region, Prof. Austin East- 
man, head of Dept. of Electrical 
Engineering of the Univ. of Wash- 
ington, Seattle, Wash. 

Prominent in all technical phases 
of the radio industry during the 
growth period of AM, FM, Short 
Wave and Television broadcasting, 
Mr. Guy has been with NBC since 

Raymond Guy, President of IRE. 1950 

1929. He has participated in nu- 
merous International Conferences 
on radio in Havana, Mexico City, 
Montreal, and Washington. Sir 
Robert has been Deputy Chairman 
of the Radio Board of the British 
Cabinet and Scientific Advisor on 
Telecommunications for the Air 
Ministry. Prof. Hamburger is a 
Senior Member and all other of- 
ficers and directors are Fellows of 
the Institute. 
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Thinner Crystal Oscillator Plates for VHF Applications 

New grinding technics and equipment developed at the National Bureau 
of Standards permit lapping 100 MC crystals that are 0.001 -in. thick 

THE increasing interest in high 
frequencies for radio communi- 

cation is accompanied by a demand 
for very thin quartz crystal oscilla- 
tor plates having fundamental fre- 
quencies up to 100 MC or even 
higher. The usual crystal grinding 
methods and machinery, however, 
have proven inadequate for pro- 
ducing plates of the required thin- 
ness. In the course of an investiga- 
tion of this problem, L. T. Sogn 
and W. J. Howard of the National 
Bureau of Standards have modified 
conventional techniques to over- 
come these difficulties.' The im- 
proved equipment, capable of pro- 
ducing quartz crystals 0.001 -in. 
thick with a high degree of parallel- 
ism and flatness, can also be used 
for grinding equally thin wafers 
from a variety of other materials. 
A promising application, for exam- 
ple, is the production of extremely 
thin dielectric plates for miniature 
radio condensers. 

In crystals whose fundamental 
frequency is in the higher range, 

the thickness of the quartz plate 
determines the frequency and the 
higher the frequency the thinner 
the crystal must be. For example, 
a crystal with a fundamental fre- 
quency of 100 MC is about 0.001 - 
in. thick. Its surfaces must be par- 
allel within a few millionths of an 
inch. To manufacture such crystals 
it has been necessary to modify the 
usual lapping procedures and to 
design equipment suitable to the 
modification. 

Ordinarily, crystals are carried 
in a planetary path between two 
abrasive -charged lapping plates by 
a thin apertured disk called a nest. 
Nests thinner than 0.005 -in. do not 
have the strength required to carry 
the crystals. Because the nest must 
be thinner than the crystals to per- 
mit their abrasion, crystals pro- 
duced by this method have maxi- 
mum fundamental frequencies of 
about 20 MC. 

The initial problem therefore was 
to make the crystal thickness in- 
dependent of the nest thickness. 

The solution involved various re- 
placements for the customary top 
lapping plate and related changes 
in the design of the nest. 

In the first modification the crys- 
tals were individually cemented to 
small steel blocks which were used 
in place of the top plate to supply 
lapping pressure. A conventional 
nest carried the cemented units over 
the lower lap. Because of difficulties 
inherent in this method of mount- 
ing, the crystals became wedge- 
shaped. Crystals were next lapped, 
using the same equipment with the 
pressure blocks resting freely on 
the crystals. This process however 
did not correct contour defects and 
the rate of lapping had to be re- 
duced to prevent the blocks from 
being separated from the crystals. 

To permit faster lapping with 
some control of the movements of 
the block and crystal relative to 
each other, both were closely con- 
fined in an accurately machined 
opening of a small steel plate. When 

(Continued on page 56) 

(Left) Recently developed inkwell apparatus permits easier in. 
spection of individual quartz crystals as they are ground. 
Inset shows an unassembled view of the lapping apparatus 

(Right) Tall plunger apparatus is modification of inkwell type. 
Bearing -point screws replace the close fitting bore and are 
locked in position by transverse screws in slots in the uprights 
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New Lab 8z Test Equipment 
Field Intensity Meter 

A radio interference and 
meter, the Stoddart NM -10A, 
signed to provide laboratory 

field intensity 
has been de - 
precision and 

dependability and to withstand the rigors of 
all-weather field operation. This unit accu- 
rately measures field intensities of signals 
and r -f disturbances existing in space and may 
be used as a 2 -terminal voltmeter (balanced 
or unbalanced), frequency selective over the 
14-250 KC range. Effective noise bandwidth 
varies from approximately 65 to 400 cps over 
the frequency range. Image rejection is better 
than 50 db and I -F rejection is greater than 
60 db. Operation is from 105-125 v. or 210-260 
v., selected by a toggle switch Inside the 
power unit. Single phase power source may be 
any frequency between 50 and 1600 cps.- 
Stoddart Aircraft Radio Co., 6644 Santa Mon- 
ica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif. 

Complex Wave Generator 
A new device, known as a complex wave 

generator, will generate any waveform and 
will provide a fundamental, and 2nd, 3rd, 4th 

and 5th harmonics in any percentage, in rela- 
tive phase, and independently variable. The 
frequency of the fundamental may be varied 
from 50 to 3000 cps and the amplitude of 
any harmonic may be varied from 0 to 100% 
of the fundamental. The fundamental and all 
harmonics are derived from the same 2 beat- 
ing oscillators so that no synchronizing prob- 
lem exists. Phase shifting is done at a single 
frequency by means of a simple, substan- 
tially linear phase shifting circuits.-Alfred 
W. Barber Laboratories, 34-04 Francis Lewis 
Blvd., Flashing, N. Y. 

4 -Channel Oscilloscope 
As many as 4 variables can be indicated 

simnitane«usly on the single 5 -in. flat -faced 

tube of 'he II -II cathode ray oscilloscope. 
Designed primarily for use wi+:.h a continuous 
film type of recording camera, this unit is 
normally supplied with the Fairchild type, 

F -246A, oscillo -record 35mm camera (f/2.8 or 
f/1.5 lens), but may be used in conjunction 
with larger drum cameras. The CR tube is 
the 64SW which operates at 4500 v. overall 
acceleration. Separate focus, intensity, and 
positioning controls are provided in each of 
the 4 channels, and positioning In horizontal 
and vertical directions is possible. Terminals, 
accessible from the rear, provide direct con- 
nection to all deflector plates.-Electronic 
Tube Corp., 1200 Mermaid Ave., Philadelphia 
18, Pa. 

Oscillograph-Record Camera 
Type 314-A oscillograph record camera 

serves for single frame exposures of stationary 
patterns as well as for continuous recording 

of constantly -changing phenomena. For con- 
tinuous recording the film is contiuously vari- 
able from 1 in. per min. to 6 ft. per sec. 
For low- and medium -frequency phenomena, 
the signal is applied to one deflection axis 
of the oscillograph and the film moved at 
right angles to it, giving a continuous record- 
ing along the length of the film. For high 
frequency work the sweep of the oscillograph 
is used, and each sweep recorded across the 
film, with the film motion displacing each 
successive sweep.-Allen B. DnMont Labora- 
tories, Inc., 1000 Main Ave., Clifton, N. J. 

Impedance Measuring Device 
Facilitating the measurement el impedances 

from 0.1 to 100,000 ohms, through a wide 
range of frequencies, the Impeciometer pro- 

vides simple, convenient means for compar- 
ing the voltage drop across the unknown im- 
pedance and the voltage drop across a re- 
sistive standard, when the same current is 
flowing in both circuits. In making this com- 
parison, the Impedometer is used in conjunc- 
tion with a suitable oscillator and a vacuum 
tube voltmeter.-Electrodyne Company, 899 
Boylston St., Boston 13, Mass. 

DC Amplifier 
Amplifier and power supply of model EDA- 

M1, a high -gain DC amplifier, are separate 
units and may be removed from the cabinet 
mounting for installation in a standard relay 
rack. Frequency response is from DC to 100 
KC ±30% and gain is 25,000. Drift is leas than 
equivalent of 0.5 mv. Input in 5 minute period. 
Maximum output voltage 400 V peak to peak. 
-Electronic Tube Corp., 1200 East Mermaid 
Lane, Philadelphia 18, Pa. 

Frequency Standard 
A new frequency standard, employing a 

100 KC crystal, has a 24 -hour frequency sta- 
bility of 2 parts in 10 million when subjected 

to line voltage fluctuation of as much as 
10%. Under adverse conditions of tempera- 
ture, humidity and semi -portable operation 
the instrument will maintain an accuracy of 
2 parts in 1 million for 30 -day period without 
resetting. A Bliley GT cut quartz crystal unit 
temperature stabilized to within 0.1.°C. in a 
specially designed oven using a mercury 
thermostat and external relay is the fre- 
quency source. Terminals are provided for 
sine wave or harmonic output at high imped- 
ance and low impedance. Power supply is 
self contained.-Biiley Electric Co., Erie, Pa. 

UHF Oscillator 
Model 112 UHF oscillator covers a fre- 

quency range of 300 to 1000 MC and incor- 
porates the same type of oscillator used in 

model 84 standard signal generator. Frequency 
calibration is accurate to -1-0.5%. Maximum 
output voltage, varying with frequency, is 
between 0.3 v. and 2 v. The output voltage 
,s not calibrated in absolute value; however, 
an output dial calibrated in db makes pos- 
sible relative voltage measurements. Provision 
has been made for the use of a direct current 
power source when maximum stability is re- 
quired.-Measurements Corp., 116 Monroe St., 
Boonton, N. J. 

TV Signal Generator 
Mode! TV -30 television signal generator is 

said to enable alignment of television I.F. 
and front ends without the use of en oscillo - 

sep,:. I-r,quency ranges ana: la -Il Il' . 35-65 
MC; 54-98 MC and 160-250 MC. without switch- 
ing. Audio modulating frequency is 400 cycles 
(sine wave). Cabinet measures 6 X î X 9 in.- 
Superior Instrument Co., 227 Fulton St., New 
York, N. Y. 
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New Parts for Design Engineers 
Triode 

A vacuum tube which is directly inter- 
changeable with the type 692 has been pat- 
terned after the famous Eimac VT327A radar 

pulse tube. This commercial version is a 
general purpose VHF triode and is suitable 
for oscillator and power amplifier applications. 
The plate is constructed with exclusive Eimac 
pyrovac plate material giving long life and 
the ability to take large momentary overloads. 
The tube may be used as a power amplifier 
at frequencies as high as 125 MC.-Eltel- 
McCullough, 237 San Mateo Ave., San Bruno, 
Calif. 

Tubular Capacitor 
Instead of the customary molded -case tubu- 

lar construction requiring time-consuming 
production molds and accounting for higher 

cost, the type 87 capacitor is molded in its 
own paper tube. The impregnated capacitor 
section is placed in a paper tube and sealed 
at a cost approaching that of conventional 
paper tubulars yet providing heat- and hu- 
midity -resistant qualities of the order of the 
best plastic tubulars. Thus the type 87 looks 
like a conventional paper -tube tubular with 
ends that are sealed with rock -hard Duranite. 
An overall wax dip further adds to the high 
humidity -resistant characteristic. - Aerovox 
Corp., New Bedford, Mass. 

Controls 
A complete line of 59 entirely new, small -Q 

controls with unique shaft features has been 
developed for meeting TV, AM, and FM re- 
placement needs with maximum efficiency 
and minimum stocka. In line with the trend 
toward miniaturization, units in this new line 

...,..-.....,... 

measure euh 15/16 in. in diameter. All con- 
trols are equipped with the "Knob Master 
Fixed Shaft" which is proportioned so that it 
will fit at least 90% of the 'a -in. shaft knobs 
(knurled, spring -type, flat or set -screw) with- 
out any alteration except cutting to length. 
No shaft inserts are required. The "Knob 
Master Shaft" may be split lengthwise and 
the ends spread for fitting to oversize or 
worn knobs.-International Resistance Corp., 
407 North Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa. 

High Frequency Tweeter 
Masco model HFT-100 high frequency 

tweeter is designed to meet high quality 
standards by providing an upper frequency 

response of better than 15 kc. Intallation is 
simple and requires no additional space. The 
existing cone speaker is unscrewed, the screen 
with high frequency unit attached is placed 
over the corresponding holes of the cone 
speaker, and then the assembly is screwed 
back in place. No filter network is required. 
-Mark Simpson Manufacturing Co., 32-28 
49th St., Long Island City 3, N. Y. 

Rectangular TV Tube 
As well as being the shortest 16 -in. tele- 

vision tube on the market, the Hytron 16RP4 
provides a directly -viewed picture on a rec- 
tangular screen. In spite of the increased 

viewing space, the 16RP4 takes approxi- 
mately the same amount of cabinet space as 
a round 12 -in. tube. Weight is about two- 
thirds that of the 16 -in, all -glass round tube. 
Magnetic focus and deflection are employed 
and no high voltage isolation is required.- 
Hytron Radio & Electronics Corp., Salem, 
Mass. 

Horizontal Output Transformer 
A new development in power supplies, uti- 

lizing laminated microsil, can be employed 
to eliminate one tube or can be furnished as 

a complete power supply with the tube, high - voltage capacitor and resistor networks at- tached. A special manufacturing process en- ables this coil to operate with minimum 
corona radiation and low heat factor. Coils are wound for 10-, 12-, and 16 -in. picture 
tubes and can be furnished for voltage 
doubler circuits also.-El-Rad Mfg. Co., 4087 
Broadway, Chicago 13, Ill. 

Preamplifier 
Model 130H preamplifier has been designed 

to equalize low frequencies and provide nec- essary gain for magnetic p ckups. It is self - 

It tvercd, operates with a ty high quality, 
high input impedance amp ifier and is said 
to be superior to most broadcast station equip- 
ment in its frequency response and accuracy 
of equalization.-Pickering & Co., Inc., Ocean- 
side, N. Y. 

8 1/2 -in. TV Tube 
While having characteristics similar to the 

standard 7JP4 (left) and being interchange- 
able with it. the new 8% -in. Raytheon 8BP4 

(right) offers an increase in useful screen area 
of approximately 50%. The use of a low -loss 
mica -filled base has reduced electrcal leakage, 
allowing better high voltage operation. List, 
$27.75-Raytheon Manufacturing Co., 55 
Chapel St., Newton 58, Mass. 
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U. S. AIR FORCE 
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S49B5901 
A.E. Co. No. 
H-87725-1 
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THIS RELAY 
IS GOOD! 
The coveted "Yellow Dot" signifies this relay 
meets USAF requirements for reliable operation 
under extremes of altitude, temperature, humid- 
ity, shock and vibration. 

Whether or not your product is destined for 
Air Force applications, you benefit by using a 
relay which has type approval under such exact- 
ing specifications. 

The hermetically sealed Class "S" Relay at the 
left is USAF Type S49B6901, 24 -volt DC coil, 
4 -pole double throw contact spring combination, 
wired and terminated as shown. 

Other telephone type relays can be supplied 
with or without hermetically sealed enclosures. 
For additional information, send for Circulars 
1700 and 1702. Write AUTOMATIC ELEC- 
TRIC SALES CORPORATION, 1033 W. Van 
Buren St., Chicago 7, Illinois. In Canada: Auto- 
matic Electric (Canada) Limited, Toronto. 

RELAYS 

AUTOMATI[ 

Similar relay 
with AN Con- 
nector A.E. 
C o . N o . 

H-87312 

Similar relay 
with polarized plug - i n 
mounting for 
miniature 
type socket 
A.E. Co. No. 
H-870005-1 

SWITCHES 

ELECTRIC 
CHICAGO 
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TV 8z Communications Components 
TV Link 

A complete crystal -controlled television 
high -frequency link, the FTL-27A, has been 
developed, consisting of a transmitter, re- 

ceiver (illustrated), and 2 parabolic antennas. 
The system operates in the 1990-2110 MC band 
allocated by the FCC specifically for television 
relay and pickup service. Single -hop program 
transmission up to 45 miles is possible. Long 
distance tandem operation, depending upon 
propagation elevation, and antenna gain can 
be provided.-Federal Telecommunication Lab- 
oratories, Inc., 500 Washington Ave., Nutley 
10, N. J. 

Mobile Radio Control Unit 
A 60 -button selective calling box has been 

designed for use at the fixed station installa- 
tions of a mobile radio system. When this new 

"Quick -Call" unit ts used, it is not necessary 
for the operator at the control point to 
activate every receiver in the system when 
he wants to contact only one. Pressing a 
button on the control box corresponding to 
the desired receiver will operate that receiver 
and not any other in the system.-Motorola, 
Inc., 4545 Augusta Blvd., Chicago, Ili. 

TV Transmitter 
The power amplifier unit in the basic Acorn 

TV transmitter steps up the output rating 
from 500 watts or 1 kw, to 21 kw or 5 kw, 
respectively. Overall floor space required for 

the combined transmitter equipment is ap- 
proximately one-half that required for other 
5 kw transmitters in service today, because 
with less stages, less tubes, no water-cooling 
system, a self-contained blower system, and 
no vestigial side band filter, the entire trans- 
mitter is housed in a cabinet measuring 27 -in. 
deep and 15 -in. long. Single -stage power am- 
plifier uses a pair of air-cooled tubes whose 
initial cost is below $200 each. The same tube 
types are used in the visual and aural trans- 
mitters, thus reducing the spare requirements 
and having the added advantage that tubes 
which show signs of weakening after many 
hours' service can be shifted from the 5 kw 
visual transmitter to the 2.5 aural in order 
to gain maximum tube life.-Allen B. DuMont 
Laboratories, Inc., 2 Main Ave., Passaic, N. J. 

Aluminum Alloy Tower 
An aluminum alloy tower 204 ft. high, 

made up of 6 -ft. sections (34 in illustration) 
has been developed which can be erected by 

a crew of 6 men in 6 hours and dismantled 
by the same number of men in 3 hours. A 
single 6 -ft. section, weighing 100 lbs., is 
shown being hoisted to the top of the tower. 
Each tower section is complete with stair- 
way, platform, diagonal bracing and guard 
rails; no nuts, bolts or tools are required for 
erection. The tower is supported by guy 
wires (all are not shown in photo) and out- 
board platforms to provide additional plat- 
form area at any level are available.-Up- 
Right Scaffolds, Division of Up -Right, Inc., 
1013 Pardee St., Berkeley 10, Calif. 

TV Antenna Unit 
A new super -gain -multi -layer antenna has 

been developed to meet television require- 
ments for higher power, greater power gain, 

and directional effects. A close-up view of 
the dipole and screen combination of a single 
unit is shown in the illustration. Each one 
of these units measures 30 x 46 in. and 
weighs about 100 lbs. Because of the many 
possible arrangements of the individual di- 
pole and screen combination units in a tower - 
mounted array, higher or lower power gain 
may be achieved in any desired direction. 
-Radio Corporation of America, RCA Victor 
Div., Camden, N. J. 

Telephoto Lens 
The Video Reflector F 8 telephoto lens. 

made by the makers of the well-known 
"Zoomar" lens, has a focal length of 40 in. 

and an overall length of only 16 in. Since its 
optical center is offset, the F 8 can be used 
on a TV camera turrent with 3 other lenses 
without cutting into their fields. Inasmuch as 
there is only one refractive element of very 
low power in it, the lens has no chromatic 
aberrations. It is fully corrected for spherical 
aberration. The astigmatism and the curva- 
ture of the field are negligible. Weight of the 
complete unit is 6 lbs.-F. G. Back Video 
Corp., 292 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

TV Booster 
A new, high gain, all -channel TV booster. 

known as the "Standard Booster", boosts sig- 
nals 10 times on high channels, more on low 

channels and has a low signal-to-noise ratio. 
The unit has a simplified 2 -knob control; one 
knob controls a 3 position switch that turns 
on the TV set only, or the TV set and the 
booster. Turning off the booster automatically 
turns off the TV set.-Standard Coil Products 
Co., Inc., 2329 North Pulaski Road, Chicago 
39, Dl. 

TV Antenna 
A new TV antenna of unusually rugged 

construction has been developed to withstand 
long exposure on rooftops without reduction 

of electrical performance. Known as the "Bi - 
Con", it is a modified conical type antenna 
with separate high -frequency and low -fre- 
quency reflector elements. List: $13.50. A 
stacked array of 2 units with half -wave spac- 
ing and a suitable matching stub has been 
designed for fringe areas. List: $29.50.- 
Insuline Corp. of America, Long Island City 
1, New York 
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A NEW, VASTLY IMPROVED 4E27 

236 

MORE RUGGED PLATE -LEAD 

PYROVAC PLATE 

OVERSIZE PLATE 

NON -EMITTING GRIDS 

MECHANICALLY RUGGED 

MOULDED -GLASS HEADER 

LOW -LOSS LEADS 

EASILY COOLED STEM 

SIMA( PENTODE 

TYPE 4F11Á /S -1SÁ 

Encompassed in the structure of this new version of the 

4E27 are many outstanding improvements that now will 

guarantee performance -dependability to users of this 

tube type. 

The plate -lead of this new Eimac 4E27A/5-75A pentode 

is of larger diameter than the protype* providing a low - 

loss, low inductance, more rugged lead. The plate itself 

is larger assuring a good reserve dissipation capacity 

above its 75 watt rating. It is made of Eimac Pyrovac 

plate material, which lengthens the life of the tube and 

enables it to withstand high momentary overloads. 

Primary grid emission has been eliminated and secondary 

characteristics stabilized through the use of Eimac pro- 

cessed grids. Perfected beam -action and permanent 

alignment are assured through well engineered internal - 

element mounts. 

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC. 
San B r u n o, California 

4 
21g" 

6" 

The unique moulded -glass header eliminates a base on 

the 4E27A/5-75A. This simplifies lead cooling, minimizes 

lead fosses, and provides precision alignment of base -pins. 

The stability and high power -gain characteristics of this 

new Eimac pentode make it an excellent VHF or video 

power amplifier. It is equally well suited for conventional 

power amplifier service. 

Further information and detailed characteristics concern- 

ing this latest product of Eimac engineering research may 

be had by writing the Application Engineering Depart- 

ment of Eitel -McCullough, Inc. 

* Lead connector is supplied to make this new 

tube directly interchangeable with 4E27. 

EXPORT AGENTS: FRAZAR S HANSEN, 301 CLAY ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 
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WASHINGTON 
vec(44.4te,i 

Latest Radio and Communications News Developments Summarized by Tele-Tech's Washington Bureau 

FCC HAS TWO MONTHS' `BREATHER" IN COLOR 
TV-During these next two months of December and 
January, the FCC Commissioners and top staff officials 
are able to take a "breather" from the uninterrupted 
"diet" of color television hearings which had been in 
progress since early September and will have a chance 
to analyze the testimony of approximately a score 
of topmost radio manufacturing and telecasting officials 
who had paraded before the Commission on the witness 
stand. 

The hearings resume Feb. 8, according to the FCC 
timetable when this issue of Tele -Tech went to 
press, and principal item of direct testimony then will 
be the views of top American Telephone & Telegraph 
Co. and Western Union officials as to the transmission 
between cities of color video programs on the coaxial 
cable and microwave radio relay systems. 

COMPARATIVE DEMONSTRATIONS OF GREAT 
VALUE-The comparative color television demonstra- 
tions of the systems of Columbia Broadcasting System 
and the Radio Corporation of America, transmitted by 
the National Broadcasting Co., contrasted with the 
Du Mont black -and -white telecasts, staged during the 
third week in November, were of great value to the 
FCC in its most important task of launching color video. 
While the CBS system again produced excellent results, 
the RCA color video was greatly improved over the 
mid -October showings by RCA and the latter result 
gave impetus to the prevailing viewpoint of the radio 
manufacturing industry that the new color TV system 
should be compatible so existing receivers will not be 
obsolete. 

At best, since the cross-examination proceeding will 
last until early spring, there appeared little prospect of 
a decision by the Commission on the inauguration of 
color television until the late spring of 1950 or possibly 
not until the early summer. Then a year of field testing 
may be in order before the art is offered to the public 
and the manufacturers produce the new color TV trans- 
mitters and receivers. 

"FREEZE" IS DELAYING TELEVISION GROWTH 
-Black -and -white television's growth is still halted by 
the "freeze" on the construction of new television sta- 
tions which has been in effect since September 30, 1948, 
and, unless the pressure from the television industry 
and the public is able to blast loose an earlier "thaw- 
ing", the present outlook on the premise of a color tele- 
vision decision first is that the "freeze" will remain in 
effect until next summer. 

Certain segments of the Commissioners, spearheaded 
by Commissioner Robert F. Jones, feel color television 
should be decided first before allocations are made in 

the ultra -high frequency region and the "freeze" lifted, 
but the radio manufacturers and telecasting networks 
and stations feel television's progress is being blocked 
when some 350 applications for TV station construction 
permits are shelved completely by the "freeze". 

Questioning by FCC Commissioner George E. Ster- 
ling, former Commission Chief Engineer, during color 
video hearings in November indicated that he was in- 
clined toward disposing of the questions of polycasting 
and field testing during the present color TV proceeding 
stage, so as to clear away those subjects before taking 
up the UHF allocations. 

MOBILE RADIO SERVICES CAN BUILD BACK- 
FIRE-Opposition of certain television industry ele- 
ments to inclusion of frequency assignments between 
450 and 500 megacycles for broadband operations to 
take care of the badly crowded "lower" spectrum for 
mobile radiotelephone services may become a "cropper". 
The TV interests feel the UHF usable spectrum should 
be devoted entirely for color television and their 
reasoning is understood to have won substantial sup- 
port of certain Commissioners. 

But, just as Congressional leaders instigated the drive 
for color video, a backfire in Congress against excluding 
the broadband UHF operation might well be started 
since the mobile radio services run the gamut of many 
major industries of the country-petroleum, power and 
gas utilities, forestry, highway construction, railroads, 
busses, trucks, taxicabs, etc. 

WEBSTER GIVES SOUND ADVICE-Able en- 
gineer -member of the FCC, Commissioner E. M. 
Webster, gave the mobile radio services some excellent 
advice in his recent address before the Transportation 
Division of the American Petroleum Congress in a 
four -point program for the best technical establishment 
of mobile radio systems and better utilization of fre- 
quencies. 

He proposed the mobile radio services should ap- 
proach the establishment of all new systems with the 
following yardsticks: (1) more attention to system de- 
sign in location and separation of base stations; (2) 
encouragement of manfacturers to develop radio equip- 
ment capable of adjacent channel operation in the same 
area; (3) development by manufacturers of equipment 
to operate in the largely unexplored and unused super- 
high portions of the spectrum; and (4) establishment 
of best possible standardized operating procedure like 
those used by the armed services, maritime and aviation 
interests. 

National Press Building ROLAND C. DAVIES 
Washington. D. C. Washington Eidtor 
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HERE'S HOW IT WORKS .. . 

A. 
B. 

Electrostatic field 
Ions are bent away from normal axis of 
tube by electrostatic field 

C. External magnet neutralizes the effect of 
the electrostatic field on the electrons 
Electrons follow a straight line 
Heavy ions are thus trapped in the electron 
gun while the electrons pass through to 
strike the fluorescent screen. 

ION TRAP IN SYLVANIA 
TELEVISION TUBES 

ASSURES HUNDREDS 
OF HOURS FREE FROM 
SCREEN BURNS 

Owners of television sets equipped with Sylvania Televi- 
sion Picture Tubes report their screens still bright and 
unblemished after more than 1000 hours' use. Much credit 
for this top quality performance belongs to Sylvania scien- 
tists who hold the basic patents on the magic "ion trap." 
With this device these scientists prevented destruction of 
the fluorescent screen by heavy ion bombardment. So suc- 
cessful is this ion trap that now many other major TV tube 
makers are using it under agreements with Sylvania. 

These same Sylvania Television Tube scientists are now 
developing shorter large -screen picture tubes and special 
tubes for uhf television. Their continued research makes 
the Sylvania label your guarantee of the newest and finest 
in television picture tubes. Sylvania has a complete line of 
all -glass and glass -metal types for television and general 
purpose cathode ray applications. They are available now 
from your Sylvania Distributor. 

Write for free characteristics and TV set complement 
chart. Advertising Department, Box R-1212, Emporium, Pa. 

SYLVAN IA 
ELE RIC 

TELE TECH December, 1949 

RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, 
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New York Will Have 
Million TV Sets by Xmas 

With the nation's output of television 
receivers now reaching well above 
300,000 a month, and 23% of these 
corning into the New York metropoli- 
tan area, there will be over one million 
TV sets in operation in New York City 
and suburbs by Christmas. These mil- 
lion television sets, with their antennas 
and installation costs, represent an 
outlay' of nearly half a billion dollars 
by New Yorkers and suburban dwell- 
ers. 

Television is the fastest growing in- 
dustry and medium of the century. In 
the New York area, with a television 
audience already reaching five million, 
television has today a public contact 
that compares with the total circula- 
tion of all the metropolitan newspapers 
combined. For the whole country more 
than a million television receivers will 
be produced during the closing quarter 
of 1949, bringing the total output for 
the year above 2,700,000 TV sets. 

New WJZ-TV Transmitter Site 
on Empire State Bldg. 

WJZ-TV, ABC's flagship in New 
York City, will be soon be in new 
quarters in the Empire State Building. 
It is understood that final plans call 
for the transfer of the present 5 kw, 
transmitter from the Hotel Pierre, but 
in the meantime a 500 watt transmitter 
will be used to provide interim service. 
An antenna system made by RCA and 
consisting of a ring of horizontal di- 
poles with current sheet reflectors will 

encircle the top of the tower. With a 
reported estimated unity gain this will 
provide a maximum ERP of 5 kw, 
which radiated from a height of ap- 
proximately 1300 ft. will give even 
better service than the 29.5 kw, ERP 
Irom 565 ft. at the old site. 

Color TV Field Tests 
On November 22, the FCC recessed 

the color hearings until February 6, 
when a comparative test of the three 
proposed systems will be held. At the 
same time the FCC requested CBS, 
RCA and CTI to make suitable receiv- 
ers and converters available to the 
general public so that a period of field 
tests may be held. The FCC hopes that 
by putting receivers in the hands of 
reputable members of the public suffi- 
cient performance data may be gath- 
ered to assist them in deciding the 
color question. The broadcasting com- 
panies concerned were asked to trans- 
mit at least one hour of color TV daily 
for at least 30 days so that some idea 
of the public response may be obtained. 
Tests are expected in New York, 
Washington, San Francisco and pos- 
sibly in Philadelphia. 

First Mexican Color TV 
Experimental television transmis- 

sions in color and monochrome from 
a station in Mexico City mark the first 
TV operations in Mexico. The station 
is run by Gonzales Camerena, chief 
engineer of XEW, Mexico City whose 
owner, Emilio Azcarraga is also an ap- 
plicant for a TV license. A number of 

commercial shows are sponsored by 
government agencies and advertisers 
with ten of Mexico's twenty -odd TIT 
receivers installed in stores and at the 
fair where the programs originated. 
The color process is understood to be 
similar to the CBS system. 

RMA to Submit Proposal to 
FCC on Color Television 

A plan for the immediate estab- 
lishment of an industry -wide National 
Television System Committee to for- 
mulate color TV standards acceptable 
to all manufacturers has been ap- 
proved by the Radio Manufacturers 
Association for submission to the FCC. 
RMA's board of directors authorized 
the RMA television committee to take 
this action at concluding sessions of a 
3 -day directors' meeting held last 
month in the Hotel Roosevelt, New 
York City. 

R. C. Cosgrove, RMA president ex- 
plained that the association's action 
"is based on the industry's experiences 
with a similar television committee 
which in 1941 drafted and recom- 
mended to the FCC standards for 
present black and white television re- 
ceivers and broadcasting. 

"At the request of the FCC, the in- 
dustry at that time formulated stand- 
ards for a service which has met with 
the approval of the public and which 
has permitted steady growth and im- 
provement in the art of television. We 
believe a similar procedure for color 
television while it is still in the ex- 
perimental stage will have equally 
constructive results." 

FIRST NEW MEXICO EXHIBIT SPONSORED BY RADIO PARTS MANUFACTURERS, INC. 

Some of the exhibitors and staffs from the first New Mexico Elec- 
tronic Exhibit are shown on the steps of the Alvarado Hotel, 
Albuquerque, where the exhibit was held on Nov. 4-5. Gerald B. 

Miller, president of the Los Angeles chapter of The Reps, of 

Radio Parts Manufacturers Inc. (sponsors of the exhibit), is at the 
center of the group, wearing horn -rimmed glasses. Harold A. 
Kittleson, chapter vice president is at his left and Carl A. Stone, 
chairman of the chapter board of directors is at Mr. Miller's right 
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NEW "POLATRON" CR TUBES 

Polatron material is applied to the face of 
a cathode ray tube in the Capehart-Farns- 
worth Tube Laboratory, Fort Wayne 1, Ind. 
This recently -developed coating filters the 
cathode ray's characteristic glaring white 
light, polarizes the light to reduce "flicker", 
and absorbs internal reflections in the tube 

Cincinnati IRE Meet, April 29 
The Cincinnati Section of the IRE 

will hold its Fourth Annual Spring 
Technical Conference on Saturday, 
April 29, 1950 at the Engineering So- 
ciety Headquarters, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Manufacturers' exhibits will be fea- 
tured and the day's proceedings will 
be climaxed by a banquet. 

Coming Events 

December 4-7-American Institute of 
Chemical Engineers, National Meet- 
ing, William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 

December 9-10 - Southwestern IRE 
Conference, Sponsored by Dallas - 
Fort Worth Section, Baker Hotel, 
Dallas, Tex. 

December 26-31-American Associa- 
tion for the Advancement of Science, 
116th Annual Meeting, Hotels Stat- 
ler, Governor Clinton, New Yorker, 
McAlpin, and Martinique, New York 
City. 

January 11-13-Society of Plastics En- 
gineers, Annual Conference, Hotel 
Carter, Cleveland, Ohio. 

January 23-27 - American Standards 
Assoc., Five Day Seminar on Prin- 
ciples and Technics of Organizing 
Company Standardization Work, 
Room 501-A, Engineering Societies 
Bldg., 29 West 39th St., New York 
City. 

January 30 -February 3 - American 
Institute of Electrical Engineers, 
Winter General Meeting, Hotel Stat- 
ler, New York City. 

February 27-March 3-American So- 
ciety of Testing Materials, Commit- 
tee Week and Spring Meeting, Hotel 
William Penn, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

April 5-7-Midwest Power Conference, 
Sponsored by Illinois Institute of 
Technology with cooperation of 18 
universities and professional socie- 
ties, Sherman Hotel, Chicago. 

April 26-28-Armed Forces Communi- 
cations Association, Fourth Annual 
Meeting, Astoria, New York City, 
and Fort Monmouth, N. J. 

April 29-IRE, Cincinnati Section, 
Fourth Annual Spring Technical 
Conference, Engineering Society 
Hdqtrs., Cincinnati, Ohio. 

KESTER SOLDER 
partner in 

Electronics 

Kester "Resin -Five" Core Solder is 
more active, more efficient, and 
faster than any rosin flux-yet is 
absolutely non -corrosive and non- 
conductive. The finest flux -core sol- 
der made for all television and 
radio work. Available in diameters 
as small as .010"... 5 different core 
openings for each diameter ... all 
practical alloys. 

FREE-TECHNICAL MANUAL 

Send for Kester's new manual, "SOLDER 
and Soldering Technique"- a complete 
analysis of the application and proper- 
ties of soft solder alloys and soldering 
fluxes. 

The TV tuner pictured above, manu- 
factured by Standard Coil Products 
Company, contains 210 soldered 
connections, all made with Kester 
"Resin -Five" Core Solder. 

Call in a Kester Technical Engi- 
neer today and have him show you 
how "Resin -Five" Core Solder in the 
proper size and alloy will increase 
your soldering efficiency. 

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY 
4210 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois 

Factories also at Newark, New Jersey Brantford, Canada 

* 
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NO R. F. ATTENUATION 
NETWORK W.. FOR YOUR WORK 

To meet the increasing needs for accurate, de- 

pendable instruments to attenuate UHF, The Daven 

Company now offers RF attenuation boxes. These 

units are notably compact, provide a wide range 

of attenuation and are moderately priced. 

RF ATrENhtATlaNäQ% 

nAVEN1'uh"PANY 

A'rTEtiaATlbN !N AEU6'Ci.r 

les 640 

-SPECIFICATIONS- 
CIRCUIT: Pi network. , 

STANDARD IMPEDANCES: 50 and 73 ohms. Other impedances on request. 
RESISTOR ACCURACY: ±2% at D. C. 
IMPEDANCE ACCURACY: Terminal impedance of loss network essentially flat from 

0-225 MC. 
RECEPTACLES: A/N Types UG-58/U or UG-185/U. 
CABLE PLUGS: May be secured at additional cost. 
NO. OF STEPS: Types: 640, 641, 642, 643 

Types: 650 and 651 10 Push Buttons 
8 Push Buttons 

SERIES IMPEDANCE RANGE 

640 & 641 50 Q or 73 Q 80 DB Total in 1 DB Steps 

642 & 643 50 Q or 73 Q 100 DB Total in 2 DB Steps 

650 & 651 50 Q or 73 Q 100 DB Total in 1 DB Steps 

-APPLICATIONS- 
In signal and sweep generators. 
In field strength measuring equipment. 
Nucleonic and atomic research. 
Television receiver testing. 
Wide -band amplifiers. 
Pulse amplifiers. 
Any application where attenuation of UHF is required. 

For Additional Information Write to Dept. TE -15 

THE DA VEN co 
191 CENTRAL AVENUE 
NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY 

James Bonelli has been appointed 
plant superintendent of Air King Prod- 
ucts Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y., manu- 
facturers of radios, wire recorders and 
TV receivers. He was formerly associ- 
ated with Olympic Radio as plant su- 
perintendent and chief engineer of 
Pilot and Fada Radio. 

Albert E. Keleher, Jr., has been 
named manager of mobile radiophone 
sales of the Raytheon Manufacturing 
Co., Waltham, Mass. Before joining 
Raytheon two and one-half years ago, 
he had been an application engineer 
with Raymond M. Wilmotte, Inc., and 
manufacturing engineer with Western 
Electric and Bell Telephone Labora- 
tories. 
A. E. Bennett, for- 
mer electronics con- 
sultant with the Air 
Force and recently 
chief engineer at 
Hoffman Radio 
Corp., Los Angeles, 
is now chief engi- 
neer and general 
manager of the 
Audiograph Co., 
San Carlos, Calif., 
manufacturers of 
magnetic tape re- 

corders 
Oliver W. Hayes, 21 Bonwood St., 

Newtonville, Mass. is now associated 
with the National Research Corp., 
Cambridge, Mass. where he is patent 
counsel. Before studying law, he re- 
ceived his B.S. in engineering from 
Brown Univ. in 1937. Gordon R. Find- 
lay, also newly -affiliated with National 
Research Corp., is engaged in research 
in the field of applied physics. 

John S. Muller has been made man- 
ager of the electronic sales department 
of the Corning Glass Works, Corning, 
N. Y. and in that capacity will be re- 
sponsible for the sale of bulbs and 
other glass components to the TV and 
radio industries. 

S. M. Weingast has been elected to 
the post of president and general man- 
ager of the Precision Apparatus Co., 
Inc., Elmhurst, N. Y. He was the co- 
founder (with the late Murray Ment- 
zer) of the company 17 years ago and 
previously held the title of secretary - 
treasurer and director of purchasing. 
G. N. Goldberger, the company's chief 
engineer, is now vice-president in 
charge of engineering and treasurer 
of the corporation. 

D. G. Reik has been appointed Gen- 
eral Electric district representative 
with responsibility for the sale of re- 
placement tubes and receiver parts in 
the Cleveland, Akron, Youngstown, 
Canton, Pittsburgh, Johnstown and 
Wheeling markets. 

Albert E. Flad has joined Airborne 
Instruments Laboratory, Mineola, N. 
Y., as administrative assistant to 
Robert F. Schulz, who is in charge of 
the product engineering department, 
127 Second Street, Mineola. 
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Ceramic Iron Core 
(Continued from page 25) 

It should be noted that "low 
level" measurements of permeabil- 
ity and "Q" of the core are not 
significant in relation to the high 
flux density operating level in ap- 
plication. Maximum effective per- 
meability consistent with high tem- 
perature stability of core "Q" and 
production economy has been ob- 
tained compared to other currently 
available core materials. The do 
core saturation is limited by two 
gaps of about 4 mils each. 

The unique feature of a porcelain - 
like core in insulating quality per- 
mits high utilization of window 
width for winding traverse. No 
appreciable current would flow if 
cores of the more desirable grade 
of core material were to be directly 
placed across a potential of 10 kv. 
A protective lacquer has been ap- 
plied to all exposed core faces to 
minimize the loss of core "Q" in 
the presence of high humidity tend- 
ing to penetrate surface pores. 

Sufficient clearance has been pro- 
vided over the crest of the high 
voltage tertiary winding for pre- 
vention of arc -over to core, even in 
the event that the core were to be- 
come conductive for some unfore- 
seen cause. Very little loss is en- 
tailed by provision of this safety 
measure. The entire core structure 
is insulated from chassis for the 
same reason. 

(Part Two of this article will ap- 
pear in the January issue). 

Outmoded Communications 
Cause 10 Days Delay 

Tom Sansom, a radio communica- 
tions district representative for the 
General Electric Co. in Syracuse, N. Y., 
recently reported an incident which 
illustrates the cost of outmoded com- 
munications to one mining company in 
the West. 

His report follows: 
"I talked to a mine company today. 

A vital motor had conked out at their 
mine 200 miles away a week before my 
visit. The foreman put the motor in his 
jeep to go for repairs. He got 50 miles 
out and a wheel started off on a differ- 
ent cow train from the other three. 
Two days later a Navaho came along 
on his mustang and rode the foreman 
double 40 miles to the nearest trading 
post. A day later the mine office got 
word that the mine was shut down. 
Two days later the foreman got back 
to the mine with the motor. A week 
later a wandering Navaho rode in and 
passed the word that the mine was 
back in operation. Total cost to the 
company was 50 miners out of work 
for 6 days, no production for 10 days. 
We figured them a two-way radio job." 

Tell us your needs. Quite 
probably we can be of value 
to you in your planning and 
production. Your inquiry 
will receive personal and 
experienced attention. 

...punching dies available 
in endless Vane for 
COSMALITE* 
COIL FORMS 

Manufacturers of radio and 
television receivers KNOW 
the outstanding advantages of 

4111.1 COSMALITE in both per- 
formance and price. 

There is a further saving in 

time and costs through the use 

of our extensive number 
of dies available to purchasers 
of Cosmalite Coil Forms. 
Punched, threaded, notched 
and grooved to meet your 
individual specifications. 

`Reg. U. S. Pat, Off. 

ih CLEVELAND CONTAINER6 
6201 BARBERTON AVE. CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 

FLAWS AND SALES OFFICE; at Plymouth, Wisc., Chicago, Detroit, Ogdensburg, N.Y., Jomesburg, N.J. 

ABRASIVE DIVISION at Cleveland, Ohio 

CANADIAN PLANT: The Cleveland Container, Canada, Ltd., Prescott, Ontario 

REPRESENTATIVES 

CANADA WM. T. BARRON, EIGHTH LINE, RR .1, OAKVILLE, ONTARIO 
METROPOLITAN j 

YORK R. T. MURRAY, 614 CENTRAL AVE., EAST ORANGE, N.J. NEWÍ 
NEW ENGLAND E P. PACK AND ASSOCIATES, 968 FARMINGTON AVE. 

WEST HARTFORD, CONN. 
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SELECTIVE NEGATIVE FEEDBACK 
(Continued from page 33) 

centage negative feedback. In fact, 
with the equalizer set for a flat 
frequency response characteristic, 
that is, with 100% negative feed- 
back applied, the measured inter - 
modulation distortion was approxi- 
mately 1% for input signal levels 
up to 2 volts rms. Under conditions 
of normal operation, therefore, the 
amount of intermodulation distor- 
tion will be between the 1% value 
for conditions of large feedback 
and the value given in Fig. 8 for 
which condition there is no feed- 
back. 

In practice, the percentage feed- 
back will be small only at the fre- 
quency extremities with the boost - 
attenuate switches in the maximum 
boost positions, for which condition 
the distortion at the frequency ex- 
tremities will approach the values 
given in Fig. 8. It should be noted, 
however, that in normal program 
material the signal components 
being boosted at the maximfzm 
boost position of the boost -attenuate 
switches will generally be of small 
amplitude compared to the mid - 
frequency signal components. Be- 

'ng for all 
athon!TV Cameras 

"BALANCED" 
TV TRIPOD 

Pat. Pending 

This tripod was engi- 
neered and designed ex- 
pressly to meet all video 
camera requirements. 
Previous concepts of 
gyro and friction type de- 
sign have been discarded 
to achieve absolute bal- 
ance, effortless opera- 
tion, super -smooth tilt 
and pan action, depend- 
ability, ruggedness & 
efficiency. 

Below: 
3 -wheel portable dolly with 
balanced TV Tripod mounted. 

Complete 360° pan without 
ragged or jerky movement is 
accomplished with effortless 
control. It is impossible to 
get anything but perfectly 
smooth pan and tilt action 
with the "BALANCED" TV 
Tripod. 

Quick -release pon handle ad- 
justment locks into position 
desired by operator with no 
"play" between pan handle 
and tripod head. Tripod head 
mechanism is rustproof, com- 
pletely enclosed, never re- 
quires adjustments, cleaning 
or lubrication. Built-in spirit 
level. Telescoping extension 
pan handle. 

Write for further particulars 

C. ZVC1t[11 

OERmERA EQuIPmEnT C. 
1600 BROROWRY nail YORK CITY 

cause of this, the intermodulation 
products at the frequency extremi- 
ties will be of small amplitude com- 
pared to the signal components at 
the mid -frequencies. The distortion 
products from the mid -frequency 
signal components, meanwhile, will 
be small, being of the order of 1%. 
The overall effect, therefore, is that 
the intermodulation products will 
be of small magnitude throughout 
the frequency pass -band of the 
equalizer, making it appear that 
the average distortion is of the 
order of 1%. 

Care must be taken not to omit 
the input capacitor to the control 
grid of the input triode in Fig. 2. 
With the grid returned to the cath- 
ode tap, the resting potential to 
ground of that grid is approxi- 
mately 70 volts, the cathode current 
being approximately 7 milliamperes. 
With the input capacitor omitted, 
resistance continuity to ground 
through the input circuitry may 
cause the input grid to be held to a 
voltage much lower than the 70 
volts at which it rests normally. A 
lowering of the resting voltage of 
the grid of the input triode will 
give a corresponding drop in the 
cathode current which will reduce 
the bias voltage to the triodes. This 
reduction of bias voltages will 
cause distortion in the amplifier 
triode at lower magnitudes of input 
signal. 

An output triode section may be 
provided to serve as an impedance 
transformation between the output 
of the attenuator network and the 
load to which the equalizer is con- 
nected. This stage may be an am- 
plifier stage, a phase inverter stage 
or a cathode follower output stage 
as is needed to couple to the suc- 
ceeding stage of the system. 

REFERENCES 
1. Lurie, William B., "Versatile Tone Control", 

Electronics. Vol. 21, No. 12., Pages 81-83; 
1942. 

2. Fletcher, Harvey, "Hearing, the Determining 
Factor for High Fidelity Transmission", Proc. 
I.R.E. Vol. 30, No. 6, Pages 266-277; 1942. 

FCC Color TV 
(Continued from page 19) 

color, designed for a 19" tube in a 
DuMont receiver, while a stunt, 
must have impressed the commis- 
sioners with the unwieldy imprac- 
ticality of such a mechanical disc. 
The converter, about 5 feet high, 
weighing 700 pounds, required two 
men to push it in place in front of 
the set. See Fig. 3. 

The question of transmitting the 
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picture signal by FM instead of AM, 
as is now done, has a bearing on 
color so FCC invited Wilmotte, 
radio consultant, and Chapin, FCC 
Eng. Div., to testify on this subject. 
There is a slim chance that field 
tests of FM for picture transmission 
in the new UHF band may be re- 
quested by FCC. 

Reactions to Commissioners' 
Questions 

Early in the hearing it was evi- 
dent that one of the commissioners 
had embarked on a one-man in- 
vestigation to find out what was 
holding color back, why the CBS 
system should not be adopted now, 
and what was keeping color from 
the waiting American homes. His 
method of questioning was akin to 
that usual in Congressional hear- 
ings. The questions often showed, 
unfortunately, little knowledge of 
how television developments came 
about or how engineering standards 
were formulated. They were often 
of the type used by lawyers in at- 
tacking the opposing party. The 
stream of witnesses who had come 
to assist and advise the Commission 
and who were not culprits on trial, 
must have loved this treatment! 

A second commissioner, appoint- 
ed not on a basis of knowledge of 
the communication field, but se- 
lected from the legal field, took an 
active part in the questioning. In 
this case a little coaching from the 
FCC engineering staff, preferably 
from a member who knows first 
hand by experience how TV inven- 
tions are conceived and developed 
for the American home, how stand- 
ards are proposed by the industry, 
field tested and finally submitted to 
FCC for approval, would have 
helped. In fact it would have speed- 
ed up the hearing and given the 
commissioner a view of the prob- 
lem in true perspective. 

What TV Needs Now 
If these commissioners wished to 

investigate charges of monopoly or 
"smoke out" color TV from an in- 
dustry who testified they were for 
it as soon as it was good enough, 
the hearing was rather unproduc- 
tive. Just what was their purpose 
remains a mystery. Color TV stand- 
ards are not worked out by law- 
yers nor are they advanced by 
methods mentioned above. For a 
steady, orderly increase in service 
to the public, the growing young 
giant, Television, needs now, on the 
part of the FCC: (a) Commissioners 
with better technical advisors; (b) 
more understanding of how the in- 
dustry can be encouraged to best 

serve the millions of present and 
future set owners and (c) commis- 
sioners with open minds, unbiased 
by personal beliefs or political pres- 
sure were arriving at important 
decisions. 

Sen. Johnson's Letter to FCC 

Senator Johnson of Colorado, 
chairman of the committee to whom 
the FCC report, has recently writ- 
ten the Chairman of FCC a letter 
expressing his earnest hope that 
FCC "will promulgate quickly broad 
and general standards for color" so 
that it may be developed naturally. 
Had the senator substituted for 

"standards" the phrase "system 
characteristics" then communication 
engineers might go along with him. 
It would be highly desirable if FCC 
at this stage in the development of 
color and as an outcome of this 
hearing, signify what it thought 
were desirable characteristics, such 
as the number of lines, compati- 
bility, etc. so that research labora- 
tories could work toward this goal. 
It would give desirable assurance 
that the resulting system would 
come near conforming with the final 
standards to be set later and en- 
dorsed by the FCC only after they 
have been sufficiently field tested. 

IfflalVer- 

LITTELFUSE 

fi zôt IN QUALITY 

WITH TV PIGTAIL FUSES 
The pigtail fuse is only one in- 
genious solution to the problem 
of preservative protection for 
television receivers. Our engi- 
neers are trained to give you 
precision solutions to any ques- 
tions in TV circuit protection. 
And for quality production, buy 
Littelfuse. Buy all Littelfuse! 

LITTELFUSE INC. 
4783 N. RAVENSWOOD AVENUE 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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There's Modern Magic in TV "Staging" and more 
PROFITABLY VERSATILE TV Broadcasting 

with the New Stage No.1 

and the G RAY 
TELOP 
This most versatile telecasting 
optical projector enables dual pro- 
jection with any desired optical 
dissolve under exact control. 

The accessory STAGE NUMBER I 
adds three functions separately or 
simultaneously: a) teletype news 
strip, b) vertical roll strip and c) 
revolving stage for small objects. 

The TELOP, used with TV film cam- 
eras, permits instant fading of one 
object to another, change by lap 
dissolve or by superimposing. 
Widest latitude is given program 
directors for maximum visual 
interest and increased TV station 
income. 

For lull details write for Bulletin T-107 

RESEARCH and Development Co., Inc. 
16 Arbor St., Hartford 1, Conn. 

SMALL SIZE 

OliaL Ct.acLu¢. 
CERAMIC CAPACITORS 

5000 
4000 
1500 
1000 
mmf 

Actual Size 
7/16" 

oll Capacities 
TYPE CD 

DUAL DISCAP 

R. M. C. 

DISCAPS 
Save as Much 

as $28.00 per M 
if You Use Duals 

Low Leakage 

Low Self 
Inductance 

Used by Leading TV Makers 
If you use a number of capacitors having the same 
value, DISCAP Dual Type Miniatures will save 
you money. Being of small size they are easier 
to work with and save space in tight places. All 
DISCAPS are rated at 600 V.D.C. working volt- 
age - 1200 V.D.C. test - 3500 to 5000 V.D.C. 
breakdown. They are impervious to moisture, have 
a low temperature co -efficient and good power 
factor. Single section 1000 mmf and 1500 mmf 
DISCAPS measure only V," in diameter; 5000 
mmf only 7/16" and 10,000 mmf 9/16". 

SEND FOR DETAILS AND TEST SAMPLES 

Manufactured by 

Radio Materials Corporation 
1708 BELMONT AVE. CHICAGO 13, ILL. 

ELECTRON TUBE 
MACHINERY OF 
ALL TYPES 

STANDARD 
AND SPECIAL 
DESIGN 

We specialize in Equipment and 
Methods for the Manufacture of 

RADIO TUBES 
CATHODE RAY TUBES 
FLUORESCENT LAMPS 
INCANDESCENT LAMPS 
NEON TUBES 
PHOTO CELLS 
X-RAY TUBES 
GLASS PRODUCTS 

Production or 
Laboratory Basis 

Manufacturers contemplating 
New Plants or Plant Changes 
ore invited to consult with us 

KAHLE 
ENGINEERING COMPANY 

1313 SEVENTH STREET 
NORTH BERGEN. NEW JERSEY, U. S. A. 

BOOKS 
Electron Optics 
By 1. R. Pierce, published by D. Van Nostrand 

Company, Inc., 250 Fourth Avenue, New 
York City. 197 pages. 

This book is an attempt to present 
the minimum amount of theoretical 
material necessary to understand the 
principles involved in electron flow 
and focussing in electronic devices 
other than microscopes and camera 
tubes. In this it succeeds rather well, 
although there are perhaps more 
mathematics in the treatment than the 
indigent reader desires to struggle 
through to discover why things hap- 
pen. It might have been possible to 
dispense with some of the derivations, 
and give only the operating formulae 
with a consequent increase in practical 
descriptions for the benefit of lazy 
readers who, like this reviewer, prefer 
to obtain information with as little 
mental effort as possible. 

For the engineer who works with 
focussed electrons this is a handy ref- 
erence book. The average engineer will 
find in it many interesting facts which 
he probably didn't know; the problem 
section at the end of each chapter is 
invaluable in this respect. Considerable 
information on electron guns and mul- 
tipliers is included, and the indexing 
is done well. 

NAB Engineering Handbook 
By National Association of Broadcasters, 4th 

Edition, 1760 NW, Washington, D. C. Over 
650 pages. Price $17.50. 

The fourth edition of the famous 
Engineering Handbook of the National 
Association of Broadcasters contains 
FCC Rules and Regulations, Standards 
of Good Engineering Practice, design 
data, and a wealth of information on 
AM radio, television, FM audio engi- 
neering, and special articles. The book 
runs to nearly 700 pages. 

Handsomely bound in a gold -em- . 

bossed post binder and completely 
catalogued, the Engineering Handbook 
weighs just over six pounds. It is 21/4 
inches thick, and the binder is capable 
of expansion tog four -inch thickness 
to receive later additions and expan- 
sions of material already included. 

The fourth edition of the Handbook 
has been in preparation for the past 
two years, under the direct supervision 
of Neal McNaughten, NAB Engineering 
Department director. The project was 
begun by his predecessor, Royal V. 
Howard. 

Considered an indispensable tool by 
the engineers of the radio and tele- 
vision industry, the book is sold at 
$17.50 to engineers not associated with 
NAB member stations, or to stations 
wishing extra copies. It is supplied free 
of charge to NAB members. 

Space considerations preclude a re- 
view of all the sections in detail. How- 
ever, certain sections deserving special 
mention such as the reproduction of the 
FCC Standards of Good Engineering 
Practice, are up to date as of July 
15 1949, which is quite a feature in 
this area of frequent change. Propa- 
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gation and studio problems are well 
covered, the information on DA's be- 
ing particularly valuable. The sections 
on field and general engineering are 
most comprehensive, and the book 
concludes with an excellent selection 
of nomographs and other tabular in- 
formation of great value to every 
broadcast engineer or designer. 

New Sound Track for 16 -mm Films 

Provides High -Quality Reproduction 

A new type of 16 -mm sound track 
has been developed by J. A. Maurer, 
Inc., 37-01 31st St., Long Island City, 
N. Y. In this new track, the familiar 
bilateral type of recording in a single 
line is replaced by a group of six 
smaller VA tracks, each a duplicate of 
the other and one -sixth the width nor- 
mally employed. The multiple track 
thus contains twelve simultaneously 
modulated, identical areas. 

With a group of six identical VA 
tracks in place of one, a variation even 
as great as 50% in the illumination in 
the projector sound scanning beam 
will still provide substantially undis- 
torted wave form. This is because the 
variation over any individual modu- 
lated area of the new track is extreme- 
ly small. Since the total signal reaching 

Enlargement of new Maurer multiple sound 
track, shown in relation to a 16 -mm frame 

the photocell of the projector is the 
sum of the signals given by six indi- 
vidual tracks, each of which has very 
low distortion, the total reproduced 
signal has low distortion. Similarly, 
the harmonic distortion of wave form 
due to azimuth error is reduced. 

Most television projectors, being 
rather slightly modified standard 16 - 
mm equipment, will obtain the full 
effect of the improvement. Certainly 
the telecasting of more uniform high 
quality in 16 -mm prints will be wel- 
comed by viewers and thus make the 
filmed material more acceptable to 
stations and sponsors alike. 

In line with the Maurer policy of 
protecting its customers to the maxi- 
mum possible extent against obsoles- 
cence of equipment, the new multiple 
sound track will be made available as 
a conversion to present owners of the 
latest type of Maurer Recording Sys- 
tems. Soon, all new Maurer Recorders 
will be supplied with this type of 
sound track as standard equipment. 
Precision Film Laboratories, Inc., 21 
West 46th St., New York City, is 
equipped to re-record and reproduce 
the new multiple track as a standard 
operation on 16 -mm prints. 

insuline 
new "BI -CON" 
TELEVISION ANTENNA 
Single Type and Stacked Array for fringe areas 

An engineering triumph by Insuline .. . 

proved outstanding by actual test. Pre - 

assembled sections for quick installation. 

Peak ALL -Channel reception. 

Suitable for ANY make TV 

receiver. 

Exclusive - separate High 
Frequency and Low Fre- 
quency dipole -reflector 
elements. 

Popularly priced. 

Write for complete TELEVISION 
catalog of TV antennas and 
accessories. 

OW 
BETTER, BRIGHTER PICTURES 

\ j n 
t 

N 

: 

Heavy duty, specially de- 
signed, all aluminum 
castingsforlow-resistance 
electrical contact and 
rigid dipole clamping. 

The INDOOR 

ANTENNA 
with AMAZING 

RECEPTION 

QUALITIES 

on ALL CHANNELS 

competitively priced 

insu ¡ne CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
INSULINE BUILDING 36-02 35th AVENUE LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y. 

West Coast Branch and Warehouse: 1335 South Flower Street, Los Angeles, Calif. 

QUALITY PRODUCTS SINCE 1921 

AVAILABLE AS AN ACCESSORY 
is the 203-B Univerter, a unity gain 
frequency converter, which in corn- 
binat:on with the 202-B instrument 
provides additional coverage of 
from 0.4 to 25 megacycles. 

Write for Catalog G 

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 

THE O METER OX CHECKER 

FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL GENERATOR 

BEAT FREQUENCY GENERATOR 

AND OTHER DIRECT READING INSTRUMENTS 

FM 
SIGNAL 

GENERATOR 
TYPE 202-B 

54-216 Megacycles 

Specifications: 

RF RANGES: 54-108, 108-216 mc. 
0.5% accuracy. Also covers 

0.4 mc. to 25 mc. with accessory 
203-B Univerter. 

VERNIER DIAL: 24:1 gear ratio with 
main frequency dial. 

FREQUENCY DEVIATION RANGES: 
0-24 kc., 0-80 kc., 0-240 kc. 

AMPLITUDE MODULATION: Con- 
tinuously variable 0-50":,, cali- 
brated at 30^,-á and 50`:', points. 

MODULATING OSCILLATOR: Eight 
internal modulating frequencies, 
from 50 cycles to 15 kc., available 
for FM or AM. 

RF OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 0.2 volt to 0.1 micro- 
volt. Output impedance 26.5 ohms. 

FM DISTORTION: Less than 2% at 75 kc. 
deviation. 

SPURIOUS RF OUTPUT: All spurious RF voltages 
30 db or more below fundamental. 
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_American 
Beaut 

ELECTRIC SOLDERING 

IRONS 

are sturdily built for the 

hard usage of industrial 

service. Have plug 
type tips and are con- 

structed on the unit 
system with each 

vital part, such as 

heating element, 

easily removable 

and replace- 
able. In 5 

sizes, from 50 
watts to 550 

watts. 

TEMPERATURE 
REGULATING 

STAND 

This is a thermo- 
statically con- 
trolled device for 
the regulation of 
the temperature 
of an electric soldering 
iron. When placed on 
and connected to this 
stand, iron may be main- 
tained at working tem- 
perature or through ad- 
justment on bottom of 
stand at low or warm 
temperatures. 

For descriptive literature write 

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL 

HEATER COMPANY 
DETROIT 2, MICH., U. S. A. 

WOR-TV STUDIOS 
(Continued from page 22) 

Fig. 8: Temporary master and studio control at the New Amsterdam Theatre on West 42nd 
Street, New York City where interim programs originate. Projection equipment is in rear 

control switch is pushed down to 
"controlled by video" position, both 
circuits will be switched to studio 
B. 

The final point of interest is the 
maser transfer control circuit. By 
means of this feature, control can 
be switched to anyone of the four 
master control panels if the cor- 
responding switch is set to "master 
transfer". Then pressing the master 
transfer button on any unit com- 
pletes the transfer. Along the bot- 
tom of the panel the stabilizing 
amplifier controls are brought out 
to remote controls so that any 
necessary adjustments to video 
quality can be made by the operator. 

The fourth side of the master con- 
trol room is given over to four rows 

of ten racks, containing over 130 
regulated power supplies, stabilizing 
and distribution amplifiers, the re- 
lays, speech equipment and aux- 
iliary apparatus such as low voltage 
do distribution controls for the 
relays. 

During the interim period be- 
tween the time that WOR-TV went 
on the air and before the new 
studios are ready for use, operations 
have been continuing from the New 
Vanderbilt Theatre on West 42nd 
Street, New York City. Fig. 8, which 
is a view of the complete operations 
and control room taken from above 
the producer's desk. It shows how 
every inch of space has been used 
in the current operation. In fact, 
the area has the appearance of a 

Write for Bulletin T12 

RESISTORMURRAY ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 
WHOLESALERS CORP. TEL: WORTH 2-7862 
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submarine nerve center with its 
closely crowded equipment and 
optimum use of space. In the back- 
ground can be seen a DuMont Fly- 
ing Spot Scanner and GE 16mm 
film projector. This room is present- 
ly master control as well as studio 
operations, but after the change 
over takes place control will be 
transferred to the main studio 
building and it will become local 
studio control for the theater. 

Microwave Standard 
(Continued from page 28) 

just before shipment and specify- 
ing an allowable ambient frequency 
variation. For example, a cavity is 
made and labelled "Resonant at 
9280.17 MC ±.07 MC at 25° C. 
Keep ambient temperature between 
0 and 35° C. Af/AT=2 KC/°C." 

Cavities with the possible ±0.8 
MC error are made in production at 
9250 (1Q22), 9280 (1Q23), and 
9310 MC (1Q24). Another is made 
at 9375 (1Q25) with the frequency 
error due to setting alone approxi- 
mately ±0.3 MC (less accurate 
equipment) giving a total maxi- 
mum possible deviation of ±1.1 MC. 

Calculations have been made 
(Westinghouse Research Report 
SR -281, Holstein and Mayer) for 
designs of cavities over the range 
from 7900-9600 MC. It is believed 
that these calculations could be ex- 
panded and be valid over a range 
from 4,300-11,300 MC. By using 
different harmonics of the existing 
standard low frequency signals, a 
great number of standard frequency 
signals could be produced with ex- 
isting test equipment, and the cor- 
responding reference cavities pro- 
duced. 

Therefore, it may be concluded 
that this device could be expanded 
in use and cavities produced at 
many different frequencies in the 
vicinity of the X band for use in 
laboratories as fixed microwave fre- 
quency standards. 

Duplicating Magnetic Tapes 
The article entitled "Duplication of 

Magnetic Tape Recordings by Contact 
Printing" published in the November 
issue of Tele -Tech failed to include a 
footnote at the end of the text. For the 
benefit of our readers this note states: 

"This is part of a paper presented by 
Dr. Robert Herr at the Fifth Annual 
National Electronics Conference in 
Chicago Sept. 26-28, 1949. The com- 
plete text of this paper will appear in 
Volume V of the `Proceedings of the 
National Electronics Conference.." 

Easy on the Ears .. . 
TELEX Monoset*-Under Chin Headset 

Stethoscope design of the Telex Monoset eliminates 
tiresome pressure-instrument swings lightly under 
the chin. Wear it for hours without fatigue! 

TELEX Earset*-Slips onto the Ear 

Weighing only % oz., Earset's 
flat plastic frame slips onto the 
ear, holds the sensitive receiver 
securely in place. User's other 
ear is always free for phone calls 
or conversation. 

TELEX Twinset*-Nothing Need 

Touch Ears! 
Lightest twin -receiver headset 
made-weighs only 1.6 oz. Adjust 
to any head. Flexible, 
slips into pocket. 

TELEX Pillow Speaker 
permits private radio listening. 
Palm -sized, weight 1.1 oz., 
shockproof, sterilizable. 

Write for Colorful FREE Specifications Folder Today! 

TELEX 
DEPT. K-20-12 TELEX PARK 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

In Canada, Atlas Radio Corp., Toronto 

*TRADEMARK 

MiP,,,wo AT Ms 
e, 

TELEX 
PARR 

Large or Small 
ROUND OR RECTANGULAR 

SQUARE, 
PAPER TUBES 

FOR COIL 
WINDING 

SEND 'FOR ARBOR LIST 

OF OVER 1000 SIZES 

IA 

Inside Perimeters from .592" to 19" 
With specialized experience and automatic 
equipment, PARAMOUNT produces a 
wide range of spiral wound paper tubes 
to meet every need ... from %' to 30' long, 
from .592' to 19' inside perimeter, includ- 
ing many odd sizes of square and rectan- 
gular tubes. Used by leading manufacturers. 
Hi -Dielectric, Hi -Strength. Kraft, Fish 
Paper, Red Rope, or any combination, 
wound on automatic machines. Tolerances 
plus or minus .002'. Made to your specifi- 
cations or engineered for YOU. 

Paramount PAPER TUBE CORP. 
61741.AFAYETTE ST., FORT WAYNE 2, IND. 

Manufacturers of Paper Tubing for the Electrical Industry 
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CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR PLATES 
(Continued from page 38) 

this assembly was carried by the 
nest through the lapping operation, 
abrasive, which worked into the 
narrow clearance between the block 
and plate caused binding. For this 
reason the plate opening was en- 
larged and the pressure block was 
centered by means of an apertured 
zinc sheet cemented to the top side 
of the retaining plate, thus elimi- 
nating binding and permitting the 
crystal to move laterally with re- 
spect to its pressure block. Although 
crystals lapped this way were 

wedge-shaped, experience which 
led to more successful models was 
gained. 

The wedge-shaped crystals em- 
phasized the need for designs which 
would assure parallelism. The at- 
tacks on this phase of the problem 
resulted in three variations of a 
model in which small blocks were 
rigidly attached to a lapped ring. 
The assembled blocks were trued 
against the lap until they were co- 
planar and parallel to the lay so 
that wedged crystals could be cor - 

WHEELER LABORATORIES MOVES TO NEW QUARTERS 

Wheeler Laboratories, Inc., organized in 1947 to conduct radio research and engineering in 
special fields, has moved to larger quarters at 122 Cutter Mill Road, Great Neck, N. Y. 
Staff of 10 engineers and usual supporting facilities are housed in new building 

GE HIGHER 
V Melt1NIFGRM Q 

C011.S 

Constant trouble - poor, inefficient coils. 
Many of these faults can be traced to the 
base. The starting point and deciding fac- 
tor in the effectiveness of the coil no 
matter how perfectly wound it may be. 
Why take chances? You can be sure with 

PRECISION PAPER TUBES 
Because Precision methods assure better 
heat dissipation - better insulation - 
moisture resistance - lighter weight - 
greater uniformity. Made of finest dielec- 
tric Kraft, Fish Paper, Cellulose Acetate 
or combinations. Available in round, 
square, oval, rectangular, any shape, 
length, ID or OD, exactly to your 
specifications. 
WRITE OR WIRE - FOR SAMPLES - NEW 

MANDREL LIST OF OVER 1,000 SIZES. 

PRECISION PAPER TUBE CO. 
2057 W. CHARLESTON ST., CHICAGO 47, ILL. 

Plant No. 2, 79 Chapel St., Hartford, Conn. 

rected to parallelism. To prevent 
uneven abrasion caused by the ad- 
hesion between the crystals and the 
blocks, the surfaces of the latter 
were broken up by cross -channels. 
In the first apparatus of this type, 
pentagonal blocks fitted into pentag- 
onal nest openings. In the second 
variation, cylindrical plugs were 
used and the nest was eliminated by 
using a close -fitting collar around 
each plug to confine its crystals and 
by using spokes to drive the ring 
directly. The third variation was 
similar to the first except that round 
rather than pentagonal plugs and 
holes were used, and its nest was 
thicker and channeled to reduce 
sticking. 

Of the three forms just described 
the nestless type was least satis- 
factory, chiefly because its exces- 
sive weight caused breakage. The 
third variation gave better results 
than the first because the plugs and 
holes were a more precise fit. Con- 
sequently crystals produced with 
the round plugs had less pronounced 
rims. Deviations from parallelism in 
crystals produced by both lapping 
units were radial rather than 
wedge -like. The rims accounted for 
most of the deviation, which did 
not exceed 0.00004 -in. 

Because of the difficulty in re - 

904 HIGHEST ELECTRICAL 
& MECHANICAL 

41 
pN S S0ERIES 

SOCKE1s 

?OS w 

lmpraved 
Socket 

u 

indi- 

vidual 
ring surfacess.POsivecon 

oepractically their entire 

lengthh Plug and Saco9 
Contacts 

great- 

ly 

Both recessed 
pockets 

mounted in distonce,IN- 
stn9 

VOLTAGE RATING. ly ;ncrea 
cad- 

mium 

314 - 

CREASING Contacts c 

mium plated. 
Add toappeor- 

meet. 
ouf Ce O '1Ogeable w;th 

600 Series. JonesComplete line 

Xá;.}*:'' Asskk for Catalog 1 Sockets, Ter. 

Bones 
Plug 
Minot Strips - 

P -2406 -CC' 
Plug with to bit, 

clamp in top. 

S -2406 -SB 
Socket with shallow 

bracket for flush 
mounting. 

HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION 
CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 

CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS 
SUBSIDIARY OF UNITED.-CARR FASTENER CORP. 
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moving the ring and handling very 
thin crystals, a lapping method 
which permits much easier inspec- 
tion of individual crystals has been 
evolved. The apparatus employed 
is an improved form of the square 
block and cell method and exists 
in two slightly different models- 
the inkwell and the tall plunger. 
The inkwell type has a conical ex- 
terior and is essentially a keyed 
and closely fitting plunger and cyl- 
inder. The crystal is attached to 
the plunger by means of a drop of 
oil; the unit is then inverted and 
placed on the lapping plate. The 
crystal is thus confined between the 
piston and plate by the cylinder 
walls. A nest drives a number of 
such units over the lapping plate. 
The tall plunger model differs main- 
ly in having a taller piston sliding 
on bearing screws by which the 
amount of wobble can be precisely 
controlled. 

Crystals have been lapped at the 
National Bureau of Standards to 
0.001 inch with both these models. 
Breakage is almost nonexistent and 
the surfaces are quite flat and par- 
allel. The limiting thickness for this 
equipment is not yet known since 
the difficulties of handling and 
properly measuring such crystals 
impose many new problems which 
remain to be solved. 

1. "The Mechanical Production of Very Thin 
Oscillator Plates" by L. T. Sogn and W. J. 
Howard, NBS J. of Research, Vol. 43, (Nov. 
1949) RP 2037 

Tests for Qualification 
of Military Products 

Attention is invited to the qualifica- 
tion approval stipulation appearing in 
most Military (JAN) specifications 
coming under the purview of the 
Armed Services Electro Standards 
Agency. This in substance is as fol- 
lows: 

In the procurement of products re- 
quiring qualification, the right is re- 
served to reject bids on products that 
have not been subjected to the required 
tests and found satisfactory for inclu- 
sion on the Army -Navy -Air Force 
Qualified Products List. The attention 
of suppliers is called to this require- 
ment, and manufacturers are urged to 
communicate with the Armed Services 
Electro Standards Agency (ASESA), 
Fort Monmouth, N. J., and arrange to 
have the products that they propose to 
offer to the Army, the Navy, or the 
Air Force, tested for qualification in 
order that they may be eligible to be 
awarded contracts or orders for the 
products covered by these specifica- 
tions. 

Information pertaining to qualifica- 
tion of products covered by these 
specifications and a complete index of 
the specifications may be obtained 
from the Armed Services Electro 
Standards Agency (ASESA), Fort 
Monmouth, N. J. 

NO W.' Get this MIDGET CONDENSER MICROPHONE 

'04 PRECISION SOUND 

+ 
MEASUREMENTS 

ACTUAL SIZE 

Rugged Construction 
Exceptional Calibration Stability 
Unaffected by Variations in Humidity 

Kellogg Midget Condenser Mi- 
crophones are used regularly for 
sound measurement in Kellogg's 
own laboratories . . . several 
having been in service for over 
10 years without exhibiting de- 

tectable drift, although in fre- 
quent use, and without the use 
of dessicators. Users include 
government laboratories, univer- 
sities, audio development labora- 
tories and industrial plants manu- 
facturing sound equipment. 

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS: RESPONSE-Using a cathode 
follower preamplifier the response is approximately -59db referred 
to 1 volt/dyne/cm=. The response is flat to within 1db from 100 
to 7000cps and to within 3db from 60 to 10,000 cps. MATERIAL 
-Diaphragm -.001" ST -17 aluminum alloy. All other major cotn- 
ponents are brass. External surfaces are bright gold plated and 
lacquered. CAPACITY-Approximately 40mm!'. INSULATION RE- 
SISTANCE -100,000 megohms minimum measured at 250 volts. 
POLARIZING VOLTAGE -150-300 volts recommended. 

Send for full specifications today. Write, wire or call: 

ELLD66 SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY 

Established 1897 
I MIDGET 

6650 SOUTH CICERO AVENUECHICAGO 

CONDENSER MICROPHONE 

GREENOHM 
* Yes sir, POWER! These 
Clarostat power resist)rs are 
built to handle real power- 
from first to last-year after 
year ... for outstanding serv- 
ice. Special cold -setting inor- 
ganic cement coating won't 
crack, peel, blister or flake. 
Handles heat shock of fre- 
quent on -off operation without 
flinching. 
Standard 5 to 200 watt 
ratings. Fixed or adjustable. 
Wide selection of resistance 
values. Also with taps, all 
types of terminals and mount- 
ings, on special order. Better - yet cost no more, 

* Write for Engineer- 
ing Bulletin 113. Try a 
Greenohm! Let us quote. 

e 
c`AROSTAT 

POWER 

RESISTORS 

eyteeid.wied'Ai 
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC. DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI CO, LTD. 

Montreal, P.O, and branches 
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ANNUAL INDEX -1949 
The Annual Index has been arranged by subject for easy reference to related topics. The first 
figure indicates the month in which the article appeared; the second figure indicates the page 

AERONAUTICAL RADIO, RADAR 
A Microwave Frequency Standard for Radar Applications 

Reed & Wheeler 
Circularly Polarized Airport Antenna 
Dayton IRE Airborne Radio Conference 
Elimination of Reflected Pulse Systems Collup 
Improved Radio Systems for Modern Aircraft 

AMPLIFIERS 
Designing Cathode Coupled Paraphase Amplifiers ..Alpert 
New Triode for 4,000 MC Operation Morton, Ryder 
The Symmetron Amplifier Balthis 

ANTENNAS 
Broadbanding Ring -Type FM Antennas Parker.... 
Circularly Polarized Airport Antenna 
Collinear Coaxial Array for 152 Megacycles Rowe.... 
New Antenna for CBS -TV 
New Principle for Broad Band Antennas 

Scheldorf & Bridges 
Philco's New Built -In TV Aerial 
Quadrature Phased TV Receiving Antenna 
Reversible Pattern TV Receiver Antenna 

AUDIO 
A New Professional Tape Recorder Osbahr.... 3-34 
An Application of Frequency Selective Negative Feedback 

Edwards & Parker 12-30 
Duplication of Magnetic Tape Recording by Contact 

Printing Herr.... 11-28 
New High Fidelity Dual Cone Speakers 10-42 
New Portable Tape Recorder Performs with Studio Quality 

Stewart 4-40 
Overall Systems Planning for Multi -Channel Telephone 

Carriers Smith ... 2-34 
Page from an Engineer's Notebook-Chart I 

Bridged T and H Pads 8-32 
Page from an Engineer's Notebook-Chart II 

",." and "O" Pads 9-53 
Page from an Engineer's Notebook-Chart III 

"T" and "H" Pads 10-21 
Page from an Engineer's Notebook-Chart IV 

Branching Networks 11-43 
Tape Characteristics for Audio Quality Marchant.... 7-30 
Tape Recorder & Deaf Aids Combine to Produce TV 

Prompting System 8-39 

BROADCAST STATIONS, STUDIOS 
A New Telecine Channel Ehrenhaft & Caweln.... 7-18 
CUES for Broadcasters 12-34 
Flexibility Keynotes KCRG-KCRK Installation .. .... .... 

Caldwell & Essig.... 8-28 
Hidden Headaches in Building A Broadcast Station 7-28 
Illumination For Television Studios, Part I taurin.... 9-54 
Illumination For Television Studios, Part II Gurin.... 10-34 
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bearing on the resistance wind- 
ing) and two take-off brushes 
are provided for the output 
voltage. Varying the position of 

the brushes varies the output voltage in accord- 
ance with a linear sawtooth wave. The potentio- 
meter is excited with 24 -volt direct current, is 
arranged for panel or bracket mounting. is ap- 
proximately 3-11/16 inches in diameter. 3 inches 
deep, 43/4 inches long, and has an approximate 
weight of one pound. External connections are 
made through a standard AN type connector. 

Brand New $5.75 

ELECTRONICRAFT 
c 5 WAVERLY PLACE TUCKAHOE 7, N. Y. 

PHONE: TUCKAHOE 3-0044 

Foremost technical journal of radio, 

television and tele -communications. 

. .. Greatest number of television and 

tele -communications editorial pages. 

. . Authoritative treatment of cur- 

rent engineering trends, problems and 

developments. . . . Largest engineer - 

audience in design, manufacture, 

operation and maintenance of tele- 

vision and tele -communications (15,100 

total circulation monthly). 

CALDWELL -C LEMENTS, INC. 

480 LEXINGTON AVENUE 

NEW YORK 17, N. Y. 
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BULLETINS 

Test Equipment 
The new bulletin of Gawler-Knoop. Inc., 

Sales Engineers, 1060 Broad St., Newark 2, 
N. J. illustrates the test equipment of the 
various manufacturers and companies G -K 
represents. Test instruments are particularly 
applicable In research and development labor- 
atories, production testing, industrial testing 
and quality control facilities. (Mention T -T) 

Transformers 
Triad Transformer Manufacturing Co., 2254 

Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif., has 
compiled a 16 -page catalog, illustrating, de- 
scribing and pricing the entire line of Triad 
Transformers for original equipment, radio, 
television, and replacement applications. 
Special attention is called to Triad's Climatite 
treating, said to be an improved and ex- 
clusive vacuum impregnation process, used on 
all Triad transformers. (Mention T -T) 

Cathode -Ray Oscillographs 
Types 304 and 304-H cathode-ray oscillo - 

graphs, successors to the famous 208-B, are 
the subjects of a new bulletin published by 
Allen B. DuMont Labcratories, Inc., 1000 Main 
Ave., Clifton, N. J. These new instruments 
have undergone a most rigid field test, at the 
DuMont Labs, and also selected laboratories 
and institutions throughout the country. 
(Mention T -T) 

Capacitors, Resistors, Coils 
Electrical Reactance Corp., Franklinville, 

N. Y., has published a 16 -page brochure de- 
scribing the history and manufacture of 
HI -Q products; capacitors, resistors and coils. 
Operations at the Jessup, Pa., Franklinville, 
N. Y., and Myrtle Beach, S. C. plants are 
covered. (Mention T -T) 

Measuring Equipment 
Analyzers, indicators and recorders are de- 

scribed in a bulletin released by the Cam- 
bridge Instrument Co., Inc., 3732 Grand Cen- 
tral Terminal, New York 17, N. Y. (Mention 
T -T) 
Varnished Insulations 

"The V. I. Story-Varnished Insulations in 
Electrical Engineering" has been written for 
and published by The Varnished Fabric and 
Paper Section of the National Electrical Man- 
ufactures Assoc., 155 East 44th St., New York 
17, N. Y. The author is David O. Woodbury, 
well-known technical writer. Price, $1.00 
(Mention T -T) 

Antenna Handbook 
The 6th edition of the "Johnson Antenna 

Handbook and Rotary Beam Instruction 
Book" has just been published by the E. F. 
Johnson Co., Waseca, Minn., and may be se- 
cured from Johnson jobbers for 60 cents. 
While the handbook serves as an instruction 
manual for the Rotomatic Beam, it also con- 
tains general information on antennas, trans- 
mission lines and methods of coupling. 
(Mention T -T) 

Kinescope Insulation 
Recommendations for the support and in- 

sulation of Kinescope RCA-16AP4 is the sub- 
ject of a recently released RCA Electron Tube 
Application Note. The discussion concerns the 
structural features of the Kinescope which 
requires the use of new technics fcr support- 
ing the tube, masking the picture face, and 
Insulating the metal cone. Write to Tube 
Dept., Radio Corporation of America, Harri- 
son, N. J. (Mention T -T) 

Microwave Components 
Polytechnic Research & Development Co., 

Inc., 202 Tillery St., Brooklyn 1, N'. Y., has 
announced the availability of a complete line 
of microwave teat equipment components. In- 
cluded are fixed wavegulde pads. coaxial 
terminations, calibrated variable attenuators, 
slotted lines and probes, frequency meters, 
frequency standard multiplier and bolometers. 
Printed catalog is available to microwave 
research and operating engineers. (Mention 
T -T) 

for EASY MAINTENANCE 
G -E CALROD' SOLDERING IRONS can lac° 

maintained right in your own shop at low 
cost, without special tools-they need not 
be returned to the factory for repairs. 

HERE'S WHY: 
Colorized threads make tips non-freezing, easy 

to remove. 

Disassembly is easy, and all replacement parts 
are simple in design. 

Low-cost Calrod cartridge heaters are indepen- 
dent of shell, heat conductor, and tip holder; they 
con be removed merely by lifting a retainer pin. 

Ask your G -E Distributor for free bulletin 
GEA -4519. Or, write General Electric Co., 
Schenectady 5, N. Y. 

*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
675-154 

Theatre Television 
A 16 -page booklet entitled "Theatre Tele- 

vision -Facts Every Theatre Owner Should 
Know" has been released by the RCA Theatre 
Equipment Sales Div., Camden, N. J. RCA's 
two basic systems for theatre television are 
described; the instantaneous projection sys- 
tem and the intermediate film system. Co- 
pies may be obtained by writing to the Thea- 
tre Equipment Sales Div., Radio Corporation 
of America, Camden 2, N. J. and asking for 
Form 2R6154. (Mention T -T) 

Soldering Products 
The complete line of soldering products 

made by the P. Wall Manufacturing Co., 462 
Erie St., Grove City Pa., and its new divi- 
sion, Harmic Manufacturing Co., also of Grove 
City, is described in the new Wall catalog. 
These products include gasoline and kerosene 
blow torches, self -generating alcohol blow 
torches, electric soldering irons, solder, pa- 
raffin supplies and compound kettles. (Men- 
tion T -T) 

Insulation Resistance 
Measurements 

The James G. Biddle Co., 1316 Arch St., 
Philadelphia 7, Pa., has recently published 
a 24 -page booklet (21P8-15) which empha- 
sizes the simplicity of making insulation re- 
sistance measurements with a "Megger" in- 
sulation tester. (Mention T -T) 

Telemetering Systems 
A 20 -page, illustrated bulletin, GEA 5233, 

which describes the newest General Electric 
telemetering equipment for electric power 
distribution and industrial applications, has 
just been released by General Electric Co., 
Schenectady, N. Y. 

The bulletin gives detailed information on 
the frequency type, torque balance -type, and 
photoelectric -type telemeters manufactured 
by GE. Included also are simple wiring dia- 
grams of typical telemetering installations 
for various services, and descriptions, dimen- 
sione, and specifications of telemeters and 
auxiliary equipment, such as torque -balance 
converters and torque -balance load injectors. 
(Mention T -T) 

Circulars 
on Request 

Standard Signal Generators 

Pulse Generators 

FM Signal Generators 

Square Wave Generators 

Vacuum Tube Voltmeters 

UHF Field Strength Meters 

Television and FM Test 

Equipment 

Standards Are Only As Reliable As The Reputation Of Their Maker 

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION 
BOONTON NEW JERSEY 

8uß 
SECURITY 
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TELEVISION 

STRIPPED AND 
TINNED, READY 
FOR ASSEMBLY 

Take advantage of the time 

and money -saving features of 

these television coils made to 

your specifications and ready for 

immediate assembly. 
Whatever your requirements 

... choke coils, band -tuning coils, 

channel coils, contact coils, etc. 

... coated with enamel, lenzak, 

formvar, nylon, plastic, cotton or 

others ... Lewis will supply you 

quickly, dependably. 
Lewis has the facilities and 

broad experience for efficient, 

economical mass production of 

all types of television coils. Have 

a Lewis Engineer check your re- 

quirements and quote delivery 
and price. No obligation, of 

course. Call or write us today. 

LEWIS SPRING & MANUFACTURING CO. 

2654 West North Avenue, Chicago 47, Illinois 

PRECISION 

SPRI NGS 
THE FINEST LIGHT SPRINGS AND WIREEORMS 

OF EVERY TYPE AND MATERIAL 

TELE -TECH 
AdvertisersDecember1949 

on lower unit costs 
for your product? 

JUST an ordinary 3c stamp 
may open the way to substan- 
tial savings for you-if you use 
it to send us an outline of your 
spring requirements. As they 
often have in the past, our 
skilled springmakers and prac- 
tical, experienced engineers 
may be able to show you how 
you can reduce your spring 
costs and perhaps even make it 
possible to simplify assembly 
of your product. Accurate's un- 
excelled facilities and spring - 
making "know-how" are your 
best bet for the right spring for 
your job at the lowest overall 
cost. And we're prepared to 
show you the "proof of the 
pudding." 

The sooner you "risk" that 3c 
stamp the sooner you'll be in 
line for the "pay-off." Why not 
do it TODAY? 

Acethaee ee, 
t,(1,1i(,(11t 1.(Iry(b(>(ü((ì(.Íb.(.N,P, 

A dependable source of supply! 

ACCURATE SPRING MFG. CO. 

3808 W: Lake St. Chicago 24, III. 

et/doe; 9fiºee eey2en4; iSecvm/ iyty4 
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Accurate Spring Mfg. Co. 63 

Adams & Westlake Co. 5 

American Electrical Heater Co. 54 

Anaconda Wire & Cable Co. 11 

Automatic Electric Sales Corp. 41 

Bell Telephone Laboratories 14 

Boonton Radio Corp. 53 

Caldwell -Clements, Inc. 61, 62 
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Cleveland Container Co. 49 
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Machleu Laboratories, Inc. 15 
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Measurements Corp. 62 
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While every precaution is taken to insure accuracy, we 
cannot guarantee against the possibility of an oc- 
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OUR HISTORY 41,.54 e.« .9.. .4 .. n...% e.«Nrr. .us 

01A 10.45 OAFS .6 VT.I27A 2.% 711:11' 9.6 A78..... ....... 2.15 
1822 4.35 6587 ,70 1.5.1.50 .6 007130 7.% .9,íp 2.20 
IN21XIa11NMe .66 65117 .40 VT.. 9.85 7174 .10 954 .50 
1N210 XUI Diode 80 6517/GT .6 FG -172 29.50 7214. 3.95 955 .6 
IN23 Xta1 Diode .6 65K7/GT .65 2058 1.% 7244 4.65 956 .55 
1N234 XUI Diode .85 6SL7/GT 66 211 1'T.4 -C) .6 7240 4.25 957 .55 
1527 Xtal Dade.. .55 6507:GT .6 2114 1.6 725A 19.95 99110E-16) .. .30 
104/1294 .66 6007/GT .60 91D 1 x 7^_6A. 19.95 ISIS .35 
IRS ,6 744. .65 3020 4.25 7300..._. ......11.% 1148 .40 

155 .% 747 .6 304TH 5.% POI .60 1311 .75 
1521 1.10 704/1203. .40 31411, 1.75 701.4 .75 1610 1.25 
IT4 .% 7C7 . .6 3174 4.25 703 6.% 1619 .6 
20.25 .35 7E6 .66 3164 .75 7111 9.95 IÁ'4 1.25 
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2134 ,6 7117 .76 3716 .6 701 1.75 1620 .45 
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% 21' _ 9.6 7Q) 6 4174 19. 81 
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2.131 9.96 1246 .25 450TH . 19.05 714 3.75 0011 2.55 
2132.. 14.6 12K8 .6 GL -4714 2.75 815 2.6 8012 4.25 

2133 19.95 125F7 .70 527 11.25 026 .49 8020 3.35 
2137 ........... 13.15 125117 .40 W'L-530 ......17.50 029 3.25 8025 7.50 

72.6 125K7 .60 M'L-531 17.50 4312 3.90 9001 .70 
48 14.95 12517/GT .70 5324'11332 .. 3.6 837 7.75 5002 .45 22X2/679 

.6 125R7.40 02.559 -- 3.76 838 3.25 9003 .6 
300 .6 12.8252amp. 0.17610 7.46 MI .6 9000 .45 
355 1.6 TunRar 2.26 11'615 1.20 043 .6 7006 .45 
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GENERAL INDUSTRIES \a',, 
/ends the Parade 

MODEL TS -45-78-33A R. P.M. General Industries' 
newest rim -drive phonomotor, designed to accom- 
modate all types of records now on the market. 

...with this low cost THREE -SPEED PHONOMOTOR! 

It's GI's Model TS...the one motor designed and 
engineered to meet all requirements for true 
record reproduction at 331/4, 45 and 78 R.P.M. 
Already time -proved in actual service, this latest 
addition to the famous GI phonomotor line 
today is being used in a wide range of portables, 
table models and console radio -phonographs. 
Outstanding features: standard narrow -flange 

turntable for easy, compact installation . . . 

simple, yet positive speed shift mechanism 
with external control lever ... dependable, 
quiet Smooth Power motor for long, trouble - 
free service. 

For full details-blueprints, performance spe- 
cifications and quotations-write, wire or 
phone today. 

The GENERAL INDUSTRIES Co. 
DEPARTMENT L ELYRIA, OHIO 



C57ÌO J RfA 1.5 -kw input up to 160 Mr Power -13S wolfs . . . No Pu e-/ungs/en /roe ro b/e 
M-4-5761. , , .f.--kwinput up /a 110 Mr fi/ Power -36S wons . . . No rempaiob/i Pure-/ugs/en 

/rPe 
4<4-S711- . . 60- F/ P kw inpul up /01f Mi wer_ /11J wo//s . . , soving 107E 

19(.4.5627 /00 -kw ínpu/ up /a /O Ifr Pows-3/.Fw...sevingx 
60Æ AlA 5710. . . /s0-,Fw /i7/71// up /a 10 .te P wer_>/.Fw......r .ing ó0Æ P/ i inPui ore /or o omp/%d r ts C wi/Ao / 

ÓN Ce Peiob/e Purwher 0 H,7 Ì'P<- 

.. the economy of thoriated-tungsten filaments 
and improved cooling in high -power tubes 

Here is unparalleled tube value... 

Five new RCA tubes, ranging in power 
input from 1.5- to 150 -kw, and success- 
fully utilizing economical thoriated- 
tungsten filaments which offer marked 
savings in filament power and the 
cost of associated power equipment. 

Five tubes with proved features of 
previous similar types. Two-the 5762 
and 5786-have efficient newly de- 
signed radiators that permit the use 
of less expensive blowers. 

Five tubes with improved internal 
constructions that contribute to their 
more efficient operation and longer 
service life. 

These five new RCA tube types are 
"musts" for designers of broadcast, 
communications and industrial elec- 
tronic equipment where design and 
operating economies alike are im- 
portant considerations. 

Forced -air-cooled assemblies and 

water -jacket assemblies are available 
for most RCA power tubes. 

RCA Application Engineers are 
ready to consult with you on the ap- 
plication of these improved tubes and 
accessories to your specific designs. 
For complete technical information 
covering the types in which you are 
interested, write RCA, Commercial 
Engineering, Section 57LR, Harri- 
son, New Jersey. 

THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT IS RCA 

e TUBE DEPARTMENT 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
HARRISON, N. J. 




